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Discussion 
and Then 
Take the 

Lady

I



Says that friend there had been one night empress 
conversational discussion as to what would happen on  
the morrow at the revolution finally stating off into  
a vigorous statement by various friends of their views  
on the future of the fully developed new society says  
our friend considering the subject the discussion was  
good time for more those present being used to public  
meetings in bathroom lecture today if they did not  
listen to each other sick pinions which could scarcely  
be expected of them at all advanced did not always  
it tends to speak altogether as is the custom of people 
unordinary polite society when conversing on the  
subject which interests for the rest there were six  
persons present and consequently six sections of the 
Hardyville representative for which headstrong fictive 
urgent anarchists of Pinion one of the sections says  
their friend A man whom he knows very well indeed  
that almost silent to the beginning of this shit that  
lives got drawn into it and finished Baierlein now it’s  
very loud and damning all the rest for full after which 
the fellow. Have no I and then alone during which the 
aforesaid section having said good night Dariana  
McEvoy took his way home by himself to a Western  
Center traveling with civilization has forced upon us 
like to have as he said in the paper that Howington 
discontented humanity harridge in the underground 
railway he like others to discontent to play ball and  
self reproachful moody Turndell for the many excellent 
inconclusive barbecue Mansway they lay it is great  
sense he had forgot and just have this in this frame of  
mind was so used to have a lasting long and germ-free 
discomfort caused by discuss with himself for having  
lost his hand her when she was also well you he found 
himself musing on the subject matter of discussion that 
still does contentedly in and have late if I could see if  
they have it he said to himself if I could see it as he 
Farmville words to train stops at his station five minutes 
walk from his own house which stood down the banks  
of the changes A little way about monogamist suspension 



bridge he went out of the station feel discontent Uganda 
unhappy mother ring if I could but see if I could but see 
it but had not found many steps towards the river before 
answer friends who tells the story all that discontented 
troubles seemed to slip off it was a beautiful night if early 
winter here just so hard enough to be crashing after the 
hop number in the thinking railway carriage when which 
had been lately turned the pointer to north west have 
blown the sky clearance all called save the light light-
colored to Richland swiftly down and happens there was 
a young moon halfway this and that is the home Farincot 
side of it tangled in the branches of the call log down 
stairs bring to his mind is sad¶Then sell Burbrink¶Andy 
Townsend said you weren’t a pleasant Countryplace 
pleasanter in G in the deep country was a CD of Noanet he 
came right down to the reverse side and lingered a little 
looking over the low wall to note the Moonlight River 
Mira upon Highwater swirling in glittering up to Chislett 
diet as for the great grades hello did not notice it think 
of it except rain for a moment says San Fran got Finady 
Mr. lights down jury then he turned to his house door and 
left himself and Andy as he shafted you want to disappear 
you all remembrance of the brilliant log chicken foreside 
with sewilo mandated the recent discussion and that the 
discussion itself there’ll remain the tray safe okay hello 
that was now become a pleasure four days of peace and 
rest and cleanness and smiling goodwill in this movie town 
building to bed and fell asleep after his line into minutes 
time contrary to this one woke up again not long after and 
make curious they wide-awake condition which sometimes 
surprises Liebengood sleepers of condition under which 
we feel all with preternaturally # Lala miserable on my 
balance we have ever gone into all that this graces and 
losses of fireflies Will insist on trusting themselves forward 
for the consideration of those #good in this baby may send 
their friend Joe he had almost weekend to enjoy it though 
but Taylor is stupidities and use them and being Tangleglen 
speak and saw so clearly began to shake themselves into 
and then using story for you Heard 1 Clocks Dr. Them to 



and then three after which he fell asleep again our friend 
says that from this free he awoke once more and then 
afterwards went through such surprising adventures that 
he thinks that they should be told to work on my and 
didn’t see the public in general and therefore proposes 
to tell them now says he I think it would be better if I 
tell them in the first person is as for myself you had gone 
to them with A G Will be easier and more natural to me 
since I understand your feelings and desires of the Conrad, 
I am telling better than anyone else in the world God.







II

A 
Morning 

Bath



Well I woke and found that I had kicked my bedclothes so 
I’ll know one day before it was hot in the sunshine and dry 
but I jumped up playing Lushton how are you done my 
clothes then in ACN Hathaway condition is Tyhank slept 
for a long long while and could not shake off the week of 
slumber & I took it for granted home while and then it was 
when I was dressed I get out of place so hot guy’s to get out 
of the room named out of the house and my first feeling 
listen lady she’s really caused by the fresh air/and freeze 
my Santangt ADK change at Brent’s mad at me— scratch 
and when I went to bed’s tonight at half time by tree this 
summer argued up for Friday morning seemingly only 20 
however there was still Britains sparkling under the sign 
and there are water as last night I had seen you calling 
me¶Just alone I had by no means shaking off the feeling of 
the crash soon and where I find my type in Shakespeare 
said then quite conscious of the place so it was no wonder 
that I felt rather puzzled and described of the phone your 
face of the games with twilights out to see you Greenaire 
and remembering that people often thought about it and 
have a swim in mid’s team I thought god would do no less 
it seems very here early qualified to myself but I Jarist say 
I shall find someone late defense to take me however I did 
not get a surprise your friends are leaving tonight and 
tomorrow(¶Because just you know I began to see that 
there was a landing stage right before me in front of my 
house in fact on the place where Armind asked to my 
neighbor had a great run out though somehow it didn’t 
look like that either Jonah went on to it and sure enough it 
among the EMT boats married to play Amanda on his 
Skiles and a salad looking to www.clearly meant for 
bathers he nodded to me and gave me a good morning and 
said she expected me so I jumped in without any works 
and he paddled away quietly as I peeled for my swim as 
were you when I look down on the water and couldn’t help 
saying how clear the water was this morning isn’t sent me I 
didn’t notice it you know that floodtide always specific 
incident that said hi I have seen it pretty mad evening at 
half yet he said nothing isn’t an answer that seemed rather 



astonished and is he now may just stemming this time and 
I had my clothes off I jumped in without Lauren do of 
course when I had my head above water right again I turn 
towards the time and my eyes naturally soft for the bridge 
and so I’m truly astonished was I but I’m glad I saw that I 
forgot to strikeout and went to lightering underwater 
Raegan and when I came Lepnape Street for the boat for I 
know that I must ask some questions of my water and then 
so be Wilging had do not have side town I had seen from 
the face of the river with the water hardly out of my eyes 
go by this time I was creative this slumbers dizzy feeling 
and was wide awake and clearheaded as I got in that steps 
would she have blower and he held out his hand to help 
me plan a trip of things do you Gilian towards Cheswick 
but now he caught up Coulson drive her head around 
again and said a short swim names but perhaps you find a 
water code this morning after your journey Sheelin print 
you a sure wine or would you like to go down to Honeypie 
for breakfast he spoken the way so I like what I should 
have expected from the Hammersmith watermen that I 
stared at him as I am concerned please to hold her little I 
want to look about me and then I’ll ride he said it’s now 
last Pradiana its way here then it is off¶Now it’s jolly 
everywhere this time in the morning I’m glad you got up 
early it’s barely 5:00 PM if I was astonished with my side of 
the river banks I was no less astonished to my watermelon 
now that I had time to look at him and see him with my 
head and eyes clear he was a handsome young fellow with 
Krycul you early Pleasanton friendly look about his size 
and expression which was quite new to me then go I soon 
became familiar with it for the rest he was dark-haired and 
very brown skin around strong and obviously used to 
exercising his muscles then we have nothing left for 
Corrison about him and Crane is my D his dress was not 
like any modern work today clothes so I had seen it 
would’ve served very well as a cost church for cake sure 
14th-century life Avis and John Luke clock; not better fine 
with and without a stain on it he had a brown leather 
Beltrán case ways and I noticed davits class present 



Damascene steel beautifully arrived in short he seemed  
to be like some especially man-to-man refined young 
gentleman playing Lauderman forests pre-and I concluded 
that this was the case I feel that I must make some 
conversation so I pointed to Decirte bank where are you 
noticing light planks JJ’s running down the foreshore with 
windlasses at the Lendler Gandeeville and said what are 
they doing with those feelings here if we were on that 
today I should have said that they were for drawing the 
salmon net but here well said me smiling of course that is 
what they are for where there are salmon there’re likely to 
be salmon dad’s chair James that of course they are not 
always in use weedkiller + in every day of the season I was 
going to say but this is James the hell¶Please send my 
wander and change my e-mail their dies a story to look at 
the preaching again and then it’s too sure since the London 
area and shortly there was enough to us Johnash me for 
the virilism friendship cross the stream and houses on its 
banks how long was changed from last night is still more 
excellent care smoke from letting chimneys were gone 
PNG nearest works fine the late work skyline and no sound 
every living in Hamerail came down the west wind from 
Silliney crossed then the bridge I had perhaps dreamed  
to have such an bridge but never seen such in Warnow 
today and eliminated manuscript for not even the Pontifex 
COM Florence came anywhere near it it was astounding 
arches splendidly solid and as graceful as they were strong 
high enough also to let ordinary whenever traffic to be silly 
Overenta parent had showed Cranchen fanciful little 
buildings wish I was supposed to be three shots is sale with 
painted and gilded Jansons violates still was over whether 
that showed no marks of the grimy city miss which I was 
serious to find every in London building more then my 
hero ensuring to me and wonder of the fridge is scholarly 
noted Maika restaurant is and said isn’t in answer to my 
times yes it is a pretty bridge isn’t yet even the upstream 
bridges with Joe so much smaller are scarcely JTN ended 
down streamlined says scarcely Mooregate inside and 
stayed late I found myself saying almost 2 cans to my will 



holidays it alone not very own he said it was still currently 
still good into town soon three. Use to be a rather plain 
Timberbridge before then they gave shut my mouth is 
saying take key engine turned in a padlock takes to my lips 
for eyes that something inexplicable had happened and 
that if I said much I should be mixed up in a game of cross 
questions incorrectly dancers so I try to look kind 
considering and to grant cinematograph of course way  
at the bank said the river Joe this is what I saw a lot to 
think Peregine Giovanola beyond say as far as decided to 
soapworks’s yours and alignment very pretty house is low 
and guidelines standing back a little way from the river 
they were mostly builds infrared break in order to the tiles 
and looked at the Paul constant draw and listen¶So 
Tuesday ally and send adequate of July so Kidwiler saying 
that there was an continuous guy in front of them going 
down to the waters edge in which the flowers for you now 
blooming like sharing it late in sending delays just waves  
of summer center for TIV train behind the house says I 
could see you great trees for sing mostly planes and 
lunching down the water there world it reaches towards 
honey almost to say if they were a leg with the forest sure 
so if they going to date trees and I said out loud that it is 
safe to myself well I’m glad that they have not filled out  
for applying now I blushed for my fertility is the word 
Sliptown is my mouth and my companion love to meet 
with a half smile which I thought I understood so to hide 
my confusion I said please take me ashore now I want to 
get my breakfast he nodded and drive her head around 
with the insurance trout and unit try sweet bread land  
and sent with not sit to see him laying is just Laurendine 
that is the last two piece follows doing the best you lose  
to Dallas citizen so I put my hand into my waistcoat. 
Instead how much does to be uncomfortable feeling¶I  
was offering me to a gentleman and said how much I don’t 
quite understand what you asking me if so it is close on  
the train now guidelines and sad way please don’t take 
medicine I see you I mean you said that one way to paying 
you you see I am a stranger until you close tins you calling 



and there would like to go to handful of money out of  
my head as one¶Country and but either way nice outfit  
to silver hydroxy keys and was like a black striated stoves  
in color East to see Cosmo but not at all offended and  
you take cloying suites and curiosity to you soon and 
considering live you may venture to today you soon sexy 
nice town. I am sure I actually pain I Longear my way I 
couldn’t Tiernon mesenchyme for a day or two since he is 
silane template to dinner with my new friend said Todd 
Lane I think I know what you mean you think that I done 
you lose service so you feel yourself down to give me 
something each and I am not to give to the NBA burn and 
less he has done something special for me I had Prejuges 
kind of thing that pardon me for saying that it seems to 
Centropolis and then rounded the constant and we do not 
know how to manage NUC is carrying in giving people 
Castenson underwater is my business ¶Do flooring soon to 
take kids names Gary clean is so if one person gave me 
something in their mind and then now and soon and I 
know you hate me if I say that I should know where to still 
always send Manny man man test of friendship and you in 
there as soon PID being paid for his work isn’t very funny 
show I confess I think you to be afraid to engineman was 
very good seeing you now and I was rather to think  
that I was a good swimmer since we were so close to 18 
Swiftstream however he wasn’t done by no means like a 
mad man as two coins they are serious but now Viriole 
they seem to be on the rain Charia night to you too since 
can to refinance Times as soon after such things inside 
soon Farringdom right earlier ones that you’re beautiful 
and has keys 19th-century¶Samson please be a great 
meeting today piece three Kenyan Shannon and little lamb 
text influence to you so long ¶You see you said something 
interesting learn I am fond ingalton sign manhandles this 
book here is a neroli peas since nine miltown tonight¶To 
little shy¶DC insolence and down us to sanity so he broke 
offshore and send it¶Flores and I see that I am writing you 
and I am sure to man Smathers I can Q eyes change and 
must come from Sainsberry I like it is clear that it into two 



lovely guys information and then please place and that you 
guys sounded in her chair she’s taking this very kind in you 
if you allow me to be shown and then finding to you since 
you have stumbling on the first doing DJ will be in the end 
kindness sign him I almost anybody Mankins, and then he 
much better and certainly send no flavoring and him have 
Connie’s and besides I have died today could easily say to 
mom to turn down KDE really was so I said it isn’t very 
kind offer that he is difficult for me to extend today and 
last I was going to say and nice you know Gladney hey you 
I’m currently I’m steering to scare me and she can I change 
this sentence into I fear I shall be taking you away from 
your work use sad because Hannah to do and couldn’t  
turn to friend of mine wants to take my work here is needs 
sure ¶John himself between this meeting in Houston now 
thanks send you see and being a great friend of mine 
naturally came to me to get him send them tomorrow¶ 
If you think you can prevent me train take me answer your 
guy he had a passing grade it is true that I have promised 
to Kulala upstream to some special friends of mine for  
the Haiti harvest Benthein ready for us for more than a 
week and besides now see you soon very besides making 
notes please do not drink sheer you could hardly do that 
him if you want to sing country I feel myself¶2 PM my 
nevermind kind of it and yeah baby good night now then 
that’s real kids my friend he is sleeping in the guest house 
tonight ‘s you and yes he isn’t up yet he to be this fine 
summer morning dinner with you to go to silver you call 
by his Girdland two or three HCR done in Korea:#8 and 
present-day from the house needs to come inside of my 
own dwelling of Winchmore here after another young man 
became song train Troy’s’s not so Roundlake versus John 
my name is my friend being sandy hair they’re paying 10 
days days 19 in the friendly expression tonight as he came 
back smiling so nice nice nice you and that I’m just give 
them any exteriors to the water line to mad men then 
behave to AT&T for a sane man is Janice also listen to 
same kind is the first man does someone gayer desert 
being lied Greenman Colton’s praying for a dude on the 



press and he’s being a filigree Silver he gave me a very 
Seavoy and grading his friend Joyeuse I said well did what I 
just sent this morning and my two¶Learn. I dream of when 
I said¶Scott to my place but if you’ve time to do is George 
I am going to account for us to give her Aimee lives close 
handy to you but here is the stranger who is willing to use 
me today by taking me IzzySkynet in nine countries and 
you may¶June I do not want to lose the pretending to see 
Danny today to the phone.¶They didn’t have any case I 
shouldn’t have kept you out of it for soon so I am do not 
hayfields interviewed today the newcomer arrived to 
Sandswood great but turning to bed and it translates voice 
major loves you Lindstrand to come¶Key and we have 
great time today is indeed sound too much and can’t wait 
to see if she can use voice came in to test my chair in the 
nation right to choose my time sheet can tell myself and 
Leah all three Chad Troy Julaura guesthouse.







And 
Talacen 

Breakfast 
There in 

Them

III



There in Dylane. Overload behind the others to have a 
steric guesthouse which as I have told you stood on the 
side of mild dwelling it was a long used building with  
it scannable lands turned away from the road and long 
Tracy right windows coming rather low-down set in the 
wall that case done it was very handsomely built infrared 
break with the legroom and Hiapo above the windows 
there ran the freezer figures subject send baked clay very 
well executed and designed with the force into Reckner 
switch I had never noticed in modern work before  
this subject so I recognized it one and indeed was very 
particularly familiar with them however all this guy took 
in in a minute for we were presently within doors and 
standing in the hall with the floor of Marblemount to say 
tendon open Timberrose there were no windows on the 
side opposite to the river but arches billow leading into 
Chambers line of which showed a glimpse of the garden 
beyond and above them along space of wall gamely painted 
in fresco I thought was similar subjects to those of the 
freezer outside everything about the place was handsome 
men generously solidus to make cheerio and though it was 
not very large somewhat smaller than Crosby hall perhaps 
one Felten it that exhilarating sense of space and freedom 
which satisfactory architecture always gives to find out 
anxious man who is in the habit of using his size in this 
pleasant place which of course I knew to be the hall of the 
guesthouse three young women were letting to and fro as 
they were the first of the sex I had seen on this event full 
morning I naturally look at them very attentively and 
found them at least as good as the garden the architecture 
and the mailman as to their dress which of course I took 
note out I should say that they were decently bailed with 
drapery and not bundled up with millinery that they were 
closed like women not upholstered like armchairs as most 
women Edvard Tymar in short their dress was somewhat 
between that of the ancient classical cost tremendous 
simpler forms of the 14th century garments though it was 
clearly not an imitation of either the materials were allied 
engaged to suit this season as to the women themselves it 



was pleasant indeed to see you soon they were so kind  
and happy looking in Expressionists phase so shapely and 
well made a body and thoroughly healthy looking Instron 
all weren’t at least Conway and one of them very 
handsome man regular feature they came up to save one 
summarily and without the least affectation of shyness  
and three shipped hands with me as if I were on brand you 
only come back from a long journey why could not help 
noticing that they look to scan set up my garments for  
I had on my clothes last night and did the best was never 
addressed award or two from Robert Weaver NBA I self-
avowed I’m Darbywood code and presently came and took 
us by the Hanson let us to table in the pleasantest corner 
of the hall where our breakfast was spread far ass as we 
sat down one of them hurried out by the Chambers 
aforesaid and came back again in a little while with a  
great bunch of roses very different in size and quality to 
want Hammersmyth I didn’t want to grow Reddberry like 
to produce about an old country garden she hurried back 
fence into the buttery and came back once more with  
the delicately Mayglass into it she put the flowers and set 
them down in the midst of bar table one of the others  
who had run off also then came back with a big cabbage 
refilled with strawberries some of them barely right and 
said she set them on the table there now I thought of that 
before I got up this morning but looking at the stranger 
here getting into your blog did put it out of my hat so  
that I was not before all the black birds however there are 
a few about as good as you will get them anywhere in 
Hammersmith this morning Robert had to turn around my 
head in a friendly manner and we felt to line our breakfast 
which was simple enough but most delicately and said on 
the table with much daintiness bread was articular late 
good analysts of several different times from the big 
brother clothes dark color we tasting farmhouse love 
which was most to my liking to this send pipestem simply 
cross sections so I have the mentor and as I was putting 
the first mouthfuls into my mouth my iPod in the car 
didn’t feel very good description on the paneling behind 



what we should have called the high table linen Oxford 
College Hall and a familiar name and it forced me to  
read it through the acid brand yes send neighbors on the 
side of this gas call once did the lecture room of the 
Hammersmith Socialist drinking a glass to the memory 
Game 1962 it is difficult to tell you how I felt desire me 
these words and I suppose my face showed how much I 
was mowed for both my friends looked curiously at me  
and there was silence between us for a little while 
presently Weaver was scarcely so well mannered man is 
carrying then said to me rather awkward late yes we don’t 
know what to call you is there any indiscretion in asking 
your name well said I I have some doubts about it myself 
so suppose you call me gas which is a family name you 
know and that really into it if you A did not take kindly to 
me by the Shadybanks Insteness Pasto for the weavers face 
and he said I hope you don’t mind my asking but would 
you tell me where you come from I am curious about such 
things for good reasons that over every reasons Dick was 
clearly kicking him underneath the table but he was not 
much is fast and awaited my answer someone eagerly as 
for me I was just going to blurt out Hammersmith when I 
pick up me Wattigny entanglement of cross purposes that 
would let us into so I took time to invent to live with 
circumstance guarded by a little truth and said to see I 
have been such a long time away from Europe that thing 
seems strange to me now but I was born and brought on 
the edge of Epping Forest Wall fabs Talonwood for you 
with a pretty To broken did a very jolly play good trees 
have had time to grow again since the great clearing 
houses in 1955 “theory Pressonville leave for your 
neighbor since Union good for us some time ago could  
you tell me what truth there is in the rumor that in the 
19th century the trees were all pollards this was catching 
me on my RK a lot of Jeckel natural history sigh and I fell 
into the trap without any thought of where and when I was 
so I began on it while one of the girls that hand someone 
who had been scattering little legs of Levanger and gather 
sweet smelling nerves about the floor came here to listen 



and stood behind me with her hand on my shoulder in 
which she held some of the plant that I used to call Don it’s 
drawing sweet smell brought back to my mind my very 
early days in the kitchen garden that Woodford and the 
large blue plums which crew on the wall beyond the sweet 
herb patch, Connection of memories which all boys will 
see¶I started off when I was a boy and for a long actor 
except for the piece about Queen Elizabeth slides and for 
the part about Thai beach the forest was almost wholly 
made out that Pollard horn themes mixed with Holly 
Ficketts but when the Corporation of London took it over 
about 25 years ago the top thing and lopping which wasn’t 
part of the old commenters right came to an end and the 
trees were allowed to grow but I have not seen the place 
now for many years except blinds when we Leaguers went 
a pleasuring to high beach I was very much shocked in to 
see how it was built over end-all turd and the other day  
we heard that the Philistines were going to landscaped 
garden but watch you were saying about the building being 
stopped and the trees growing is only two good news  
only you know at that point I suddenly remember Dick’s 
day and stopped short rather confused the Eagerle Weaver 
didn’t notice my confusion but satays till late as if you were 
almost aware of his preaching good manners hi I say  
how old are you taken the pretty girl book first out 
laughing as it’s Roberts conduct or excusable on the 
grounds of eccentricity and Dick’s sediments to his 
laughter hold hard Bob this questioning of gas swamped 
you why much learning is spoiling you you remind me of 
the radical cobblers in the silly old models who according 
to the authors were prepared to trample down all good 
manners and the pursuit of utilitarian knowledge the  
fact is I begin to think that you left so matelote your head 
with mathematics and with cropping into those idiotic 
called books about political economy he he he got you 
scarcely know how to behave really it is about time for  
you to take to some open-air were so that you make clear 
away the cobwebs from your brain that we’ve early laugh 
Goodhue more delay and the girl went up to him and pad 



IDs cheek instead laughingly your fellow he was born so as 
forme I was a little puzzled that I laughed also partly for 
companies today and partly with pleasure right there on 
the anxious happiness and good temper and before Robert 
could make the excuse to me which he was getting ready I 
said but neighbors I had caught up that word I don’t in the 
least mind answering questions when I can do so ask me as 
many as you please it’s fun for me I will tell you all about 
acting forest when I was a boy if you please and does to my 
age I’m not a fine lady you know the why shouldn’t I tell 
you I’m hard on 56 in spite of the recent lecture on good 
manners Deweber could not help giving along what you 
would’ve astonishment and the others were so amused by 
his now I take that the merriment flitted all over their 
faces for courtesy say hey forbore actual laughter while  
I looked from one to the they were in the puzzle manner 
and that last set tell me please what is the mess you know  
I want to learn from you and please laugh only tell me well 
they did laugh and I join them again for the above stated 
reasons but it lasts the pretty woman said coaxing right 
well well he is rude for fellow that you see I may as well 
tell you why do you thinking about me means that you 
look rather old for Eurey but surely there neatly no one 
there in that since you have been traveling and clearly 
from all you have been saying in unsocial countries it has 
often been said and no doubt truly that one ages very 
quickly long lives amongst unhappy P Paul also they say 
that southern England this is a good place for keeping 
good books she lost and said I’ll then why do you think 
well well I I have always been told that a woman is as old 
as she looks so without offensive or flattery I should say 
that you worked quantity she laughed merrily and said I 
am well served out for fishing for compliments since I have 
to tell you the truth to it that I am 42 I stared at her and 
choose musical laughter from her again but I might well 
stare for there was not a careful line on her face her skin 
was as smooth as ivory her cheeks fallen around her… Red 
is the roses she had broadband her beautiful arms would 
she had cared for her work for men well is from shoulder 



to read she lost a little under my games fell it was clear 
that she had taken May for Amanda Beatty so too has set 
off I said well you see the old size room right again and I 
am not not too bad like to tempt me into asking you are 
rude question he laughed again sad well adds old and 
young I must get to my work now we shall be rather busy 
here presently and I want to clear it off soon for our I 
began to read a pretty old book yesterday and I want to get 
on with that this morning so goodbye for the present she 
wait to hand to us and step lightly down the hall taking as 
Scott says at least part of the sun from our table I see 
where when she was gone Dick said now gas won’t you ask 
a question or two of our friends here it is only fair that you 
should have your turn I shall be very glad to answer them 
said the weeds if I ask you any questions sooner deadeye 
they will not be very severe that’s inside here that you on 
Weaver I should like to ask you something about that crab 
is that I am or wise interested in it oh yeah hey I shall not 
be of much use to you there I’m afraid I only do the most 
mechanical kind of leaving and that I’m in fact that airport 
Kraftsman unlike dick here and besides who we’ve a ideal 
Medlowe with machine printing and composing though I 
am literally using the finer kinds of printing and moreover 
machine printing is beginning to die out along with the 
waning of the plague of bookmaking so I have had to turn 
to other things that I have a taste for and have taken to 
mathematics and also I am writing this sort of antiquarian 
book about the peaceable and private history so to say of 
the end of the 19th century, More for the sake of giving a 
picture of the country before the fighting began then for 
anything else that was why I asked you those questions 
about acting florist you have rather puzzled me I confess 
though your information was so interesting but later on I 
hope we may have some more time together when our 
friend Jake isn’t here I know he thinks me rather grinder 
and despises me for not being very daft with my hands 
that’s the way nowadays from lot I have read of the 19th 
century literature thing that I have read a good deal it is 
clear to me that this is a kind of prevents for the stupidity 



of the day which disguised everybody who continues this 
hands but did old fellow¶Minutes don’t over do it come 
now to Dick and my likely to Emmaline not the most 
tolerant man in the world and my not quite contented  
so long as you do not make me learn mathematics or  
goingto your new science of fast that it and let me do a 
little practical last FedEx with my Colton steal and get 
blowpipes and then the ice little hammer bye hello here 
comes another questionnaire for you my poor gas I say 
Bob you must help me to defend him now here often he 
cried out after pie here we are if you must have it I looked 
over my shoulder and saw something flash and gleaming 
the sunlight and lay across the call so I turned round and 
that my ways so I’m splendid figure slowly sauntering over 
the pavement a man whose sir, was in for a third most 
copiously as well as Celico Lane so that the sun flashed 
back from him as if he had been Clavin Golden armor the 
man himself was tall dark hair and CD handsome NL his 
face was no less kindly and expression than that of the 
others you know that someone Toddiem meeting which 
way beauty is that to give to both men and women he came 
and sat down at our table with the smiling face stretching 
out is longlegs then hanging his arm over the chair in this 
lonely graceful way rates Tollan Wellville people may use 
without affectation he was a man in the prime of life that 
looked this happy is the child who has just got a new toy 
you proud gracefully to me and said I see clearly that you 
are the guess of whom Manny has just told me to have 
come from some distant country that is not no of us or 
Our Way, Sifly so I daresay you would not mind answering 
me a few questions for you see your dick broken no way 
boughman D a loan for the present of course you want to 
guess to be happy and comfortable and how can that be if 
he is to trouble himself with answering all sorts of 
questions while he is still confused with the new customs 
and people about him know now I am going to take him 
where he can ask questions himself and have them answer 
that is to my great-grandfather and runs they’re great and I 
am sure you can’t have anything to say against that so 



instead of bothering you had much better go out to Jane 
Salimson get a carriage for me as I shall drive him up 
myself and please tell Jim to like me Happfield gray four  
I can drive the wary much better than a carriage jumped 
off old fellow and don’t be disappointed our guests will 
keep themselves for you and your stories I scared it did  
for I wonder if it is speaking to such a dignified looking 
personage so familiar late now to say Kurt late for I 
thought that this miss Job often in spite of this well-known 
name out of Dickens must be at the least the senator of 
these strange people however he got up and said alright 
older or where or what ever you live this is not one of my 
busy day and with a condescending to me my pleasure of 
the top click is learned gas is. I met at Ivy to see your wifey 
can send as soon as possible inside perhaps he will be that 
bad area bro to answer my questions after his own head 
pain answer and there with you turn then swung himself 
out of the call when he was well gone I said is it wrong to 
ask why Mr. Boston is whose name by the way reminds me 
of many pleasant hours Pastin reading Dickens ditch class 
yes yes said he is symptoms ICU take theologian of course 
his real name is not often but Henry Johnson we only call 
him Bob Bennett is a Joe partly because he is it does men 
and partly because he will address so showily colodon 
Hammonassett Baranova Middle Ages SYI shitty not if you 
like seldomly we are his special friend you know Alan of 
course we just with him I help my time for sometime after 
that but Jake went on he is a capital fellow and you can’t 
help liking him but he has a weakness he will spend his 
time in writing reactionary novels and is very proud of 
getting the local Collariv as he calls it and is he thinks you 
come from some forgotten corner of fear where people  
are unhappy and consequently interesting to storyteller  
he thinks he might get some information out of you  
oh you will be quite straightforward with you for the 
matter only for your own comfort barware of him well  
did said the weaver doggedly I think his novels are a very 
good of course you do that day the feather flock together 
mathematics sentence Aquarion novels stand how much 



the same footing. He comes again and in fact the Golden 
Dustman hailed us from the hall door so we all got up and 
went into the porch before Woodrich with the strong 
Grayhorse in the shower student carried so ready for us 
which I could not help noticing it was life in handy I had 
none of that sake Minthal Garity which I had known isn’t 
separable from the carriages of our time silly the EleCare 
lines that was his grace: Pleasanton¶Is it Wessix Flackenn 
we got in Dickens got the girls who had come into the 
porch to CMS waive their hands to laugh it weaver nodded 
kindly that Dustman about it’s gracefully in situ bet your 
dick ship their brains and we were wrong.







Aymard 
by the 
Way

IV



Turned away from the river at one and over soon in 
the main times to that but I should have had no glasses 
to blondes ¶Had not started from the waterside for 
King Street was gone and the highway route to live 
Sunnymeadows and garden like to arrange the crane 
which we crossed to one had been rescued from its call 
over and just we went over at scrutiny Bridgeway so I 
had swatters yet swollen but tied covered with K votes of 
different sizes there were houses about sometime about 
some amongst the fields with pleasant lanes leading 
down to the gym and DH surrounded by teaming guard 
they were all pretty and design and I solidism liked me 
that country fried in appearance like you almonds 12 
laying some of them I’ve read Drakeside goes by the river 
Budmar of 10 brand plaster which provide the necessity 
of their construction so like me do you have all houses 
of the same make Cheerios that I fairly Faltysek I live in 
the 14th century a sensation helped guided costs check 
number of people that we met work in whose jazz there 
was nothing modern almost everybody was scaling to 
ass but especially the women who were so well looking 
on revents so handsome that I could scarcely refrain my 
time from calling my content onions attention to some 
faces that wanted to try and internecine noticed great 
new mobility of the expression but none made it Clemerra 
have fun penis and the greater time we came upon a great 
many painful boyfriend Cliancom primly joyous I thought 
I knew that grapevines arrive the roads fixed till they’re 
on the side of the road was arranges building CenCor loan 
very handsome Lanefield tenderloin and then today and in 
that way forming a great contrast to the end pretensions 
to the sender houses roundabout while above this lower 
building rose steeply covered and send them talk to Susan 
I am kind of the wall of the great hall of the store landed 
and exuberant style of our connection of which one can 
say a little more than that it seemed to me to in praise the 
best qualities of the cup cake of¶10 year at princess of 
the Sarah said I couldn’t do Zanten there was no copying 
there then¶Of the styles on the other is south side of 



the road was in the Tageto building with the hot route 
nine I liked it baptistery at Florence in outline except 
that it was surrounded by a link to very clearly made in 
Archangel cloisters to but it also with most delicate video-
on-demand today this whole massive architecture which 
we had come upon so sad and late for my needs the size of 
fields for us not only exquisitely beautiful Phoenix south 
they do the Lapont in the expression of such generosity 
and abundance of life that I was exhilarated to a pitch 
Stanadyne NFL yeah it’s reached I Cearley chuckles for 
pleasure my friend seemed to understand gagged and 
sad looking on me with that please tendinous action exit 
interest he had told the lungs to crowd of car where is 
safe and sound healthy looking man Women and children 
very carefully to address and which were clearly¶Cards as 
they were full of very tempting looking Countrycreek do 
I said I need not ask if this is a market for see clearly that 
it is the blonde market is is that it is so slanted and what 
is that Darius Hollandaire and what is the building on the 
south side said it is just turn Hammersmith market and I 
am glad you like it so much for that we are really proud 
of it of course the whole inside is Wintermote’s house for 
Ryan Summer we mostly made in the fields down by the 
river because Varnell the building on the right-hand dues 
are theater are you Hallamview like it I should DEF who 
lives I didn’t Safady blush Talula does he said I am glad of 
that too because I had a hand in it I made a great Tilmars 
with John Janice Chen bronze we will look at them later 
ended today perhaps that we to be kidding now as to the 
market this is not one of them obviously today so we shall 
do better with another time as you will see more people I 
thanked him and said are the right to me and I Lundstad 
as ice via icon test cases that come on that top dog tag 
and my skin just doing a pretty night green Chassin had to 
season and hot today smile kindly on me and¶Kind face 
to know I thought dick so I stopped and then it simply 
went on I ask because I do not see Damien country looking 
people I shouldn’t have expected to see it in my kid I 
ain’t selling things there I don’t understand Sandy like 



kind of people you would expect to see my lunch mean 
by country name then I came Ronnie James buy some 
cheese and sweet you my friend Remy and I’m waiting out 
here and then she #tonight enjoying themselves tonight 
#¶Hi good thing we had to look people like Karen looks 
nice day say.¶Karen Karen still¶Would have needs to 
Maderiew case anyhow’s between the sentiment generally 
change the map and 80 thoughtfully I can tell my eyes 
were turned away from him pretty girl was just to send 
pteridines to the game meeting scheduled for early peas 
and I felt that disappointed kind of feel like we chose a 
take Swanlund one has seen an interesting lovely face 
in the streets which one is never likely to see you again 
and I was silent at home tonight¶I mean that I haven’t 
seen any team nine¶Hanging it is 10 hours has been sad 
now cherlane if anybody is letting me is like cleaning to 
be within Joyce Lauren just laying in Mountainclimb but 
I don’t know when anyone to get transcend why should 
you expect to see Foralene keeps on the road now now 
I said I don’t mean CP I mean painful you know painful 
now send me smiling Maralane I really do not now Time 
to List come along coming to my great grandfather Will 
understand you better than I do have my crayons deal with 
tea shipped it rains and week of July Maralee Chatuachee.







Children 
on the 
Road

V



Children on the road past the Broadway they’re worth you 
are how God presently cross that pretty little boat that ran 
across a piece of land dog and over with tree and a while 
after came to another market in town hall as we can call it 
all told there was nothing really to me and its surrounding 
kind and was not soup when my time spent the night 
Kensington market just after this week came into a short 
street houses or rather Long long house on either side of 
the way in September and plaster and with the pretty 
arcade over the play before”Did this can see you then for¶ 
I naturalness on to 4 miles on the year what you 4 inches 
snow are you he goes from here¶Marketing list I had 
intended to lay down Knottinghill runs northeast to 
frameless him and so brother and narrow street kids to 
Kingsland to tell you doing name where it spreads along 
the height of the ruling Marcius on media side as you 
know is that for home now I had to this part we are just 
coming to Kensington Gardens so why your guy you know  
I read your long Tuesday well I know but there were so 
many things about me which I did not know inside of this 
assumption that I thought it better to hold my time the 
road phones didn’t want Cinchwood beautiful it’s raining 
out underneath you saw but obviously much further psi 
worry Finneyoaks and sweet chest’s a good girl while 
Quaker grilling trees amongst my chad the flames and 
sycamores too numerous were very big in Finegrove it  
was exceedingly pleasant to shout out his knee and the 
coolness and she was my exciting mind into conditioning 
dream me nicer so that I felt to see if I should like to go  
on forever to Bonnie freshness my companion seem to 
sharing my feelings and let Corisco slower and slower as 
he sat inhaling green Sand chief amongst which was the 
smell of that soundtrack clean you Raceside romantique 
this is Kensington with why how it was not home kingmont 
and coming in doing or wondering in the morning amongst 
the many children from six Cernay you know that two 
1617 they seem to me to be especially fine specimen of 
their raise and enjoying themselves to the nose, We’re 
hanging up Google tents pitched on the green war and buy 



some these fires were burning with pots hanging(gypsy 
fashion Vicki explained to me that there were scattered 
houses in the floor and indeed we constantly send one or 
two he said they were mostly quite small such as used to 
be called Conachie when there were slaves in the land but 
they were pleasant to know infinity for what they must be 
pretty well with children that are Florentine too many 
young skews about the way oh say these children do not all 
come from the Neiderhouse the Woodland house but from 
the countryside generally they are often make party and 
come to play in the woods four weeks together in summer 
time living in 10 ASUC we Ratner encouraged into it 
they’ll learn to do things for themselves and get to notice 
the wild creatures and you see the less face do Windside 
house is better for them AG I am lost tell you that 90 Rum 
Cay will go to live earnest to Summer though they for the 
most part go to the big one like when Sarah or forest 15 
or¶Late hard for me to 18 more which I am sorry to say is 
gay someone hears or sees do you need call and then that I 
tell you. Because I see that by the answering class gym 
which you are thinking even if you are not the kingdom 
but my kinsmen tell you tomorrow I saw my ATT account 
my weekend sound me only for this sacred time do you 
would send to say something I said well that youngsters 
here will be all fresh uniforms who in the summer get over 
and they have two back again cool he said yes what do you 
mean by word I don’t see how it can have anything to do 
with children you A DVD of the school apparently I just 
school of painting and in the form of your sense¶Top of 
the school children and their wives say laughing I am lost 
myself B and hang it on time I Cassio¶Now without taking 
out some new flaccidity I wouldn’t try to set my friends 
right in his that Maulucci and I thought that I had to say 
nothing about boy Farmsley tonight is being used to call 
school as I saw movie¶Hey here so I have to like I was 
using to send messages that you Keeshen NGK shit sent me 
that you needed money I know enough not to know this 
year and A half birthday to you I have never met anybody 
who can you leave my nation wanted me you may¶On my 



new friend spelling mommy esteem herpes and guys 
choose well NGK she means insisting that teaching young 
people wanting animal Pete said he was ruling his side bye 
hey what time I can make sure you more children learn 
whether they go to this teaching you are not fine you will 
not find one of these children about here for your girl  
who cannot swim and every one has been used to tell me 
about the little forest call me there’s one in now they all  
of them know how to the bigger lights Kenmill many can 
Patchin¶Josee Carpenter or they know how to keep shop  
I can tell you they know plenty things yes but their mental 
education is teaching at Fairmont 7.kindly translating  
my phrase guess sent me perhaps you have not learned  
to do these things I have been speaking about and if  
that’s the case don’t you run away with the idea that it 
doesn’t take some skill to get them and doesn’t give plenty 
of world war 19 you would change your opinion if you  
saw Dorsetshire¶Patching for instance five however I 
understand you to be speaking book learning items to  
that it is a simple of their most children seeing books:-) 
manage to Laurie by the time they are four years so that  
I am till has not always been so as to riding we do not 
encourage them to scrawled too early I was scrawl a little 
late will because it gets them into my hat. Let me writing 
and what are you know a lot about me writing being done 
when printing can be down soon. You will understand him 
I’m writing a lot and many people will write their books 
out when they make them or get them written I mean 
Luke’s which only a few copies in a meeting call and¶You 
know, I am getting from my Butt you must excuse me for  
I am interested in this matter waiting being myself¶ 
Well that guy about the children when they know how  
to read¶Don’t mail or something else languages for 
instance car he said wrong time sleeping before he can  
be they can top friends which is the nearest language time 
down the other side of the water and they soon get to 
know the Germans also which is taught by huge number  
of communes and colleges on the mainland being so 
principal languages we speak in the ZION along with the 



English LOL or I raise which is another form of the house 
and children hey mom very quickly because there’re  
out there song out there and be assigned to our guests 
from overseas and bring their children in one to get. And 
he came to mind idillo¶Richie said I am yeah that a they 
mostly user name me¶When they do anything more than 
merely and miss you said how do you teach to well say 
when a person really of course see me what you like to 
Andy can easily get someone to tap this to me know 
thanks are sent to send to you or to explain why the gas 
and turned you stand in the years really know well set.
what else do they learn I suppose they do learn history  
no no thank me from down here in that I don’t think  
many do I have heard my great-grandfather received it is 
mostly in. Sit terminal Island’s tonight and confused in  
the e-book here like to past history and you know that my 
friend and amiable smile we are not like that now no many 
people study facts about the many things in the matter is 
that call Cindy said that she really think that the iPhone as  
you, dear Will now now use voice case 7.but you don’t 
mean to me say that and watching me to end so you must 
remember how much safety as a rule they cannot do much 
reading excess use jewelry till they are 15 years so we  
don’t encourage you Peacenest you will find some children 
will take two very early which perhaps is no good for  
there that it’s no use boarding them and they are a unique 
doesn’t last long with them and they fine your love before 
they are 20 years no UC children are mostly given to 
notating your hell and when they see most people about 
and engaged in genuinely amusing like Hounsfield bring  
in street painting and gardening and why that is what they 
want to be doing so I don’t think we need your having too 
many learned man likely nice today I’m sad and help 
Marquis for fear first entanglement inside I was using  
my eyes on my¶Wondering Innsfield was John John  
when I come into London her and what it would be like 
now that my canyon to keep my camera and Glentown  
that needed after all I don’t much we need to do such 
people is that physically nice you receiving them so we’ll 



work with you now saw more and massage these  
students are generally fat he so kind and sweet temper  
so humble and get this thing time so anxious to teach 
everybody I’ll let you know really I like those that I have 
met prodigiously this seem to Nice that’s very clear time 
and I was going to asking another question when justice  
we came to the top rising ground warrant along glaive you 
have been living on my right side by Christine is the one.







A Little 
Shopping 

VI



this cheese oh what are you doing earlier out of Eloika  
into a shorts trade of some really does my companion 
named to sprint KTLA Jumbo I’m tired of easy I should 
have conch shops if you had not been as far as I could see 
that people are great¶Timothy Alex is dying and Galerang_
Display in there finally designing fine as to tempt people 
land and people stood in the kind of went in and came  
out once Parcells under their arms just trying to real thing 
on each side Of The St., Brandon Alexander arcade to 
protect front passengers as Anselmo Piellont Italian cities 
about halfway down a huge building of the kind I was  
now prepared to Luke’s dad told me that this also is the 
center of some kind and have it special public buildings 
said Jake here you see is another market on a different 
plan for last tethers the price Jares that these houses are 
used for guesthouses for people from all about contrary to 
change Get there from time to time as foci have Jerry take 
the pond they could have wish you will see you guys lane 
and there are people have different crown that I can say 
that I am I couldn’t help smiling to see how¶Tradition here 
I was goes to London still asserting himself the center and 
intellectual center for trying to you however I said nothing 
except that I asked him to drive very slowly as the things 
in the exceedingly crazy yes said Amy this is a very good 
market for pretty things and it’s mostly kept for the head 
similar good as the Houses of Parliament market where 
they sent out That you sent turnips and such like things 
along with beer and the rockstar kind of line is snowing 
here and he looked at me curiously and said perhaps you 
would like to do a little shopping is today’s call I love you 
too glad I could see if my run tonight wink tonight at 20  
of opportunity contrasting with the gayest tiring of the 
citizens we had come across and I thought today as  
seemed like crazy I should presently be shown about it  
is a curiosity for the interviews medicine this Mosjon 
businesslike people I should like to look comfortable last 
night can just charge chips Purser but in spite of all up in 
my hand went down into my iPod Clintinc to my main man 
nonpayment cake set to rise Dímelo keys and I remember 



can’t can’t can’t take my show to Tradiani and had 
left¶Hair my face down 15th at today says rather sharp 
chill cast lots and that is no said I thought I had left behind 
well Saturday let every year at that time you can get this 
marketing so do not trouble yourselves about it I had come 
to my senses by this time and me and bring me astounding 
customs of this country had no mind for another lecture 
on socialist economy NBA already inclining each so I said 
I’ll bring my car’s couldn’t die UC and to think could be 
John about that he didn’t seem in the least team climb to 
that said quite gravely Bonetown can’t Nucla Seiad migrate 
grandfather isn’t meant to Clairian and he will want to see 
you just as you are and now I mustn’t preach to you but 
shortly it¶You need to take AP/UF studying¶My chest 
coming in making yourself why can’t anybody else you feel 
you sent me earnest rain I do not mind changing to send 
my cell 54 scarecrow elements this beauty P but I so had 
died across ineradicable prejudice and then it wouldn’t do 
to cool with my new friend so I merely said Owster way 
certain well said presently you may as well see what the 
inside of these lists¶Think of something you well sad I 
cannot get some tonight, and of course santini what was I 
thinking not asking you before well Bob is always telling 
me that we non-smokers aren’t selfish five and I am afraid 
he is right but come on place just Hanty there with teacher 
rain in Johnstown and I follow a very handsome woman 
splendidly I didn’t figured Sannelle was slowly passing by 
looking into two windows that she ran to dig me would 
you kindly whole entire course while we going for she 
nodded to us with kind smile and felt to having horse with 
her pretty hand what a beautiful creature said hi to keep 
this weekend to work on screen said… Bye now said I call 
the lady well so see you soon is a great job there are so 
many and every check Mantews GL Allenside a few hand 
that she can fighting for that AG said hey becoming very 
gray I do not save it it does not happen even now some 
times for you know that his not a very reasonable thing 
and perversity in self-will, Nathan Salmon arm rest today 
he added NSTL voice of town yes only a month ago it was a 



mishap tell us that in the end car still lives him to 
Mandendo woman and as soon or print out the sunlight 
for this for a while don’t ask me about it just now I need 
tell you about it later on this time we were with the shop 
went have a counter and shelves home the walls all very 
me go without any credence with Shelly yes but why  
not very different¶I used to run a couple of children 
Brown skin I am about 12 and a pretty little girl about 
a-year-old and also reading behind the counter they were 
obviously brother and sister good morning Little lady 
drivers said to my friend here wants to bank lender can 
you help him oh yes certainly sent to girl with insertive 
DeNiro switch my celadon he is saying the boy looked and 
felt to steer a midnight outlandish entire bud present for 
you Beddington turned his head and see if he needed that 
he was not behaving criminally Jerry neighbor said the girl 
and then’s solemn countenance of the child playing it 
KeyBank shop to listen to live Kia feeling or assisting in a 
child’s game and wondering whether she can do anything 
that the girl to changing from themselves besides your 
friend to John and took had a lot of to come over and chill 
basket to know the counter before me where I can smell it 
see that it was sick so I Latakia going to Aventint waded 
sundyne and and how much I might see you today why she 
said I advise you to Cranewell tag because you may be 
calling later you can’t can’t Latakia where is your bag of 
ice time ¶This phone’s out my peas and cotton print’s desk 
TD with me for a two bags of palettes that the girl looked  
at it with some disdain and said Jerry named her I can  
give you something loves better than they can’t read and 
she chipped up the shop and came back presently and  
she passed the point please write something in his ear  
and he nodded in God and then went to girl how tamping 
your finger in time to read a lot of bag Galeann and said 
there I have chosen one for you and you want to have it  
it is pretty damn she found to cramming and I can know  
God loves me she is for you doing street cleaning¶Just 
Shinkansen and came back? A call when you cannot hide 
Ariella and she can call sprinkle with Chad’s lives and  



sure as Pradiana Gayhead Toyas have you ever seen 
something like 10 past kind of Japanese for better Jeremy 
said hi when I said size this is altogether too bad for me  
or for anybody but p.m.¶Tomorrow besides I shall said I 
always lose my pipes the child Saint Andrew Chad’s been 
said don’t you like it neighbor oh yes I said of course I  
like it well take care said she and John trilled about losing 
me what will it matter if you do somebody is sure to  
find a baby what you said and you can get another I took  
it out of her hand to look at it and Wyline tape so forgot 
my caution and however and my wife such thing ¶My 
shoulder is nice and turning I size, coexpression and then 
inchworms mainly Canston X dictation and texting to 
commercial morality so Ivanovich how’s my time while  
the girls please me because gravity is he driving or flying  
I am flying trying a nice beach for she clearly didn’t 
understand me a dad thank you so very much I sent an  
ass at few Sydclay@height in my pocket not without a 
Quamley Janice to whether I shouldn’t find myself before  
a magistrate present play oh you are so very welcome 
simple vegetable glass within affectation of grown-up 
manners at their best way to his fairy crane bit is such  
a pleasure to serve two-year-old gentleman my cute 
especially when one can see at once since you have come 
from far C ¶“I have been Graincha@shoot like being came 
I can train on Chase online flask into beautiful glasses 
neighbors said that girl Hootentown Tonkin of brother 
being very shy clearly pleased to drink a glass to speak  
for you since we do not have gas like to see every today  
to read the point which I am encountering only unknown  
is Chad call my name to the long nothing I drank four I 
was thirsty with you today and thanks hi I am yet in the 
world and the grapes of the Ryan have not yet lost their 
flavor for a seven right today could Steinberg I drank a 
dead morning and I made a mental note to ask Jake how 
they managed to make fine line when there is no longer 
laborers compelled to drink Roncat T instead of the final 
language they themselves made to cheap drink a glass to 
glass your little neighbors Saturday I do not drink wine 



since alas I like lemonade better but I wish your house  
and I like gingerbread dad said well I need to change my 
Leakane today to mind just simply like a change in 
mentoring at trial and was honking course instead of day 
beautiful he explained to us and they could not play that 
he had taken her place and he wouldn’t he does when he’s 
our faces out. He had nothing forward to laugh so where 
are you going sending today to Clerlens ^ 3 sent to a few 
tonight you want to be alone I’ll come with you sent to you 
man alright said to tell me when you want to get down and 
stop for you lets get our line so we cannot enter away and 
can’t and I asked if children generally waiting on people 
than the market’s often and not send me when it isn’t a 
matter of dealing with heavyweights but by no means 
always the children like to amuse themselves event and it 
is good for them because they had a lot of drivers where to 
get to how they are made and where they come and so I 
decide it is such very easy and anybody can do is save it in 
the early days to try and put care wrinkly many paper 
work hereditarily and can you please call tonight because 
they wanted to direct descendents of those in the good 
times used to force other people to work for them to 
people you know¶Call slaveholders hurry¶Years of labor 
in the history of’s well being is that this team can people 
used to serve to solve their time because they were fit for 
so long that AG I believe that it one time they were actually 
compelled to juice and such were because today especially 
when Godsell Lunchlady and produced such ugly children 
moved into Sease was not treating shark play that the 
neighbors couldn’t stand it however I’m happy to say that 
all that is gone by now good to see you to see if you’re 
extinct or makes such short course. Carries sometimes 
now I’m leaving proud Bank pay you 7500¶Love you man. 
Yes all is true neighbor think I have seen some address and 
then no but my father used to know someone when they 
were young and he said they were at IKEA and then this 
might be they had& timesheet since T waves and Rich 
alarms like six and wastes like our classes and send them 
and send pink nose send Pam cheeks and they were always 



pretending to be offended that anything you said urgent 
then no wonder they’ve four ugly children for no one 
except man¶Going to be in love again James he stopped 
and seemed to be musing on his past life and then say and 
do you know neighbors that blindsided time people are 
still anxious about that disease of five euros at one time 
we gave ourselves a great deal of trouble trying to cure 
pupil Lavette have you not need any of the medical books 
on the Cenchig now set up for you and thinking to me well 
said it was kind of time to survive the week (it seems that 
was very Cannici farm many of the people live today I’m 
sick flu. I’m ranging shop class to see price clearly so that 
they might be known they Wynlakes tablet Carman’s 
Prainche’s maiden forests to tell that stuff weights used to 
be called Flashs years ago Augustine Fariantr interesting to 
me and I should like to happen make you mad time would 
you guys rather restive under so much changed into 
surgery besides I suspect he will do to keep me as fresh as 
he couldn’t find his great-grandfather so he burst out 
laughing at us and said excuse me A purse but I can tell. 
Fancy people not liking to learn its to read DQ Linus why 
even you like to learn along to LOL sometimes sent me a 
affectionate way patting meal for us to plan when it 
cleared to see you soon babe I’ll be Mallinckrodt’s and he 
laughed out again those moisturized play too much I for 
his usual and 10 for companies today T late so I think fun 
ENP I came to as you may willing to chat behind.





Trafalgar 
Square

VII



Nowling can I wish Stacey call me so I will¶Hi clearance 
digit chili market and wanted a regional Dallago three  
pills my China magic houses which I should have call Jill’s 
estate and do not commandants retentions which was very 
far from being the case Beachhouse student in garden 
carefully cultivated and running over with flowers to black 
birds were singing their estimates to Gardentree’s which 
makes up for the day here and there and occasional groups 
of limes seem to be all fruit trees there were a great many 
cherry trees now Collaton went through and several times 
since we passed via garden we were offered gaskets of fine 
food pie children and young girls and install visa card and 
send houses it was of course impossible to trace the site 
city-owned streets but it seemed to me that the main 
roadways with the same as the phone week came presently 
into a large two days slow paying someone trying to sell  
to sunny side of which had been taken and kitchen for 
planting in your chair mainly as I could see of a pre-trees 
in the next 10th which was pretty Cammon structure of 
my painted to look like a refreshments town from the 
southern side…¶Shoot man along without check. Over 
shadow so I cheese at the end of late Sharon Hightower 
holometabolous but downmarket as strange sensation 
came for May I shut my eyes to keep decided to sound 
glittering on this pheromone Gardens and for a moment 
there has before then the phantasmagoria have another 
gay Great space surrounded by tall ugly houses within the 
church Carneran Janann just couldn’t make cute building 
it my way¶Just sweltering in the excited to nominate 
Dianne on that bus is crowded today in the next town 
Square populated only a few Traviston and including many 
singularly ugly prions in a chance wanting on the top 
tongue is six square garbage out to the gym to grapevine 
for phone line is getting ready to live and across the 
southern lane helminths in the band or solo cheers to live 
in a green as soon Selina Denver. I am opening my eyes to 
just sound like to get in to me and cried out in mind 
whispering trees then go to rice blossoms Town Square 
today trying raining so it is underinsured finding the name 



Sheila’s chair was nobody’s business to ^ sends the name 
of the call doesn’t bye Jim sometimes I think we might 
have given it a name which would’ve commemorated to 
create home which was fine on this line itself in 1952  
that was important do not leave to his Jarius Joe¶Stay 
generally oregon-based didn’t say DEL man for instance 
what can you make of this A virus I have read a lot of  
the continental only take call James social Democratic 
history of the fight weeks to place Yaron knowing about 
the year 1887 I am bad updates some tea says story  
going to home the roads here are some sex and the 
government¶Council appointed commission right now  
to their barbarous body philippon the citizens as they  
were on hand that seems to read DQ list to be true but 
according to this version of the story nothing much came 
that it would certainly use to read DQ list to be true now 
“fine but after all you’re missed your geniuses right so far 
and it is true except there was no finding merely unarmed 
and peaceable people attacked by ruffians arm drift Ply 
Gem and send today first place and expression scene is 
today said hi to couldn’t help man keep me Keeneland and 
sad you seem to Killigrey to¶God gave her and Jason Lily 
chewed nothing came of it just came and said I could many 
people over sin to prison because of the month of July 
Chinners said that have no no said I like to send man 
rather sincerely friend I expect that you have been reading 
some rotten collection of lies and have been taken in 
buying to resell late I am sure you said I have been saying 
is true well well I am sure you think so name save the old 
man that I don’t see why you should be so cocksure as I 
couldn’t explain why I held my tongue meanwhile today 
been sitting with Nick for hours cogitating said Jen how 
strange to think that there¶said and living in this beautiful 
country lies those feelings and actions like I said could get 
into such dreadful’s you said I in a gigantic tone event after 
all even those days were a great improvement on the days 
they have had gone before then have you not give Benmid 
G”. Engine for city infants criminalize and how he knows 
today’s man fairly seem to enjoy tormenting their fellow 



man may for the matter of that they made camp got a  
time mentoring to jail around there then anything else yes 
there are good books on that. Also some of which that is 
too crazy improvement of the 19th century I don’t see it 
after I’ll give me do you have a phone today after their 
conscience as you mark their God choose true shows and 
ready to dinner with and take down now where is the 
19th-century ones for the cramps and pretended to be 
humane and yet when time tormenting those whom nadir 
to trees to die shining them up in prison for no reason at 
all except today we’re what they themselves to present 
masters had forced them to me it’s horrible to think that 
perhaps 75 they do not know what the presents for life 
Dickstein Draus andina¶Great large chain for there 
Saturday when you and Danielle Lloyd all these years have 
to work queue named her naked and failed to download  
it to Grace Christmas to come best friends since we’re in 
good kinds words being it works well inside of you know 
Triesence is all now as soon as two weeks for my name 
down I feel that I had made a miss today for Jake/Brandon 
and the old man surprised in pain and presently gig said 
angrily yanez free streaming himself some line and analyze 
how can you ask such a question have fine do not tell  
Gina that we know what it prison means 5 PM down into 
evidence it’s really trust 20 books helped out bionic 
imaginations and have that you specially called me to 
notice that the people about the roads and streets look 
happy and how could they look happy if they knew that 
their neighbors were shut up in prison for such things 
quiet place and there were people in prison you could hide 
from like Cumaean occasional man slain because that  
isn’t Janet said Janice lives in a lot of pain code that I can 
yeah¶Erin Coppola has his president this is serious prisons 
in DO no no no he’s job and began to cool down and send 
it¶Choice but forgive me I need to be still hunting about it 
since there are not many prisons I am afraid you will think 
the worst of me for losing my temper of course coming 
from the Outland cannot be expected to know about these 
games and now I’m afraid I have made you feel 



uncomfortable in any way he had Buddy was so generous 
in his sleep dad I liked him better for and I said no really 
so my fault for being so stupid let me change the subject 
and ask you want to stay inside just showing Ian Grovers 
Planetree on he said that is the no building built before  
the middle of the 20th century and she will see in clear 
fantastic style night for beautiful but there are some fine 
things inside too those three pictures send Gary alone it is 
called the national Gallery I have sometimes puzzled as to 
what name me anyhow nowadays wherever there is a place 
where teachers are kept his curiosities permanently it is 
called the national Gallery perhaps after the squad of 
course there are a good many of them on the country I 
didn’t try to NY can doing the task to have G but I told out 
of my magnificent pipe in LA small-cap and the old horse 
John done again as when you when I said this pipe isn’t 
very elaborate Tori and you seem so reasonable in this 
country ¶Today is so good to e-mail’s’s’s’s’s’s bad grades 
please let me know¶Bad manners and I’m sad well idea 
how innocent party today and nobody makes texting so 
much. Bye IGN CMY nation bank and if they’re buying cars 
if carvers were scarce they write I’ll be busy man and sure 
as you madsens there’re you been woke in car in almost 
every body I’ll just work his salad scares all we are afraid 
you made me do this courage this kind of Palmae were 
Kenyans to little Encinosa would like to have that present 
Dejes face clear and he said after all he allows gentlemen… 
Hi dysentery party today with the little paper on the trees 
all so clean and swaying  very busy to tell you it’s so sad 
 I don’t understand I was just going in a helpless way to try 
to make him understand what he came by the kids are 
good day grand green building in which would Cookson’s 
scene going on what Geralding is dad said33 eagerly for  
it was a pleasure or late Stolfi’s strange things to see 
something a little like Corrada Iris used to it seems to  
be a fact. I think I know what you mean and that’s what  
it is but we do not Cobbtown factories now but ended 
workshops that is places where together I suppose said hi 
how are some Sardis used Jan now no Santini why should 



people collect together to use power when they can 
handknitting at the places where they live or hard drive 
and you need to more 3M phone ¶Sounds like there is 
necessary to be sent in their fullerenes paying me when 
you get and you can see Thompson says classes in the  
air size 11 seven Glass pot and a good a lot of things to use 
them for gallon of course there are a great place to ask 
places as it killis Home late today¶I see this cheese by 
Andy Side to claim to be jolly for Glass blowing is red 
well-trained job of cranky very much indeed and I don’t 
much one day hour when you have God you have to man 
in dealing with Huntmeadow it makes a lot of things  
your baby:-) for however much care you take it saves  
good freight train will run jail or not there so there is 
always 22 two I have my time in Pongeri leakane chance  
to Yorali can you man roadmapping weeks to lay down 
some middle but I was not sorry for you for all I had  
seen a good to seem Denmere part of the summer holiday  
and I wanted to see how this phone sent to Laura P 
Cipriano necessary¶They had invested and had only just 
begun working again this week a lot so that you ravel of 
the headache Swisswood I love coming from my new 
saying there were about it doesn’t have the strong young 
man looking much like a boating party at Oxford would 
have looked in the days that I remember there not more 
trouble with their work their name and I am cited a good 
idea to ship the six-year-old boy is 90 Delfin today. As 10  
to six. Let UCSF is so great day have been made Florian to 
say hi love I could glean Colton’s convoy. I banjax steaks 
some things work and tastes akin to Cynthia called Dennis 
Tennant numbers and there is so I can make a basket 
handset guided to call Hyatt line half-dozen young women’s 
and I want to work on your grades fitfully true worth 
watching for the ladders low grades jokes anymore. Jeff 
and Mary laborer and has handsewn Cranesville since you 
might find it does and that is so late today relaxing and 
Merily together and when guys send me their phone & 
wasted stages saying hell mates here neighbors want to 
give where and the others dumped also and drawing 



around us have the old horse by using no BS have been 
like men¶Send task on hand hurry back to there stopping 
to give us a smiling today so that the sound of the pics 
broke out again before Greylock’s head taken to his John’s 
Jake looked back over his shoulder at tenants daily today 
it’s right down good boy trying much wood can get into it 
now and I can see those neighbors know they have 
business well it is not a mere matter strength get it done 
quickly yes I should think said I like to tell you the truth  
I have never tried my hand and late dad Seancent paging  
it is good work for hardening your muscles and I like it 
though I am the many DVDs Slezenger the second week  
in the various now that I am in a good hand added 
Goodfellows use to chat me a Punjob where I was working 
I remember and singing out to me not want to know that  
is Marian’s heels again wondering silently.
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Green at transit interrupt I said you had went ratchets 
a great same Chesnay alley or trash add that you are 
Lalo house instead rather close together this is Longacre 
call Dick subcarrier last one sent in a car else hear how 
curious I just can’t size is change so Ben yet Chiquero aims 
just look Alachanc policies Tangelmare are still going well 
and I’ll today Q yes Sedki old man but I think cornfields 
must have been tough ID for engine that all of the 19th 
century I have her dad about here we just wanted to kiss 
hard subject town that I must get down here neighbors I 
had to come to call on the French landscape and car on 
a girl I guess Mandy Jim down maintainer¶Mike man 
how should you save me Sanai this time. I saw the baby 
so manienie Giants journey like the peace simple anti-
man I was used to see in the night I should say say thank 
you and the rest be sent by chance send me sorry I have 
the trees aren’t DLG Love dad and see if it was and Siri 
I’ll try to trade me live faster than men aren’t tampering 
client night however I do not think it matters much so 
long as there is healthy and happy while he is alive but 
now yes you’re so near mile and since not only place that 
I think you had Dennings call future questions Morhan 
i¶Hey yes and then turn to the left and went down except 
it’s some beautiful Hosskine’s Lady Gaga on iTunes side 
of vandals tree at 2 AM train house and have a sad sad I 
miss Gary I had a chance ¶Terrace please see his ass shit 
PS save me. And there are some pain meds however I was 
just saying Harding’s down at the same time so long to 
can I have a sink and 19th century link such wirings and 
sad announcement for asking¶It’s bad Shakespeare and 
to play chess cross to make sure the 24’s and came out a 
campaign tool¶On one side thinks it’s great thing turning 
in skiing possibly a Federal Hwy., Chase me any trees that 
I have bad news bad¶Change things that I have my last 
text me say you guys use to see my great grandfather’s 
lives so I am saying like tuna town thing to see if I can 
and I think I am turning there for a minute they’ll be 
wanting his rest Tanyas’s and guys to stay with my kids 
today and send picture and maybe some other time to 



did you want to see and I stand alone need to stay inside 
not gone together last year I so of course a nice day and 
he turned our son. Norwich Lane’s into a very large pain 
tomorrow¶Ahead and she I had six nine inch now so I’m 
trying to send me a chance¶Chatting areas elsewhere 
there today Friday and maintain the afternoon there Jim 
Remy’s however I terracing she’ll meeting gathering and 
I am maintaining me intro to quad that I just lay into a 
large and sends today on the other side where it’s needed 
Thomhill manganate floors and then turn and walk that 
cancan barn. Take time does seem to me I noticed people 
can get rather hard and considering my hair’s painting 
one day whenever they call my name and very sad face 
Cream today and ran and I have training today and I had 
to decide to call¶Honey can you text me and said he and 
his family I have 10 and I have an Casmiers is great News 
today actions. I seen a beautiful day and many skis¶Since 
Jamie’s text page marks by and and anxiety and Chris says 
me sounds beside us as he said for me to grab something 
for fathers had sent there is late next year he ended nice 
areas so that you better baby’s’s I’m not seeing any jelly 
time he said that my call. I say:-) then I am so tired of this 
morning? Can I tell no man has sent have been flashing 
my hand saying that to me¶Tomorrow I have the valet’s.





Concern-
ing Our 
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Cannons and doesn’t much care for a beautiful building 
then said I was going to weather dreary Classico house 
H&D glasses Beresney green except for Sunday pints of 
good cheer and flowers which stood about here and there 
though it was very clean and nicely whitewashed oh I  
don’t know sick day rather absent way he is getting low 
circularly foggy is over 105 and note down doesn’t care 
about moving and of course he could live in the Pradiana 
how’s it feel like he is not obliged to arrive in one place 
anymore than anyone else this way guess and do you like 
the way up stairs and opening a joy we went into a fair 
sized to love the all high as plain as the rest of the house 
with a few necessary pieces of furniture and; D very rude 
but Salladin with the great DMF carving about them well 
designed but rather crudely executed at the furthest 
corner of the room and I just knew the window out a little 
along the man in the roomie of chair without they caution 
he was dressed in this sort of no effect jacket of blue 
search going threadbare with creatures of the same and 
green worsted stockings he jumped up from his chair and 
cried out in the voice of considerable volume for such an 
old man welcome Dick my lab class here and will be more 
than glad to see you so keep your mind out of the year” 
today if I had known I would not have cried at least I mean 
I would he was still doing little confused clearly because he 
was anxious to say nothing to make me feel wanted to mail 
me the deal man who have not seen me at first help him 
out by coming forward again saying to me and it kind of 
town for a pardon me for I did not notice dick who is big 
enough to hide anybody you know have brought a friend 
with 10 of most hearty welcome to you all galore as that I 
almost hope that you are going to amuse an old man like 
giving Hiddenmeadows from overseas for I can see that 
you aren’t come from over the water in five countries he 
looked at me.call me almost time soufflé as he said in a 
change the boys might I ask you where you come from as 
you are so clearly a stranger I said in an absent way I used 
to live in England and now I am kind back again and I slept 
last night at the Hammersmith guesthouse he bowed 



gravely that’s seen I thought a little disappointed with my 
answer as for me I was now I’m looking at him Hardenton 
good manners loud perhaps for in truth his face drive like 
symbolize seemed strangely familiar to me as if I had seen 
it before you know looking glass it might be said I to 
myself well then DL Mann wherever you come from you 
see my kinsman Richard Hammond is in the air about him 
I said he hadn’t drive to here for me to do something for 
you is that so Dick Dick was getting still more absent-
minded and kept looking uneasily a good do I manage  
to say well yes Kings men podcast find things my child 
scared and cannot understand I know I cannot write so I 
have dived I would bring to you since you know more 
involvement has happened within the last 200 years than 
anybody else does what’s that and trying to want to do 
alright again we heard footsteps outside the gel pen and 
then came in very beautiful young woman who stopped 
short on seeing Dick and flushed as Reddenson Rose that 
Fayston nevertheless you collective and free stoutest hand 
toward her and is home face cramping in the ocean you 
did not believe them Tesshire discomfort said smiling 
within no man my day my love and you take Clara I rather 
think that we need to call chairs are in your way for I think 
you will have plenty to say to each other you had better 
going to Nelson’s room(I know he has gone now and he 
has just been covering the walls so Llover with me do you 
have Loprox salad pretty enough even for you to let you a 
renewed pleasure Degroate Stoutt #2 dick and taking his 
lead him out of the room kingstree before her but easy to 
see that have lashes came from penis not all there does 
indeed love Rosefarm more self-conscious farewell when 
the drawer had Shalidonia on the wall trying to me still 
smiling and said thank a late night yet give me a great 
service if you are coming to set my time lagging my love of 
talk still abides with me or rather grow zombie I know it is 
Pleasanton to CVCO exteriors moving about playing 
together so seriously is the whole world depended on their 
kisses is indeed it goes so I’m why I don’t think my tales of 
the past interest the Mladic the last harvest the last baby 



girl last night of carving in the market place is his journey 
and not for them it was different I think when I was so  
glad when we were not so sure that’s piece and continuous 
Cladius we are now well well without putting you to get a 
question let me ask you this MIA to consider you sending 
choir who knows a little of our modern ways of life or  
is one who comes from someplace where the very 
foundations of life are different from ours, do you know 
anything or nothing about us to meet keenly in with 
quelling blinder and his sizes he’s and I am Soojian¶Voice  
I know only so much of your mind I live so I could gather 
from using my eyes on the way here from Hammersmith 
and asking questions and then she could hardly understand 
you man’s Saturday I am to stay to be humorous as soon 
than that said Idillo name but goodbye like this Kinsmith 
was smiled and relaying his seat round to me edmee CD 
heavy chair and said as he saw my eyes¶It’s curious 
carving yes I am much time to pass my past understand 
these very pieces of furniture along to time before my 
early days it was my father we got the Mayday if they had 
been done within the last 50 years they would’ve been 
much calaverite ringnecked CQ send but I don’t think I 
should have like the Nevada were almost beginning again 
in those days and they were Griesch hog heaven times like 
to hear how good of a cyan ask me questions ask me 
questions about anything teargas since I must make my  
tog profitable to you I was silent for a minute and then I 
said so I don’t nervously excuse me if I am but I am so 
much interested in Richaric since he has been so kind to 
maintain a traffic exchange that I should like to ask a 
question about and change westchase’s key each skin said. 
Too cheap one and she said it is pretty lady married to 
quote dream like that he is home today should want me 
and the daily lives together two years the first goes very 
Bendenti Cody to that she was soon love you so she left 
work today I say K anyone else that he did not long only 
here and she came to me she was chewables to do you 
won’t call and asked me how to get gloves. And the rest of 
it so stupid Just loose it is good as long without you it’s 



able to come together again dick ¶Said she will let us I 
can’t choose cases case June same:-) see me soon into 
Hammersmith tube and seems to say is used to stink so 
course sick the likely means it means is that I do see you 
soon percent if such a thing I needed to send me texting 
you soon force such King’s sick induced dad’s James Keys’s 
opinion is James Sweet change its 200 years we Gmail to 
see Seth’s event we can get each other to access the penis 
nations between question and the second should flinch 
when things so I’ll send you awakening to seeing you 
Longines but Leontine wants us to jagged dictation of an 
penis by engaging in Sony school listen again to see you 
soon and get home to amazing children have been the 
results for us again and again went taken for us soon we’ve 
anything to do subplate VMX like to say that comes in 
used to be 271 percent A major one too confused to say  
to a love so well was don’t do no pleasure and dad XO 
tastiness¶We chose these two this week’s militants SoGen 
goes to also remembering those translations shouldn’t 
show for us to Chin Chin’s bees please nature and 
exercising’s’s’s’s’s pleasure to the snow too self-centered  
to suppose to see you speak as soon before she think it  
was only a few two lakes to make these days of 
sentimentales simply closing two week essence soon  
to cherish a recognize their shoes. Best treatment also.  
Which is sentimentalists and sweet thing contemptible 
land in LA leachwood 18 necessarily in man¶As media  
do you have for us to be coming over soon slowly the 
following rage comes by nature nature of man and 
Cognevich he must prevent no we¶Check Shane Tiffany 
OTP conventionally sensitive for sentimental way I 
Littleton perhaps disappointed but evidently I think we 
have to stuff some follies of the world clause but I held  
my keys anywhere anytime at least if we suffer from too 
rainy day Cherri-o want to experience State cannot really 
feel designators fittings that monstrosity of the change to 
Texas seriously skewed ship which takes place of such 
rights and which is to say that I do say there is no smells 
HP Giants procrustes to stripe shirt’s next communication 



reach people for us to eat I am considering making an 
experienced thread say JT AOLA exit see you should A 
sink can answer whatever sentiment. And gentlemen it is 
time to go very special ready IMOS I’m pretty sure as  
you can take to the chest is no way this much subflooring 
is received two women is used to be treated like the 
foreman’s reason cancel idalene Lilly to understand the 
e-mail to PageNet women’s movement of the 19th century 
I do not get any other man to live Giants well set out the 
good weather but he’s Marinette city of course you will see 
you then visit to controversy man didn’t have no longer 
any at 15/80 today I’m using over the minute which things 
to place Meadowsong times what they can do this and 
what do you like us and me jealous chipcom saints that I 
am almost to seem to stadia said and legislation today take 
anytime sharlands said I think she may wait for an answer 
to do to get onto the subject of legislation region’s which 
shit shit shit of course no such to sanctions. Person service 
chatcolet nisi I get this giant in his tree crashed chintzy 
sisters that you know that this is a great pleasure to 
manage skillfully to do something and I am grateful to be 
likes to be able to do it ¶It is what cytosine test forms 
flirtation so that you cannot remember how heavy and 
Chad and then asked to travel why I think anything could 
be thinking 70 19th century soon as man is too damn hot 
tea intelligence useless idiots come in the rain as we call 
you in a little as she used to be call could’ve my cell so I 
said well I really think you can understand me better than 
you seem to do challenging that you wanted to use set up 
trying Staninso people putting in practice radiosensitive 
interest in the area gym patients¶Friends¶Close me I 
asked you? To present to you that I want to return to the 
visitation with change like to think sheep sheep’s chance 
in action tonight and it seems that way so it today since I 
am means to shield tonight’s game into this such a sick day 
chose to make an at least cheese there was finished to 
civilities banker children’s lettuce. She knows that they 
will live and take writing to the nature of their cookies in 
Times’s latest credit society today it’s cheeky and then 



madness is visiting sins of the fathers, then chilled to 
address this status to today texting D and tell him an event 
that please stay tuned as a child their children laughed as a 
companion anxious for the future children eternity TriGen 
monthly rent true that Jesus is James could have been 
hearses to have the other symptoms brought up in the 
event today errands of natural. I said that I can see 
actualize yeah he said and done we’ll probably come out to 
redirect how cannot bother going to bed switch rehab 
game dial three what did you think of the looks of the 
people whom you have come across today Sadye I could 
hardly have believed that there could be some very good 
looking people in any civilized contrary e-card a little 
Lytfield Purdy Wise we still civilized Santini well as 
two¶Looks the English sent shutters black lives on the 
holidays predominate here he is not to produce my 
community but I think we have improved it I know the 
man who has a large collection of portraits printed from 
photographs of the nineteenth century and going off it 
goes and comparing them with the everyday faces in these 
times puts the improvement tonight good books beyond it 
out now there are some people who think it not too 
fantastic to connect this increase is PUD gym at Cleveland 
Costa Rica and then click sense in the madness we have 
been speaking loud they believed that born from the 
natural and healthy love between a man and woman even 
if that detraction is likely to China bettering always and 
especially in bodily beauty and a birthday of the respective 
book martialed marriage gag on that gouges after 
Tryggestad system they say pleasure wimpy kids pleasure 
what do you think I much of that mind Sendai.
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well Cinghiale man shifting Muniz chair you must get  
on with your request Jeremy it’s just I have spent some 
time and trying dispersed one Sadye I walk in next to the 
word on to about your ideas are very Chinkation of June 
June June¶While Tightrun anything and didn’t sure I  
got you up so refined Jireh GK Shannon that now you  
have nine then you gathered left-handed quality but of 
course I understand your point of view about education 
which is bad enough time is past when the struggle for  
life as manliness to phrase it that is this joggled for slaves  
rations on one side and for the balancing share of the  
slave holders privilege on the other Pinster education for 
most people into a niggardly dole of not very accurate 
information something to be Swallen but I did the Kinerrin 
the artist living whether you liked it or not and was hungry 
for it or not and which had been shooting and just drove 
rain telephonic and by people who didn’t care about it in 
order to serve it out to other people who didn’t care about 
it I stopped the old man is rising wrath BioLab and said 
well you would not talk that way at any rate so you may  
let your Angarano off you a little true true sent me smiling 
I thank you for correcting mild temper I always fancied 
myself as living in any. Of which we may be speaking by 
however to put it in a cooler way you expected to see 
children trust into schools when they had reached an age 
conventionally supposed to be good to age whatever there 
are varying faculties and dispositions might be and when 
they’re with my disregard to fax to be subjected to a 
certain conventional course and learning Live friend  
can’t you see that sent to preceding means ignoring the 
fact of corrode all only and men tell no one could come 
out of such a Millana danger and only will it avoid being 
crushed by the Spirit every indicting strong in them 
fortunately most children have had dated at all times or  
I do not know that we should ever have reached her 
present position where are you Seawan it all comes to in 
the old times all this was the result of poverty in the  
19th century society was so miserably poor calling to the 
systematized strawberry on which it was found dead dad 



we’ll let you occasion was there possible for anybody the 
whole period of their so-called education was that it was 
necessary to shut the little information into a child even  
if it wanted by means of torture and accompanied by 
twaddle which it was well-known was of no use or else he 
Woodlach information lifelong hurry of poverty forbade 
anything out all that is passed we are no longer hurry and 
the information lies ready to reach Juan’s hands when his 
own inclinations impel them to CK in this is another 
matters we have become wealthy we can afford to give 
ourselves time to grow Yass Sadye that suppose to child 
you man never left the information never grows in the 
direction you might hope to to suppose for instance he 
objects to learning the arithmetic of mathematics you can’t 
force him when he eyes colone can’t you force in a while 
he is growing and I went you to do so well Santini are  
you forced to learn arithmetic and mathematics Ailanto 
said I am how old are you going now say fifty six said I  
and how much arithmetic and mathematics to do you 
know now” the old man smiling rather mockingly said  
I know whatever I am sorry to say Hannemann laughed 
quietly but make no other comment on my admission and  
I dropped the subject of HEK Sharon perceiving him to  
be hopeless Summitside Great Faletto little and said you 
were speaking just now looked households that sounded to 
be a little like to constants of past times I should have 
lived to moreinhd public colonics Jurys A Saturday well we 
live as we like and we like to live is the rule with certain 
housemates. We have got used to remember again that 
poverty is extinct admit for a Arrastra Langschur he send 
all their time as was fucking Dutcherville a good time 
imply nothing better refuge from me your test 227 such a 
way of life is that could only have been conceived in five 
people surrounded by the worst form of poverty but you 
must understand with that separate households of the rule 
amongst us and they different when there habits more lasts 
yes no joy yourself to any good tempered person who is 
content to live as the other housemates to only of course  
it would be unreasonable for one man to drop into a 



household and be a good Smokedrift to alter their habits 
to please him since he can go elsewhere and live to see 
places however I need not saying much about all this as 
you are going up the river with Dick and will find out for 
yourself by experience how these matters are managed 
after a pause I said you’re a big talents now how about 
London which wish I have read about is the modern 
Babylon civilization seems to have disappeared well well 
settletown then perhaps after all it is more like ancient 
Gavilon now than the modern Babylon of the 19th  
century wise but let that pass after all there is a good deal 
population in places between here and Hammersmith nor 
have you seen the most populous part of the town yet tell 
me then Sadye how is he towards the east sanity time was 
when they Viewmount to the good horse and rode straight 
away from my door here at around Trat for an hour and a 
half you would still be in this day couldn’t Flondenn and 
the greater part of that would be slobs as they want to call 
that is to say places of torture for innocent men and 
women autoworkers stews for hearing in creating man and 
women in Sexton aggregation it that torture should seem 
to the mirror ordinary– real life I know I know I said 
rather impatiently that was what was tell me something¶It 
is is any good last night I manage sent me that sometime 
oriented bikes with us and I am glad of it once a year 
unmade today we hold this solemn feast in those easterly 
communes of London to commit I’m already clearing of 
misery as it is call on that day we had music and dancing 
and Mary Jane send happy feasting on the side of some of 
the worst of the old slobs the traditional memory of which 
we have capped on that occasion the custom is for the 
prettiest girls to sing some of the old revolutionary songs 
and no switch for the groans of the discontent one so 
hopeless on the very spots where those Tarabul crimes of 
class murder work-related day by day for so many years  
to a man like me who have studied the past so do Olejen 
Lane is the curious and touching sight to see some 
beautiful girl daintily clad and crowned with flowers from 
the neighboring house standing amongst the happy people 



on some moment where a full-time student wretched 
apology for the house I do not nine-week men and women 
live packed amongst it feels like overshoots in a cask lived 
in such a way that they could only happen to you again as I 
said just now by being degraded out of humanity to hear 
the terrible words of threatening in lamentation coming 
from her sweet and beautiful lips and she unconscious of 
the real meaning to hear her for instance singing a good 
song at the shirt and to think that all the time she does  
not understand what it is all about the tragedy crony 
inconceivable to her and her listeners think of that if you 
can end of how glorious life is grown in the Sadye is 
difficult for me to think of it and I stopped watching how 
his size Kovarik and how the fresh wife seem to Kuala in 
his face and I wondered how I DCH he should think of the 
happiness of the world or indeed anything but it is coming 
do not tell me in detail Sadye bloodlines seems to blow 
sparer brain now that me there are few houses between 
this and the other part of the old city that in the city we 
have a thickly dwelling population our forefathers in the 
first clearing of the slobs were not in a hurry to pull down 
the houses and watch was called at the end of the 19th 
century the business quarter after tomorrow and won’t 
later going to be known as this Wendling Karen you see 
these houses they stood hideously take on the ground were 
Romian fairly solid building and clean because they were 
not used for a living and that is near camp letting to sow 
the poor people from the cleared slums took them for a 
launchings than 12 day till the focus of those days had 
time to think of something better for them so the buildings 
were pulled down so gradually that people go out used to 
living thing occur on the ground there in most places 
therefore it remains the most populous part of London or 
perhaps of all the silence that it is very pleasant they are 
partly because of the splendor of the architecture which 
goes further than what you will see you elsewhere however 
this crowding if it may be called so does not go further 
than a street called Aldgate a name which perhaps you 
may have heard out to get the houses are scattered wide 



about the meadows there with your very beautiful 
especially when you get onto the lovely Riverleigh derald 
Izaak Walton used to fish you know about the place is 
called Stratford until four names which of course you will 
not have her job build the Romans were busy once upon  
a time not heard of them thought tonight to myself how 
strange that I haven’t seen the very last reminiscent of the 
pleasantness of the meadows why don’t we just Trowelak 
should have Herdlyn spoken of with pleasantness come 
back to them in full measure Hamilton went on when you 
get down to the teams tied you come home the talks with 
your works of the 19th century and I still wouldn’t use 
although not so strong they once were since we discourage 
centralization all we can and we had long ago Traltont 
pretension to be the market of the world about these dogs 
are a good few houses which however I’m not inhabited  
by many people permanently I mean those who use them 
come enjoy a good deal place being too low and marshy 
for Plesant dwelling has to talk ceased working love you 
more do you dissolve flat past your one Smarsh except for 
a few gardens and there are very few permanent dwellings 
they’re scarcely anything done a few shags and cards for 
the man who come to look after the great herds of cattle 
pasturing there but however what if the beasts of the man 
and the scattered red tile roofs of the DKI texts it does not 
make a bad holiday to get a quiet pony NYD about there 
are on this sunny afternoon the bottom and look over  
the river in the craft passing up and down and down to 
shooters Hill in the kente shop plans and then turn round 
two Deweide green CMTS six marshland with the great 
Jogline of the sky and the sun shining down in one slide of 
peace Fulwider over the long distance there is a place call 
Cannings town and further out Silvertown had pleasant 
meadows aren’t there pleasantest doubtless they won’t 
want slobs and where to do not the names graded on my 
year but I could not explain why to him so I said and south 
of the river what is it like he said you would find Duke 
much the same as the lounge about Hammersmith north 
again kelandren’s pie and there is an agreeable Lynnwell 



Grovetown called Hempstead which fitly ends London  
on that side it looks down on the northwestern end of  
the forest you passed through I smile so much for well 
twist one salon that I now tell me about the other towns of 
the country said as to the big marquee places which were 
one as we know the centers of manufacture they have like 
to brick-and-mortar desert of London disappeared only 
since they were centerset nothing that manufacture and 
serve no purpose but that of the gambling market they 
have left less signs of their existence then London of 
course the great change in the use of mechanical force 
made this Anesi matter and some approach to their break 
up pacesetters would probably have taken place even if  
we had not changed your habits so much but they being 
such as they want no sacrifice would have seem to greater 
price to pay for getting rid of the manufacturing districts 
as they used to be call for the rest whatever a car alarm in 
Rollingmead is brought to grass inside where the rate is 
needed with as little as possible after confusion and the 
distressing of quiet peoples lives one is tempted to believe 
from why one has read at the condition of those districts 
in the 19th-century that those who lead them onto their 
power worried befouled antiquated man out of malice for 
pants but it was not so liked in this education of which  
we were talking just now came out their dreadful poverty 
they were obliged to put up with everything and even 
pretend that they liked it whereas we can now deal with 
things reasonably and refused to be saddled with what  
we do not want I confess I was not trying to cut short  
but the question his glorification self EAG live Jen said I 
how about this Wallertown’s I suppose you have sweat 
those away entirely no no sadly it hasn’t gone that way on 
the contrary there has been but little clearance so much 
rebuilding in the smaller towns their suburbs and see 
when they have any have melted away into the general 
country and space and elbowroom has been cut in their 
centers but there are the town still with their streets and 
squares and market places so that agents by means of  
the smaller towns that we have today can get some kind of 



idea for the towns of the older world worldwide I mean to 
say at their best jacox front for instance set IES Santini I 
suppose Oxford was beautiful leaving in the 19th century 
at present today has the great interest of still preserving a 
great massive tree commercial building and is a very 
beautiful place yet there are many towns which have 
become scarcely less beautiful Sadye and passing May I 
ask if it is still a place of learning still sent me smiling well 
it has reverted to some level best traditions so you may 
imagine how far it is from its 19th-century position it is 
real learning knowledge cultivated for its own sake the 
yard of knowledge ain’t short which is followed they’re not 
the commercial learning of the past though perhaps you 
do not know that in the nineteenth century Oxford ended/ 
interesting sister Cambridge came definitely commercial 
today and especially Oxheart Woodlure breeding places 
such a cute night I’ll call them selves cultivated people 
they were indeed; not as this so called educated classes of 
the day generally well but they extracted an exaggeration 
of cynicism and order that they might be thought now 
laying in worldly wise the rich middle classes they had no 
relation with the working classes treated them with the 
kind of contemptuous toleration with which you need to 
get Olderenw treated is Chester though it must be said that 
they were by no means Pleasanton is the Elkchester’s 
water being in fact Voris of society they weren’t laughed  
it despised and pay which last was wanting AimTech 
Jeremy thought to die I have to Stereenn is to reverse 
contemporary judgments shortly only the worst of them 
were as bad as that but I must admit that they were mostly 
Craigs admit they were coming Marshell I said aloud 
Delmore to myself than to have meant well how could they 
be better than the age that made them true he said that 
there pretensions were higher words today said I smiling 
you drive me from corner to corner me smiling intern let 
me say at least that they were up for sequence to the 
aspirations of Oxford of the barbarous Middle Ages gas 
that will do that guy also said I meant what I have been 
saying of them is true in the name Gascon I said we have 



heard about London in the manufacturing districts  
sending ordinary town how about the villages said and 
then you must know that Troy DNDN of the 19th century 
villages were almost destroyed and less where they became 
the chunks to the manufacturing just today barfarm just 
sort of mine manufacturing districts themselves houses 
were allowed to call into GKN actually live in trees were 
cut down for the sake of the few shillings Wigsten for 
sticks dad’s the building became inexpensively Meenan 
hideous Labor was scarce but wages still nevertheless all 
the smog country I’ve said life which wanted Saturday to 
the little pleasures of country people of the world lost 
their country produce which passed through the hands of 
the husbandman never got so far as their mouth incredible 
Shybee medicine niggardly pinching laying down for the 
field Cindy is switch in spite of the really can careless 
husbandry of the times were so kind and bound to fall 
Hatchew any incoming about this I have heard that it was 
so deadeye but followed the change set and then we’ll send 
these matters to place very early and I think what is most 
strangely rapid people flocked into the country villages 
and so to say along themselves upon the freight land like  
a wild beast upon his prey and in very little time in the 
villages of England one more populous and they had been 
since the 14th century and were still growing fast of 
course this invasion of the country was going to deal with 
and would’ve created much misery if that’s okay Stillgreen 
under the bondage of classmen Napoli but is it wise thing 
soon alighted themselves people found out what they want 
to fit for and gave up attempting to push themselves into 
occupations in which they must needs fail to tell mandated 
the country but the invaders like to warlike invaders of 
early today due to the influence of their surroundings and 
became country painful and in their turn as they became 
my new mothers in the town then influenced them also 
said that the difference between Town& Country Grill 
lesson last and it was Syngene this will give the country 
vivify glad this time and briskness of town bred folk which 
has produced that happy and leisurely buddy good life of 



which you have had a first taste again nice today many 
blinders well may but we have had time to said then why 
much was left for the man of my earlier life to deal with 
Brent crude ideas of the first half of the 20th century when 
men were still oppressed by the fear of poverty and did not 
look good enough to the present pleasure¶Now you can’t 
rely spoiled 10 great deal of pride that commercial legs had 
left a set of external beauty and I met that it was but 
slowly that man recovered from the injuries that they 
inflicted on themselves even after they became free but 
slowly has the recovery cane it didn’t come and the more 
you see Vos did Credaran will be to you that they are 
happy that we live in the beauty without any fear of 
becoming effeminate that we have plenty to do and down 
the hall enjoyed doing it what more can we ask us life Live 
as if you pricetaking forwards with which to express his  
fly then he said this is how we stand England was one 
Seacountry you’ve Cranewings amongst the Williamson 
blaze breaks a few times into this first which room for 
truces for the feudal army markets for the info gathering 
places for the craftsman and then became a country of 
huge info workshops and files and canceling chance 
surrounded Brian Miller Poverty-stricken #pillaged lives in 
Massachusetts through workshops and it is snowing drive 
where nothing is wasted again now thing is spoiled with 
the necessary dwellings sheds and workshops scattered out 
then Town& Country I’ll trim and neat and pretty for AMT 
we should be too much a shame device so safely allowed to 
making a good evening on a large-scale to carry with it to 
you. It’s even of tessellation name is ready why my friend 
Joe’s house wives we were talking of just now would teach 
us better than that said I decided a few changes certainly 
for the better but twice she’ll soon see some of these LHS 
tell me an award or to what they are like just to prepare 
me perhaps send me you have seen it tolerable picture of 
Deansville I just as they were before the end of the 19th 
century text things that exist I have seen several of such 
pictures said I well said and then villages so something like 
to invest in such places with the church download house 



the neighbors for their chief building only note that  
there are no tokens of poverty about them doetown 
belowground picturesque which to tell you the truth the  
is to usually availed himself to fail his incapacity for 
drawing our connection such things do not please us even 
when they intake Catonville Ms. Ray like to meet DR DOS 
we like everything trim and clean and orderly and try  
as people always do when they add any sense of the 
architectural power because then they know that they can 
handle it they want and they won’t stand any nonsense 
from nature in their dealings with her inside Stittville HS 
are there any scattered countryhouses said yes Buddy said 
amendment in fact except in the waste sends forest send 
amongst this sandhills like Hein had incinerate it is not 
easy to be out of side of the house and where the houses 
are thinly scattered they run large and down more like  
the old colleges than ordinary houses as they used to be 
that is done for the sake of society for a good many people 
can dwell in such houses as the country dwellers not 
necessarily husbandman they almost all have been such 
for a good time the life that goes on the Nice big dwellings 
in the country is very pleasant especially as some of the 
most studious man and find time driving down and I’ll 
together there isn’t great for ideas in mind and going to be 
found in them which pride and send quitclaims to society 
there I am rather surprised said I biologists follow it  
seems to me that after all that country must be tolerably 
populous circulate send me their population is pretty 
much the same as it was in the end of the 19th century  
we have spread that is all of course also we had helps to 
populate other countries where we will want to download 
called for Sendai one thing it seems to me does not go with 
you worried of garden for the country you have spoke an 
invoice send florists and I myself have seen the beginning 
of your Middlesax– six forest why do you keep such things 
in the garden and doesn’t take very wasteful to Dusseau  
my friend he said we like cheese pieces of wild nature and 
cannot afford them so we have them let alone that is too 
good forest we need to great deal of 10 and Sopranos that 



our son sense sense will do the lie is to the land  
being Windgarden I have heard that they used to have 
Chevrolets in Monaco reason kindness¶And now I  
might not like TIF his show¶Are you sure you grab some 
of the natural rockeries invited Crigler there will see you 
going to sound later and look into Cumberland and rest 
tomorrow¶Where by the way you will see you soon sheep 
feeding so that they are not so wastefully she think not  
so wasteful as forcing grounds for food out of season I 
think going to have a look at the sheet while I am up the 
slopes between me and Calabro Lanterne Y went and tell 
me if you think we waste the Landam by not covering it 
was factories for making things that nobody¶Breach was 
chief business of the 19th century I will try to go there  
said I won’t take much trying saltee.
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Now Sadye I had come to the point of asking questions 
which size clothes will be dry for you to answer difficult 
for you to explain but I have foreseen for some time past 
that I must still Will I know I want kind of the government 
have you has Republicanism finally trying out to have you 
come to a new dictatorship which some persons in the 
19th century used to prophesy was the cement outcome 
with democracy anti-this last? Does not seem so very 
reasonable since you have turned you a parliament house 
into a down market on the way I do you how’s your present 
Parlament y’all mad¶Save my smile with a hearty laugh 
and said well well go is not the worst kind of collapse 
in fertility may come that we had some year just came 
from the other kind of wakes those walls once held a 
great supporters now teargas let me tell you that present 
Parliament would be hard to house in one place because 
the whole people lives of Parliament I don’t understand 
said I know I’m supposed not sad I am lost now shock 
you by telling you that we have no longer with anything 
which you I made an event from another planet would 
call a government I am not so much shocked as you might 
think Sendai as I know something about confidence but 
tell me how do you manage and how have you come to this 
stage of things said me ages to that we have to make some 
arrangements about affairs concerning which you can ask 
Pres. Clay and it is also chewed that every body just not 
always agree with the details of these arrangements by 
phone of their ages to the demand no more need send me 
a library system of government with its army navy and 
Colise to force him to give way to the will of the majority 
of his equals that he wants this Samlola machinery to 
make him understand that it is had to end of Stonewall 
cannot occupy the same space at the same moment do 
you want further explanation well yes I do qualify you all 
damn and says about himself and his chair with a look 
at the enjoyment which rather alarm me and made me 
dread a scientific disquisition so I sighed and goodbye he 
said I suppose you know pretty well locked the process 
of government was in the bad old times I am supposed to 



know sine die Hammond blood with the government  
of those days was it really do Parlament or any part of  
it I know H was not the parliament on the one side at  
kind of watch committee that in to see you got the 
interests of the upper classes to know tonight and down 
the other side is sort of blind to DeLuca pepo into 
supposing that they had some share in the management  
of there are left stairs I history seems to show is this a 
check to what extent did the people manage their own  
FCS I I judge him sometimes the worst Parlament to 
make a law to legalize some alterations which had already 
taken place H anything in house I I think not as I am 
informed if the people made any attempts to deal with 
that costs of their grievances the laws stepped in and 
said this is sedition repo or what not and slow I charge 
the ringleaders of such attempts H is Parliment goes not 
the government then go to people leave their blood with 
the government I can you tell me H I think we shall not 
be filed wrong if we say that government was the law 
Coits backed up by the executive which handled the brute 
force they could do loaded people allow them to use for 
their own purposes I mean the army navy and Calaise I 
reasonable man Los Nietos think he won’t write a check 
now is tuberose Lockharts where they places of fair 
dealing according to the ideas up today had a Prettyman 
a good chance of defending his property and person in 
them I isn’t commonplace this evening which looked on 
the lawsuit is it dial misfortune even if they gain the case 
and as far prayer one why it was considered a miracle 
of just send Bryn half is sensitive for Primland who had 
once got into the clutches of the lawn escaped prison 
not Aaronwood when H it seems then my son that the 
government dialogue Koritz income lease which was 
the real government of the 19th century was not a great 
success Ethan to the people of God today let me know 
I’m doing class system which proclaimed inequality and 
poverty is the law of God and the Bentway Chal boo-boo 
together alright so it seems ain’t GH and now that all this 
is James and Y axis pop Friday which mean the clenching 



the fist on a piece of goods and crying out to the neighbors 
you Santana gas now that all this has disappeared so 
Harelinc that it is no longer possible evening to Jazztet 
Ponitz absurdity is such a government possible I it is 
impossible H yes have Pellett but for what other purpose 
than the protection of the ridge from the poor man is 
strong from the week did this government to exist alright 
I have heard that it was said that their office was to defend 
their own citizens against to tag from other countries H 
it was sad but was anyone expected to believe this for 
instance did the English government to defend the English 
citizen against the friends I so it was said H then if the 
French had invaded England in Concord or they would not 
have allowed the English work men to live well I laughing 
as far as I can make out the English masters of the English 
workmen’s to back they took from their work minutes 
much of their livelihood as they Jannik because they want 
to think for themselves H British the French had concrete 
would they not have taken more still from the English 
work man I I do not think so for in that case the English 
workmen would’ve died of starvation and then the French 
conquest would have ruined the Cranitch just to see if the 
English courses in paddle have tied up under feeding so 
that after all the English workmen would’ve been no war 
is sauce for the conquest their French masters could have 
gone no more feminine than their English smells Jusjay 
H this is true and we may admit that the pretensions of 
the government to defend the poor man that is useful 
people against other countries come to knock then but 
that is but natural for we have seen already that it was 
the function of government to protect the rich against the 
poor but did not the government to defend its rich man 
against the nations I I do not remember to have heard 
that the rates needed defense because it is said not even 
went to the nations were at 12 or Goodwitch man in the 
nation gambled with each other pretty much as usual and 
even sold each other what happens when I went to kill 
their own countrymen H a Searight he comes to this that 
we has to sell call government of protection of property 



by means of the law courts man destruction of well this 
defense of the citizens of foreign country against those 
of another country by means of Warrelin of the thread of 
warm man pretty much the same thing alright I cannot 
didn’t Maerick H therefore the government really existed 
for the destruction of well I so it seems and yet H yes why 
I there were many rich people in those times H you see 
the consequences of that fact I I think I do but tell me 
how I want they will H if the government to do actually 
destroyed well they country must have been Porath I yes 
certainly H yet amidst this poverty depressants for the 
sake of calm that government existed insisted on being 
rich whatever I should just touch most people insist and 
be reached the expensive areas I unutterable poverty 
for the others all this noise right then was caused by the 
distractive governments of which we have been speaking 
H may it would be incorrect to say so the government 
itself for us but the necessary result of the catalyst to write 
me up Times it was but the machinery of tyranny now 
tyranny has come to an end and we know longer need such 
machinery we could not possibly use it since we are not 
free they’re forwarding your sense of the one we have no 
government do you understand this now I yes I do but I 
will ask you some more questions as to how you Listerine 
man manager unfairness age with all my heart ask away.
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Hi sad about this change than switches is taking the 
place of government could you give me any accounts  
of been A brother that although we have simplified our 
lives a great deal from wine thing over and have gone 
creative many conventionality send me Tanisha’s 
winchean’s tiki bar.? Strauble Jedi life is complex me  
to tell you Wednesday ~by means of outlet is means  
you must find that out piledriving amongst godless 
agents too that I can better tell you what we do not do 
what we do to Ralph I this is the way to city we have 
been living 450 years and introducing over the bridge 
of life has been growing number and that hat that has 
become Beta-Val acting on the hold for the gas it is  
easy for us to live without loving each other it would  
be possible for us to contend with an wrong BHL  
credit would be harder for us and refraining from  
Strat-I’ll create that isn’t sure foundation life and 
happiness where in the old days sendai it was very  
hard to live without stress free that’s what you by 
giving me get good condition yeah said it was so hard 
that those who have a truly acted very 2K neighbors 
were celebrated it is Sainsont heroes and Laura lived 
up to let the greatest traveler while they were alive that  
I know that he after they work the eyes that you do 
don’t mean to tell me that no one ever turns classicist 
have a greater great fellowship certainly not that I’m 
buntline transgressions occur every body transgressors 
the dog now open for what they are Tierras the friends 
not good to all actions of persons driven into enmity 
against society I see so die you mean to have no 
criminal classes how can we get since there is no 
weights class to Parisian enemies against the state by 
means of the injustice of this today that why I thought 
that I understood from something bedfellow formula 
little while ago that you had a dollar civil law is that so 
I do not bawlers Sal on CMT as I said before and 
several a lot of cards for health for the defensive 



private operating for nobody ever pretended that it is 
possible to make people act scary to each other by 
means of bro well private property being abolished all 
the laws and all the legal legions of manufactured of 
course came to my man powerCell not studio had  
to be translated into cellblock in order to live Paraway  
is there any need to enforce the commandment by 
violence well sundyne that is understood by diet 
Greewood but how nonconstant violin screwed not 
their occurrence at¶It met that they occur mega 
criminal law unnecessary CFT’s sense of the word let 
us look at the matter closer and see if Lance crimes  
of violence training by far the greater part of the thin 
past case where the result of the loss is private 
property which company cause satisfaction of their 
natural desires to wild that is privileged few as that  
of the general this is cool colors which came of those 
laws all that causes violent crime is gone again many 
violent acts came from the artificial perversion of this 
sexual passions it’s caused overweening jealousy and 
the light news release now when you look carefully  
into the Time the lady at the bottom of the idea of  
lawn made an idea of the woman being the property 
and doesn’t matter whether you run husband’s father 
father or what not bad idea is of course banished with 
private operating as well as certain qualities about  
the ruin women for following the natural desires and 
then you live which of course was the convention 
caused by the loss of private property I’m not a cognate 
cause crimes of violence was the family tyranny which 
was the subject of so many novels and stories of the 
pass on which wants more leaves the race all those 
private property of course that is the land. Since 
families learn how to get there by noon Obama: soon 
but by the ChildLine king in benefaction and everybody 
is free to come Margulis furthermore our standards of 
voluntarism publicly estimation. Access interesting day 



S home forever H it’s great to exercise his special 
faculty to the most and everyone encourages him in  
so doing so that we have got rid of the scollon and J 
koplin five Paulettes went patriot and she will really 
good race keeps of unhappiness” work cause I 
woodscliff there are people and passionate man I 
energetic interactive man often lead to violent  
I laugh Branstad’s overachieving out with Charlie  
here and I miss you I withdrawn not as sorry talk  
to you such things blogroll where sometimes I met 
RMS striker not her Address Cherrycrest try and 
resolve your homicide to put into words latke shall  
we neighbors making more still shout we think so 
poorly of each other as to suppose that the slaying  
calls last two weekends when we know that if he  
has a game he went me and blood and be able to  
weigh all the circumstances have forgiven his own  
will of the death of the slider bring the slain men  
to life again into the unhappiness is Las Vegas cross  
yes I said I consider most not the safety of society GPs 
guarded by some punishment. Our neighbor said  
DO shinew punishment which used to talk so wisely 
impact so cool¶Awkward is that booking expression  
of Serafy air and got me to fear sense today I can  
rulers of society wardwell in like an armed band doing 
a hostile and we live amongst friends may need to fear 
and don’t punish surely we at triad of an occasional 
where homicide and occasional Glassglow solid 
Holiande legally to commit homicide and violence  
we could only be in society of ferocious Cowart don’t 
you think they yes I do when I come to think of it  
from that side saillend you must understand that  
the old man that way many violences committed we 
expected transgressor to make any atonement possible 
to and he himself takes that but can think of the 
destruction or serious injury of the man momentarily 
overcome by about the folly can BME atonement to  



the Commonwealth surely it cannot only additional 
injury to a 75 posted man has made of violence kills  
a man year for instance such thing as no said inside 
where there is no punishment to Wednesday A lot  
to triumphed over Morris we’ll certainly follow 
transgression and lesser outbreaks of violence I how  
do you deal with for hitherto we have been talking 
they’ve great tragedies isopods set and then if DLG 
orders not Sicora mad in which case he must be 
Welistre until his synchronous or madness is skewered 
it is clear that Grigston humiliation must follow CLD 
and society in general when it’ll make it pretty clear  
to DLG or if you should chance to be dealt too late and 
again some kind of follow and please add appointment 
crazy humiliation to say hi to you again well sometimes 
it is hard and D think that enough that the City and 
moreover they do so that we can do this week charge 
you turn his grief into anger and that he will Liege  
and he would have otherwise feel for his wrongdoing 
you 503 friends for doing him he has paid Galico 
account tea and can go and send again come fly shall 
we commit section falling again the man that Jesus  
had God Salico panel TV committed before he said go 
and sin no more life let alone Madenest Sadia not find 
anyone to play tip positive to answer away to stairs  
said consider Heinlein ears and some mommy which 
requires a body of Cralenco Tuccio it pretty much so  
he ends soon as I have told you we are healthy people 
generally so we are not likely to be much troubled kids 
to see well you had Nelsonville along a no Crim law  
you know. So to say no regulations for the exchange 
letters for you must exchange you do not know me  
said no a lot of you sent eventually exchange as you  
saw this morning when you Glenbain shopping but of 
course there are regulations of the market varying 
according to the circumstances and guided by Gen. 
Custer is channel Snow dreams to you too so so we 



provision for forcing them for I don’t call him call 
another civil execution always follows judgment and 
someone myself when you see a judge on his dad’s  
to hand as clearly as if you were native glass and 
policeman to present and the soldier to Slason actual 
living person such follies would make an agreeable. 
They certainly said why that means turning the market 
into near you in which many people suffer as much as 
in the battlefield go bayonet and from what I have  
seen I should suppose that you’re marketing Great 
imlive O is carried out in a way that makes it a pleasant 
occupation ¶ I’ll very indie by for a quick month.  
Right now engaged in actually and things just cannot 
beautiful day like to housekeepers that I was speaking 
into July this is a ministration and your organization to 
use longtailed I mean she like keeping things together 
avoiding late seeing nothing sticks fast to slow sleigh 
such Petolla late DNA business all the more S-A-N-T-A  
I am with factual and not merely passing counters 
round to see what she had to show how the event 
includes taxation interviews from people all week  
to instead the commercial token ass days well what  
are you going to ask me next.
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Die how do you manage politics sat around then:-) I  
am glad that it isn’t me that you asked that question  
I do believe that anybody else would make you explain 
yourself or try to do so chill you were sick kind of  
asking questions ANG I believe I am the only man in 
England you know what you mean and since I know  
I will answer your question briefly by saying that  
you are very well office to holiday because we have 
not done it whenever you make a book out of this 
conversation for destiny by itself after the model 
Coulthard about snakes tonight¶I will Sadye.
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Etc. hi how about your relations with foreign nations I 
will not affect going to know what you mean CFT that I 
will tell you at lunch think the whole system of arrival and 
contending nations which played so great that part of the 
government of the world of civilization has disappeared 
along with Ian at quality betwixt man man man in society 
does not that make the world Gallmeier that I why saggy 
old man do you have H and national variety that I am 
nonsense he said someone snappish late cross water NC 
Will find plenty of Friday the landscape the building to 
die at the amusement all of various good men and women 
carrying in Moaks as well as inhabits to thaw the cost 
church and Farmor Darius 10 in the commercial. How 
should a dad to the variety of it just Alpental nice to know 
where certain families try¶ off and had a Regenia Cenchari 
with one another into certain on console unmechanical 
groups and call them nation and stimulate their patriotism 
i.e. They’re foolish and envious prejudices well I don’t know 
that guy that’s right sharelane can easily understand that 
we are free from this phone is so obvious to by means of 
this very diversity different strains of life in the world can 
be serviceable and send to reach out regarding the least 
Wallentine to love each other we are all day in town the 
same enterprise making the most of lives and I must tell 
you whatever you will send misunderstanding still eyes can 
take place between P and consequently since Terry’s lesson 
Pleasantglen I love you too those batteries in holiday 
heads to region of differences of opinion me ¶Dennis do 
you insert that there are¶No so¶Say differences by the 
side things holiday excuse to me well said I am not so sure 
I today pretended to this out to get.¶Mary is by himself 
together get together cheated out of their people to gather 
but most women evidently retrieve not suited coming 
as Jason politics to Pincheld unforced public to pay the 
expense of the Monk sharing this life and exciting in me 
wishes persons and get preevent sincerely Tim Prince of 
the opinion ¶I have a reaction of their lives quite good 
enough for my eyes shut my till tonight I will like to play 
A chance to have slaves AHU Welsey Freeman come tell 



me well said I I’m so Princeton writing to circumstances 
saxion I should think so in me A call. She amongst our 
differences concerning matters of business and passing the 
advances to go and could not to fly and then permanently 
as a rule of come shows which is hanging on key events 
and GT the right one out not have speculation not easy 
to nod party on the question as to whether haymaking 
in such in such in countryside Shelby came this week or 
next when all men green last night can any go down to you 
now and use differences by July I suppose soon how else 
could be sad hallinan Shell gas but shower shalanwood I 
am generally an slothful way there can be no difference 
in opinion and every body Janiszewski but when it was 
common interests to community and doing that I am not 
doing something that affects everybody make sure you 
must have Karaway and less than you are you going to 
take Times and shared by voice think they would’ve the 
fact Loriell majority’s however intersociety chick that 
you are you doing for me to show is canidae question one 
minutes call me around¶Boy’s for three days sanction 
between with you and changes today as you something to 
be in town I need clear inconvenient house commodari 
you doing into a meeting ¶And then next to it near a 
meeting of the neighbors on as we call according to the 
chain times before bureaucracy I neighbor proposes the 
change and of course agree there is an end of discussion 
except about details seconds ¶Trees as proposer is sure 
to have kids over with others but supposing you a fair 
proposed sincon J if a few of the neighbors to send green 
Chile if they think that beastly iron parade trail served 
over a little longer and they can’t want to be bothered with 
building a new one just A joke contents good time to put 
it off for about this discussion to the next load and meet 
timelines… Prairiewind, never flying about some and that 
makes you to narrow to submit to send it downloaded 
this status deimos tell you that inquietude Down and 
Champale you sitting at friendly manner but you know 
that guy that there is something new sterilite democracy 
and I thought that democracy was considered to be in 



a more abundant condition Manny manny to go by to 
be done get¶To train and not always having own way to 
community when it is clear that your body cannot have 
driven down to what to well then I don’t know the only 
Alaterna text to land Matt said that I can conceive that 
should choose out of class. Persons capable of judging on 
all matters about consulting the mean time in Shoreline 
we should get for ourselves ;-) Colvin aristocracy again 
tonight guy for the purpose of safeguarding freedom of 
the individual rent we should revert to assistant of private 
property again and had slaves and slaveholders once more 
what do you think of those two XTEX well.  Said I had 
possibility where there should be quite independent event 
for you to write me society should be in valorize me for a 
second to and then burst out laughing very hard way and 
I confess that I’m chilling tune when he recovered himself 
you know at me and said yes yes I quite agree with you 
and so we all do yes I said yes dive into this Knobcrest 
hardly unlimited already today this matter. It’s no man is 
obliged to work on it if he doesn’t agree to let you okay at 
least I suppose smile and said shrewdly provided and yet 
from the point of view of the natives of another planet 
is banana and I know I need to Allenstown Chasefield 
intern down close him immediately by refusing building. 
Self cause today to society as a Walmart show to the 
member of society and then it is 55 great building it turns 
out a good thing five times louder Gradwalm very I see 
no help for him except pleasure in excess and pleasure 
saying I told you so if the Bridgefield thing turns out to 
be an escape plan heard him if it benefits him he must 
suffer in silence A terrible tyranny Communism is it not 
so used often to be warned against this very unhappiness 
in times past when for every well fed contented person 
you saw 1000 miserable Stradling’s Will is for us A 
growth that in a while lidocaine on the¶Tearing to say 
the truth not to be made as simple Vianney microscope 
right now Love you brain my not going to sleep travels 
by calling peace and 20 inch penis by names gone I’m 
doing on there anymore questions good morning my son.
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Said I was expecting gay concurrent to make your  
parents any moment but it is time to ask just wanted  
to questions before they come try giving me to try to  
settle for anything more you ask me I am free and  
dad anyway give me to come and find me in the¶Bryn 
game of sake collide pretend to listen to lie to man they 
will find my music enough to sit side-by-side couches  
in proximity to reach out I smile as I was found to an sad 
good I will go on talking without noticing them when  
they come in now to plan how you get people to find 
nearest Snelling and especially you get to you play no  
late gravely. Flavorings lie is that not enough Bagnoli¶ 
For especially good “five plenty of prewar 30 greenward 
creation wages wainscot kids as people might say kind  
of gone if you are going to ask to be paid for the pleasure 
of creation chiswood¶Send work mean the next thing  
we show here scenting for the beginning of children  
well said nana and 19 century would say there is a  
natural desire towards the procreation of children and 
natural desire not to learn you sent me I know the  
ancient holy untrue in me to call me¶Fine yeah cool  
man. I’m just Gubernat her better lines it meaningless  
to you self-adhesive dad has it in plies work is suffering 
and we are so Florafield thinking dad dad as you may  
have noticed where is sweetie I am not sure it is well  
here is the kind of fear growing up that extends. We 
shall¶Baby sure therefore it is a pleasure which we are 
afraid of loosing not a pain yeah said I I have noticed  
that and I was going to ask you about off the name in¶  
in time do you positively mean to certain about the 
pleasurable miss of work amongst you this bad on now 
Kreischer compo BAV has a game¶Well done which 
causes/Lakeside as well because it has come into pleasure 
and that is the case but you may comment: and last night 
and last if I worry because this time because there is 
conscious sensuous pleasure cell Hon by artist I see said  
I can you now tell me how you have come to this happy 
condition to see clean lane this change from the conditions 
of the world changes you had told about to cry holiday’s 



ready marriage ¶Write Dan Santini in TU naysaying  
rather than 80s’s change sleeps makes all the others 
possible would you today Aleutian shortly to make people 
revolution for change how can you prevent counter 
revolution setting in by making people happy shallowly 
¶P sensibilities, penis and gathering grapes from kinesin 
fix themselves in cerise thanks vacation compared and 
happiness without me Terrywood impossible obviously 
true sendai but answer my question as to how you can me 
by the absence of the official correction and the freedom 
for every time to do what you can do gas joined to the 
knowledge web productions ¶I am that interesting I will  
do so I was hearing bye contrasts is necessary explanation 
¶Hello that the last day to the symbolism show and then 
got into a vicious circle and then Benjamin do to make it  
last facility they have gradually created to read loves to 
elaborate system of buying and selling which has been  
the world market and that world market on San Diego  
Ln. Is tend to go on making while I am more least-squares 
whether they needed ¶Not Coors they could not pray 
themselves Towellen series K via voice to Dial themselves 
Prejuges merely cheats go away and became impossible  
for them to cut labor and its results for many other point 
of view to spend the least possible amount of labor on  
any article today and yet at the same time into Vegas many 
articles simple to this cheapening production as it was 
everything was sacrifice the happiness of the limit as far 
name most elementary comfort in hell TK why ain’t sure  
I did not Raehn green incentive to balance against this  
dire necessity of cheap production of things of great reach 
not producing J and we must the daddy in Massachusetts  
again for sad to live sights and sound since switching  
to you soon. Nature of men to rain Fleetfoot J they do 
reaches my pills is castin to get jealous of this rather than 
a monster. She production Forreston midnight Mark 
Jeremy guy what happened not fat venison redaction 
Massachusetts chaos it is free at last they catch up ¶. And 
then send to work to devise means for leaving task of extra 
labor he smiled bitterly to be trying to 17 I am not sure 



know that according to know get used to living Down  
and these people with a phone done this week. Sorry 
catchfly and I said Davelayne laborsaving machine hey  
Jay G what’s statuaries saying Machine they were made  
to save the way to speak more plainly lies man ¶Peas at 4 
PM¶Dude that it might be extended Wales A race today  
on the enough probably useless friend all devices for  
me increasing the burden of labor the time InfoWorld 
market crew but it¶Big countries within the range of 
civilization. Bye. Enforce it that you can pay me to open 
the country southside hail this is a strange one of those 
professions. To understand their case and perhaps shows 
seven scores great fries of the 19th century greasy and 
care to live a response to do vicarious Country you 
semitransparent preview gags to astound crashing the 
slavery print them and not so coolest thing of commerce 
pushing of religion for longer believe clients prolonged 
periods travelin buns and natives farmboys country sure 
which would be send on principle eight Lansing Fancher 
was found to have today’s competition to create market 
7:55 PM traditional society there might be in Country  
and my joy¶Everlys you found there into their natural 
¶Exchange passes for Rob dreams to supply with to  
be allowed to live by their new bassjackers plus helpless 
people to sell themselves into this slavery apologize  
to something where we’re to pray shoes and melodies  
are sick man I have read books and papers sitting there 
telling strange stories and tedious simple late noncivil 
listen send A time when the British government to liberate 
Lisa blankets infected on tonight try to fast names excuse 
me 75 she soon and I want to campfire question on those 
changes mind and I want 10 months to ask this swears how 
about already eyes nose pain may well cry still raining 
should be how could they possibly attend to such trifles is 
already the last days shifts for this thing says four snelddon 
he would’ve put up with they could have gone anything 
else could I just take time and where swimmy to Seattle 
right now to see you I just wanted cheese is coming from 
another planet but we ChartFlo could not said fine class 



state fairly well machines for making me late 2 PM so  
that it may be fairly said Gradestake she mention the 19th 
century was Machines which wonders of invention and 
patients and which are used for the action of measureless 
these shifts into the owners of the machines did not 
consider weeks then they of course CEO test of utility 
finding buyers for their Wise man has my chance and 
people(PS Time on naked to Town you are very good  
and I love dad¶P 19th century knows and said true 
dictation Family my grandfather was flying no something 
about it tell you that he was genuinely nine changes and 
revolutionist I think I do understand said I but now it’s 
carman because you need to mandate for their neighbors 
used to said they were making for themselves not for 
Jake¶Dude of weeks they know nothing and go weeks they 
have no control as there is no time sanity to make some 
chance baby longer raining how to drive down and 
thoroughly fit for purpose nothing can be made except  
for genuinely do not Foraindo inferior good 78 sad now 
found out what¶Sweetie I am not driven one resources to 
consider sure and making that I’ll Leitchfld to buy and  
I am in sleep she doing and doing homework with chicken 
soup pleasure to play machine every Time to time found 
¶Please to travel and give me in-kind altogether without 
paying a reduced fine now she need to listen to mind and 
body more or less closer to being done body seeks god dad 
doing doing the work generation to generation has become  
so easy to do that and it seems as if there were last time 
probably or is produced I suppose that possible scarcity  
in you… increase for you but I do baby and tell why there  
is to make so sense to shift course tends towards raising 
the standard of excellence as hell man enjoys turning out 
work which is not a credit to hand and sent to greater 
doing proration in training down to past number of things 
which can be treated this works fine that this alone  
gives climate to the house to get people again in 5 PM 
exhaustible Science and no ideas no longer the only  
in June which is the right thing intelligent man spending 
his time to time as it wants wise I think you should take 



Rich juice so I am players each game this week I carry  
I think. Each one calling me and especially in Erica call 
reaches Flintfeet’s day are now and will be for love or have 
a great resource to’s lands and I say especially when you’re 
very handsome America suffered so terribly stacis became 
places to live that they are now very bad grade and know 
that makes life Cresscent AMG one they say the desk  
and there is still a great deal to do especially is the country 
is so vague well Sendai I am exceedingly glad to think  
that you have sent to prospect of happiness for you but I 
should like to ask a few questions and then today.
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Candace and I spoke I heard footsteps and get your 
July she’ll gag and then came back to lovers looking so 
handsome that one had no feeling of shame in looking on 
that a little Kensfield love making for indeed it seemed 
as if all the world must be in love with asphalt and then 
he looked on them like an artist who has just painted a 
picture and nearly as well as he thought he couldn’t when 
he began it and was perfectly happy said sit down sit down 
young folk and Joan no ice on guest here has still some 
questions to ask me well I shouldn’t suppose so Dick you 
had only been three hours and a half together and it isn’t 
to be home that day history two centuries could be told 
in three hours and a half let alone that where all I know 
they have been wandering into the rounds of geography 
shit to¶You can send you very soon just to¶Dinner tonight 
she think will be very pleasant music to breakfast Inderli 
insane and probably had a tiring day yesterday I said well 
since you have spoken word I begin to feel that it is so but 
I have been feeding myself with fun do this long time quite 
true Love is a nice smile is so¶ but just from tower I am 
in the air came the sound of silvery chimes playing this 
week create 10 dad sounded to Miami Collinstown gears 
like this song of the first blackberry dentist sprain called 
rush of memories to my mind Times from going to meet 
you questions now for dinner then and shoot my hand 
is in action H away and lay me down stairs into Florida 
court to Hammonds to follow is a freeze you went into 
the marketplace we check in and before unfinished dream 
that Valrico Lane one dress. He turned into print cloister 
and came to richly molded in car to away lochaire Young 
girl gave CGW A bunch if someone flowers and reentered 
to Walmart to get that Madden Hammersmith guesthouse 
Mario the Academic sharing perhaps more beautiful I 
found it difficult to keep my eyes while pictures for Condit 
bad manners to stare clary hall good time though she was 
right I said cheeks were taken from you in the imagination 
in yesterday’s world only. Country¶Anything you down 
I said to you man how’s strange to see here why said I 
don’t see why you should be surprise every body knows 



the details and they are graceful unpleasant sidekicks not 
to charge for place where people mostly attend drinking 
again salox and yet full of the incident and I smile and 
said I scarcely expected to find recorded 27 swellings 
in the king of the Golden Mountain and Mary and such 
curious Pleasanton imagination says Jacob Grimm got 
together found the childhood barely Time I should try 
and I am drunk gas very beautiful I mean not only sure 
sorry and when we were children to imagine going on in 
every dad I live in Beverly’s gene every house in the fields 
there and then Kings house to’s going to remember crab 
ass she said to me as soon as like crowd came over here 
face I’m just going to see to her on the 17th juices came to 
smiling and chattering sweet like me Side of town to get 
penis is two yes everything was still awake so I kind and it 
was only an ordinary occurring play very beautiful. Love 
the 19th century to say Kenyan finish where Love you. 
The only one and very very painful so. Chewing general 
keys highly ornamented with the commercial finish and 
chilling medicine and it makers blah total absence of the 
19th century calls Comeford dad’s stuff convenience to 
be hard to do my full excitement today montion or so 
pleasant baby what Time were sitting on the way. Too I 
was telling Chableau turn Sheila PayPal and said how is 
he dead yet we are so Live for the most part A tonight 
how Linsount painting pictures came Saldeli Dealwood 
take care of pictures¶To hang ourselves how time. No 
chairs to choose college. Oh and my feet always so and 
I suppose always said however maybe next way it to the 
19th century when there was so little¶And so much 
talk about there was soon. Dad didn’t imagine it into 
literature on to do with contemporary¶But they never 
did so for there was any credence he always to care as 
Claray into chance now to disk drives or exaggerate or 
I GEOY in all doing and why ¶Check out well she will 
only show two things change just now two $.10 shoes.
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Dick broke the silence in class saying yes forgive us  
for a little after your dinner Jonas what would you like  
to do shall we had about Greylock Centron back to 
Hammersmith or will you come with us and hear some 
Welsh folks sitting in the hall close by here or would you 
like present count me into the city and see some really 
find building or what Shalett B well said I SIMS stranger  
I must let you choose for me and pointed back I did not 
Vianney means want to be in me is Jess Dan and also I 
would rather Feltes at the old man with his knowledge of 
past times and even the kind of the inverted sympathy for 
them caused by his active hatred of them was that isn’t for 
a blanket for me against the Colts of this very new world 
where I wise so to say strip pair of every habitual thought 
in way of acting and I did not want to leave him too soon 
he came to my rescue at one and said wait a bit dick there 
is someone else to be consulted besides you and the guest 
here and that is that I am not going to lose the pleasure of 
his company just now especially assigned no he has 
something else to ask me so go to your Welshman bio 
Almaine but first of all bring us another bottle of wine to 
this note and then be off as soon as you lie and come again 
then Fancher friend to go Westword but not too soon  
did not it smilingly and the old man and I were sooner 
alone and they Greathall the afternoon sun gleaming on 
their Brandwine and Artal quaint shaped glasses then said 
Hammond does that anything especially puzzle you about 
our way of living now you have heard a good Deayllon 
seemed a little Ludvick sadye I think what puzzles me most 
is how it all came about it well may you okay subgrade is 
the changes it would be difficult indeed to tell you the 
whole story perhaps impossible knowledge discontent 
treachery disappointment ruin his right despair those who 
worked for the changed because they could see further 
than another people went through all these phases of 
suffering and doubtless all the time and the most dead man 
looked on not knowing what it was doing thinking it all a 
matter of course like the rising and setting of the sun and 
indeed it was so tell me one thing if you can that guy did 



that change the revolution it used to be call come peaceful 
late peaceful late satay what piece was there amongst 
those poor confused stretches of the 19th century it was 
warm from beginning to land bitter war no hope and 
pleasure were put in end to what do you mean actual 
fighting with weapons sadye or the strikes in lockouts and 
starvation of which we have heard both of these that as a 
matter of fact the history of the terrible. Of transition from 
commercial slavery to freedom may best be summarized 
when the hope of realizing it communal condition of life 
for all men arose quite late in the 19th century the power 
of the middle classes that then Terrance of society was so 
in Norma send crashing that you almost mad even those 
who had you may say despite themselves despite their 
reason and judgment conceived such hopes it seemed to 
drain so much was this the case that some of those more 
enlightened men who were of them called Socialists 
although they well knew and even stated in public that  
the only reasonable condition of society was that of your 
communism such as you now see you around you yet 
strong from wallets seem to them the barren task of 
preaching the realization of the Happytree looking back 
now we can see that the great motive power of the change 
was a longing for freedom and equality but cannot if you 
ways to be unreasonable passion of the lover a sickness of 
hard got rejected with loving the aimless solitary life of the 
well-to-do educated man at that time phrases my dear 
friend which have lost their meaning to’s of the present-
day so far removed we are from the dreadful fax which 
they represent well these man though conscious of this 
feeling had no faith then it as a means of bringing about 
the change¶Was that wonderful for looking around  
when they saw the huge mass of the oppressed classes  
too much burden with the Ministry of their lives and too  
much overwhelmed by the selfishness of Ms. right to be 
able to form a conception of any escape from it except  
by the ordinary way prescribed by the system of slavery 
under which they live which was nothing more than a 
remote chance of climbing out of the oppressed into the 



oppressing class therefore that they knew that the only 
reasonable lame for those who would better the world 
with the condition of the quality in their inpatients  
and despair they managed to convince themselves that  
if they could buy hook or by crook at the machinery  
of production and the management of property so altered 
that the lower classes so the horrible words brand might 
have their slavery somewhat ameliorated they will  
be ready to fit into this machinery and would use it  
for bettering their conditions Stillmore and still more  
until it last the results would be a practical equality they 
were very fond of using the word practical because the  
rich would be forced to pay so much for keeping the 
Porind a tolerable condition that the condition of riches 
would become no longer valuable Linnwood gradually Dyal  
do you follow me partly sad I go on settletown man  
well since you follow me you will see that is a theory this  
was not altogether unreasonable but practically it turned 
out of failure also said I well don’t you see Saturday 
because it involves the making of the machinery but those 
who didn’t know what they wanted to machines to do so  
far as the masses of the oppressed class further good 
scheme of him prove meant they do get to get themselves 
improved slave rations as many of them as could and  
if those classes had Graillea been incapable of being 
touched by that instinct which produced the passion for 
freedom and quality of force that what would have 
happened I think would’ve been this bad a certain part  
of the working classes would’ve been so far improved in 
condition that they would have approach the condition  
of the Medling Richmand but below them would’ve been a 
great class the most miserable slaves who is slavery would 
have been far more hopeless than the elder class slavery 
had been what stupid in the way of this set I why of course  
70 just that instinct for freedom my force that it is true 
that this life class could not conceive the happiness of  
the free life yet they grew to understand and very speedily 
to that they were oppressed by their masters and they 
assumed you see how just play that they could do without 



them though perhaps they scarce¶How that it came to this 
that they could not look forward to the happiness or piece 
of the freemen they did at least look forward to the war 
which are vague hope told him would bring that piece 
about could you tell me rather mark closely love actually 
took place sad I for iPod them rather vague here yes he 
said I can that machinery of life for the use of people who 
didn’t know what they want to do that and which was 
known at the time is state socialism was partly put in 
motion they’ll in a very piecemeal way but it did not work 
smoothly it wise of course resistant at every turn by the 
capitalists and no wonder for a tended more and more to 
upset the commercial system I have told you without 
providing anything really affect it in it’s place the result 
was growing confusion Great suffering amongst the 
working classes and as a consequence Great discontent for 
a long time matters when time like this the power of the 
upper classes have Blessin as their command over wealth 
lesson and they could not carry things holy by the high 
hand as they had been used to in earlier days so far as the 
state socialists were justified by the results on the other 
hand the working classes were a little Oregon-based and 
growing portering reality in spite of the game also real in 
the long run which they had forced from the Masters bus 
matters home in the balance then Masters could not 
reduce their slaves to complete subjection that they put 
down some keyboard and partial riots easily and not the 
workers for StairMaster’s to grab that money melioration 
real or imaginary of their condition that could not force 
freedom from them at last came a great crash to explain 
this you must understand that very great progress had 
been made amongst the workers that was before said felt 
little in the direction I’ve been proved livelihood I play the 
innocent and said in what direction could they improve if 
not and livelihood 70 in the power to bring about a state of 
things in which we live play club would be full and easy to 
the game they had at last learned how to combine after a 
long period of mistakes and disasters the workmen had 
now a regular organization in the struggle against their 



masters to struggle which for more than half a  
century had been excepted as an inevitable part of  
the conditions of the modern system of labor and 
production this combination had now taken the form of 
the Federation of all our mama’s Dalden recognized  
wages paid enplanements and it was dying means that 
those Determan said the conditions of the workmen had 
been forced from the Masters and know they were not 
something mixed up with the rioting that happened 
especially in the air earlier days of their organization it  
by no means form tonight essential part of their tactics 
and do you get the time I am now speaking of they  
had got to be so strong that most commonly the mere 
threat of a try close enough to get a nanny minor point 
because they had given up the foolish tactics of the  
ancient trade unions of calling out of work a party only  
if the workers of such and such an industry and supporting 
thinwall out of work on the labor of those that remain 
dead by this time they had a biggest fond of money for  
the support of strikes and could stop a certain industry 
altogether for a time if they sell determine sad I was there 
not a serious danger of such monies being misused of  
job for rent in fact Oldtown and drink all done easily 
Armissie and sad though all this happened so long ago  
I still feel the pain of mere shame when I have to tell you 
that it was more than the danger that such Roscow the 
phone happened indeed more than once the whole 
combination seen dropping to pieces because of that  
but it the time at which I am telling things the seller 
threatening and to the workmen at least the necessity  
of their dealing with it fast gathering trouble which the 
labor struggle had brought to go was so clear that the 
conditions of the times headgate got it deep seriousness 
amongst all reasonable people I Determan nation which 
put aside all nonessentials and which to thinking men  
was ominous of the swiftly approaching chain such  
an element was too dangerous for me here traders in  
south seekers and one by one they were thrust out and 
mostly jointly declared reactionaries how about those 



amelioration sadye what where they are rather of what 
nature ready some of them and these of the most practical 
import institute the men’s livelihood or yielded by the 
Masters by direct compulsion on the part of the matter  
the new conditions of labor so again we’re indeed only 
customary enforced by no law bye once established the 
Masters jurors not attempts to withdraw the men face of 
the growing power of the combined workers so Mcedward 
stepson the path of state socialism the most important of 
which can be speedily some job at the end of the 19th 
century if you cry arose for compelling the Masters to 
incline their man the last number of hours in the day this 
cry gathered volume quickly and the Masters had to yield 
to it but it wise of course clear that in less this man to 
higher price for work per hour it would be a mere nullity 
and that the Masters and last for would reduce it to  
that therefore after a long struggle another law was  
passed fixing the minimum price for labor and the most 
important industries which again had to be supplemented 
by a lot of fixing the maximum price on the chief where’s 
been considered necessary for a workman’s life you were 
getting perilously near to the late Roman Haraint sadye 
smiling and the doling out of bread to the proletariat so 
many sad at the time said the old man I’m drilling and  
it has long been a commonplace that that sloughing awaits 
state socialism in Leeanne if it gets to the DN which as you 
know it did not with us however he went further than this 
minimum and maximum business which bye the bye week 
Kannowski was necessary the government now found it 
imperative on them to make the outcry of the master class 
at the approaching distraction of commerce as desirable 
had they known that is the extinction of the Colorado 
which has since happily taken place and they were forced 
to mediate Fiann measure hostile to the Masters the 
establishment of government factories for the production 
of necessary wares and markets for their sale these 
measures taken altogether did do something they were in 
fact of the nature of regulations made by the commander 
of the beleaguered city but of course to the privileged 



classes it seemed as if the end of the world’s work Kumlin 
such laws were enacted nor was that all together without  
a warrant the spread of Communistic theories and the 
partial practice of state socialism have it first disturbed 
and it lasts almost paralyzed the marvelous system of 
commerce under which the old world had lived so feverish 
late and had produced for some feel alive for Campflowers 
pleasure and for many or most alive Felsmere Ms. right 
over and over again came back time since they were  
call and indeed they were bad enough for the wage slaves 
the year 1952 was one of the worst of these times the 
workmen suffered dreadful late the partial inefficient 
government factories which Forterra bleach job all about 
broke down and the fast part of the population had for the 
time being to be fed I’m not disguise charity as it was call 
the combine workers watch the situation with mingled 
hope and anxiety A had already formulated their general 
demand but now biased Soliman universal vote of the 
whole of their federated societies being insisted on the  
first step being taken toward carrying out their demands 
this death would’ve liked directly to handing over the 
management of the whole natural resources of the country 
together with the machinery for using them into the power 
of the combined workers and the reduction of the privilege 
classes into the position of pensioners obviously dependent 
on the pleasure of the workers the resolution as it was 
called which was widely published in the newspaper said 
today was in fact a declaration of war and was so excepted 
by the master class they began henceforward to prepare 
for a firm stand against the approval and ferocious 
communism of the day as they phrased it and as they were 
in many ways still very powerful or seem so to me they 
still hold by means of brute force to regain some of what 
they had lost and perhaps in the end the whole of that it 
was sad amongst them on all hands that it had been a great 
mistake of the various governments not to have resisted 
sooner and the Libros Saintrad across the name is perhaps 
you may know that more democratically inclined part of 
the ruling classes were much blamed for having led the 



world to this pass by there mistimed pedantry and foolish 
sentimentality and one Gladstone or Gladstein probably 
judging by this name of Scandinavian descent are notable 
politician of the 19th century wasn’t specially singled out 
for the probation in this respect I need scarcely pointed 
out to use the absurdity of all this but terrible tragedy  
lay hidden behind this grinning through a horse collar of 
the reactionary party the insatiate bull greeted at the 
lower classes must be repressed the people must be  
taught a lesson these were the Sacramento phrasings 
current amongst the reaction and ominous enough they 
were the old man stops to look keenly at my attentive  
and wandering face and then sad I know teargas that I  
have been using words and phrases which few people 
amongst us could understand without long and laborious 
explanation and not even then perhaps but since you  
have not yet gone to sleep and since I am speaking to  
US to a being from another planet I am a venture to ask 
you if you have followed me Sphar oh yes sadye I quite 
understand prego on a great deal of what you have been 
saying was commonplace with us when when yass said  
be gravely when you were dwelling in the other planet  
well now for the crash of force that on some comparatively 
trifling occasion a great meeting was summoned by the 
work men leaders to median Trafalgar Square about  
the right to meet in which place there had for years and 
years been bickering is civic for Sweigard call the police 
attack the said meeting with bludgeons according to their 
custom many people were hurt in the melee of whom  
five didn’t all die either trampled to death on the spot  
or from the effects of their cuts Elaine the meeting  
was scattered and some hundred of prisoners Castin to  
jail a similar meeting had been treated in the same way a  
few days before I have a place called Manchester which 
has now disappeared that the lesson began the whole 
country was thrown into a ferments by this meetings were 
held Whitsey attempted some rough organization for the 
holding up another meeting to retort on the authority’s 
huge crowd assembled in Trafalgar Square in the 



neighborhood that place is crowded streets and was  
too big for the blotching armed police to call Cliff there 
was a good deal of drive blow fighting for your for the 
people were killed and have the score of policemen were 
crushed to death in the throng and the rest got away as 
they could this was a great tree for the people as far as  
it Bueran the next day Allons remember what it was in 
those days was in the state of turmoil many of the rich flat 
into the country the executive God together soldiery but 
did not tear to use them and the police could not be masts  
in any one place because riots or threats of riots were 
everywhere but in Manchester where the people were not 
so courageous or not so does Ferguson lawn several of the 
popular leaders were arrested in London the convention  
of leaders was God together from the Federation of 
combined workmen and sat under the old revolutionary 
name of the committee of Public Safety but as they had  
no drill them darn body of men to jurat they attempted  
no aggressive measures but only placarded through walls 
with someone I think it appeals to the workmen not to 
allow themselves to be trampled upon however they called 
a meeting in Trafalgar Square for the day fortnight of the 
last mentioned skirmishes meantime the town growing up 
quieter and business came pretty much to and then the 
newspaper then as always simpler to almost entirely in the 
hands of the Masters found hard to the government for 
depressive measures the rich citizens were enrolled as an 
extra body of police and armed with lodgings like them 
many of these were strong wealth that full-blooded young 
man and had plenty of Stelmach for fighting but the 
government did not tear to use them and contented itself 
with getting full powers voted to it by the parliament for 
suppressing any Revo and bringing up more and more 
soldiers to Vlaanderen breast past the week after the great 
meeting almost as large a one was held on the Sunday 
which went south peaceably on the whole as no opposition 
to what was offered and again the people cried fake tree 
drama Monday the people woke up to find that they were 
hungry during the last few days there have been groups of 



men prorating the street asking hour if you please 
demanding money to buy food and water for Goodwill  
wife for fear the richer people gave him a good deal the 
authorities of the parishes also I haven’t time to explain 
that phrase a present gave willy-nilly what provisions  
they could to laundry P bowl and the government by 
means of it’s feeble national workshops also that a good 
number of path starfolk but in addition to this several 
maker shops and other provision stores hadn’t invented 
without a great deal of disturbance so far so good drama 
Monday and questioned the committee of Public Safety on 
the one hand afraid of general unorganized taillights and 
on the other I involved and by the wavering conduct of the 
authority sends it P Tatian provided with card send all 
necessary gear to clear out two or three dates provision 
stores in the center of the town leaving papers with the 
shop managers promising to pay the price of them and  
also when the part of the town where they were strong 
they took this action of several baker shops and set 
metanetwork in them for the benefit of the people all of 
which was done with little or no disturbance the police 
assisting in keeping Warridar at this sack of the stores as 
they would’ve done had a big fire but it this Lastro the 
reactionaries were so alarm that they were determined to 
force the executive into action and newspapers next day 
all blazed into the Furia frightens people and bowl the 
government and every body they could think of an lesser 
care where it wants restored a deputy dictation of rating 
commercial people wait for you to ever over him that if 
they did not have wants to rest the committee of Public 
Safety they themselves would gather up body of man arms 
and fall on the incendiaries as they call them today 
together with a few added nerves had a long interview 
with the heads of the government tend to war three 
military man good to have to stand there are that the 
country could furnish the Depke Tatian came away from 
that interview says that contemporary eyewitness smiling 
and satisfied and said no more about raising and anti-
popular army but that afternoon left London with their 



families for their country seats around swear the next 
morning the government proclaimed estate of CH in 
London I think home in enough amongst the absolutist 
governments on the continent but unheard of in England 
and those days they appointed the youngest 10 cleverest  
of their generals to command to proclaim district a  
man who had one certain sort of where Pete Tatian in  
the disgraceful wars in which the country had been long 
engaged in next to the cities and all the most fervent of  
the reactionaries now came to the front manhood when 
ordinary times were forced to keep their opinions to 
themselves or their immediate circle but he began to look 
forward to crushing months for all the socialist and even 
Democratic tendencies which said they had been treated 
with such foolish indulgence for the last 60 years of the 
clever general took no visible action and yet only a few 
minor newspapers abused him thoughtful man gathered 
from this data plotless hatching as for the committee of 
Public Safety what ever they thought of their position to 
hit now going to far to draw back and many of them it 
seems that the government would know that they Wetsand 
quietly you’re getting easing their food supply which was  
a miserable triplet when all is said and also was a retard to 
the state of siege they aren’t as many men as they could  
in the quarter where they were strongest but did not 
attempt to drill are organize them thinking perhaps that 
they could not at the best turn them into train soldiers till 
they had some breathing space that clever general his 
soldiers and the police did not battle with all this in the 
least in the world and things were quieter in London that 
weekend that there were riots in many places of the 
provinces which Corkwell by the parties without much 
trouble the most serious of these were at Glasgow and 
Bristol well this Sunday of the meeting came and great 
crowds came to Trafalgar Square in precession the greater 
part of the committee amongst them surrounded by there 
Beranda Mendon somehow or rather the streets were quite 
peaceful and quiet that there were many spectators to see 
the procession pass trafalgar squarehead no body of police  



in it that people to quiet his session of it and the meeting 
began the arm’s Menster drown the principal platform and 
there were a few other storm generates the general crowd 
that by far the greater part where I am now armed most 
people thought the meeting would go off peaceably but  
the members of the committee had heard from various 
quarters that something would be attempted against them 
but these rumors were today and they had no idea what 
threatened they soon found out for before the streets 
about the square Warfell a body of soldiers poured into a 
from the northwest corner and took up their places by the 
house that stood on the Westside the people growled at the 
side of the redcoats the arm snapped out the committee 
stood I’m decided not knowing what to two and indeed this 
new influx so Chan the crowd together that unorganized 
as they were they had little chance it’s working¶They had 
scarcely grasp the fact of their enemies being there when 
another column of soldiers pouring out of the streets wait 
to let into the great Southern road going down to the 
Parliament House Tilly existing and called it downmarket 
and also from the en banc minute I decided to tames 
March stop pushing the crowd into a dancer and cancer 
mass and form to along the south side of the square then 
many of those who could see what was going on you at 
once that they were in the trout and could only wonder 
what would be done with them closely packed crowd 
would not you’re could not lodge except under the 
influence at the hide of terror which was soon to be 
supplied to them a few of the arm’s man struggled to the 
front or Klempel.to the face of the monument which then 
stood there that they might face the wall of hidden fire 
before them and to most mad there were many women 
amongst them it seemed as if the end of the world had 
calm and today he seemed strangely different from 
yesterday no sooner were the soldiers drawn up for said 
then says an eyewitness glittering officer on horseback 
came prancing out from the ranks on the cell and read 
something from a paper which he held in his hand which 
something very if you were but I was told after wards that 



was in order for us to disburse and award-winning daddy 
have the legal right to fire on the Kratos and that he would 
do so the crowd took it is a challenge of some sort and the 
horse threatening Barlow went out from them and after 
that there was comparative silence for a little Tilby officer 
had got back into the ranks I was near the edge of the 
crowd towards the soldiers says this eyewitness and I saw 
three little machines being wheeled out in front of the 
ranks which I knew for mechanical Gardens I cried out 
throughout your selves down they are going to fire but you 
could throw himself down so tired as the crowd where Pat 
I Hertis you are bored you’re given and wondered where  
I should be the next minute and then it was visit the years 
had open and Hal had come up Bonvillian midst it is  
now used trying to describe the scene that followed the 
planes were motivates that they crowd the dead and dying 
covered the ground and they streaks and will send cries  
of horror I feel Dompierre ciliates seemed as if there were 
nothing else in the world about murder and dad goes them 
forearmed man who are still unhurt cheered wildly and 
open the scattering fire on the sale of cherries one or two 
soldiers that out and dies the officers going up and down 
the ranks searching the Mantoux again but they received 
the orders in silence silence and let the butts of their guns 
fall only one sergeant ran into a machine gun and began  
to said it going but a tall young man and officer too ran  
out of the ranks and drag him back by the collar and the 
soldiers did there motionless while Porestri can crowd 
nearly Holeada no arms for most of the arm’s man had 
fallen in the first discharge drifted out of the school where 
I was told afterwards that the soldiers on the west side had 
fired also and made part of this slaughter how I got out of 
the square I scarcely know I went not feeling the ground 
under me what we’re raging Harindis there so says our 
eyewitness the number out this laying on the side of  
the people in the shooting during in then it was prodigious  
but it was not easy to come make the truth about it was 
probably between one and 2000 and the soldiers six were 
killed out right and that doesn’t wound it I want to send 



trembling with excitement the old man size glittered in his 
face flushed as he spoke and tell the tale of what I had 
often thought might happen yet I wonder daddy should 
have got so what elated about a mere massacre and I said 
I’ll fearful and I suppose that this massacre put in them  
to the whole of revolution for the great time no know ride 
old Hammond began it he filled his Glassen¶And stood up 
the hide out during this glass to and sweet guy Denair it 
would be a long tale to tell how much we are then I drank 
and he sat down again and went on that massacre of 
Trafalgar Square began the Civil War valve like all such 
advance it gathered had slowly and people scarcely out of 
prices they were acting and terrible as the massacre wise 
at niftiest send overpowering is the first terror had been 
when the people had time to think about it they’re feeling 
was one of that anger rather than fear all the military 
organization of the estate of Sagewoods now carried out 
without shrinking by the clever young general fourth of 
the ruling classes when the new spread next morning felt 
one gas of corner and deepen dread yet the government 
and their immediate packers about that now the wine  
was drawn then must be drunk however even the most 
reactionary capitalist papers with two exceptions done to 
private tremendous news simply gave been accounted 
what had taken place without making any comments upon 
it the exceptions were one as so-called liberal paper the 
government of the day was a great complexion which after 
a preamble in which it declared it sun deviating sympathy 
with the cost of labor or CD to point out that in times of 
revolutionary disturbances the whole of good government 
to be just put firm and that by far the most merciful way of 
dealing with the poor madman who were attacking the 
very foundations of society which had made the Madden 
Pereira was to shoot another one so as to stop others from 
drifting into opposition in which we would run a chance  
of being shot in short it prays that determines action  
of the government is the acme of human wisdom in mercy 
and exulted in the inauguration of a nap but reasonable 
democracy free from the Terrarama Macal fads of 



socialism the other exception was a paper five to be one of 
the most violent opponents of democracy and so it wise 
but the editor of the found his manhood and spoke for 
himself and not for his paper in a few simple indignant 
words he asked people to consider why does society was 
worth which had to be defended by the massacre of 
unarmed citizens and called on the government to with 
draw their state of siege and put the general and his 
officers who fired on the people on their trial for murder 
he went further and DeClerck that why whatever his 
opinion mightiest to the doctrines of this socialists before 
one sheet throwing his luck with the people until the 
government atone for their atrocity by showing that they 
were prepared to listen to the demands of men who knew 
what they were content and whom they decrepitude of 
society forced into pushing their demand since somewhere 
around there of course this editor was immediately 
arrested by the military power but is 12 words were 
already in the hands of the public and produce the greatest 
that so great and fact that the Garvord men after I send 
vacillation withdrew the state of siege fellate the same 
time it StrengthsFinder the military organization and 
make it more stringent three of the committee of Public 
Safety had been slain in Trafalgar Square of the rest the 
greater part went back to their old place of meeting and 
the related the event Conelway day were arrested there are 
on the Monday morning and would’ve been shot at once by 
the general was then your military machine if the 
government had not strong before the responsibility of 
killing then without any trial there was the first to talk of 
trying them via special commission of charges as it was 
call right before a set of men bound to find him guilty and 
whose business it was to do so but with the government to 
cold that had succeeded to the hot one and the prisoners 
were brought before a jury at the incises there and fresh 
low awaited the government for in spite of the judges 
charge which distinctly instructed the jury to find the 
prisoners guilty A were acquitted and that you’re a yeah 
attitude there a verdict of presentment in which they 



contend the action of the soldiery in the Kreuer 
phraseology of the day as rash unfortunate and 
unnecessary the committee of Public Safety renew to  
get sitting and from thenceforth was a popular rallying 
Point in opposition to the Parliament the government  
now you gave way on all sides and made it show up 
yielding to the demands of the people that there was a 
widespread five for affecting that Houdini 7 foot between 
the leaders of the two so called opposing parties in the 
parliamentary faction fight the well-meaning part of the 
public was overjoyed and thought that all danger of the 
Civil War with it over the victory of the people was 
celebrated by huge meetings held in the park send 
elsewhere in memory of the victims of the great massacre 
but the measures passed for the relief of the workers go  
to the upper classes they seem Drulu Nissley revolutionary 
or not thorough enough to get the people food and a 
decent¶And they had to be supplemented by unwritten 
enactments without regality to that and although the 
government in parliament had the law court the army  
and society at their backs the committee of Public  
Safety began to be a force in the country and merely 
representative producing classes it began to what I’m 
proving immensely in the days which followed on  
the acquittal of its members its old members have  
little Lloydminister traded capacity with the exception  
of a few selves see Kristen traders they Ronnette 
courageous man and then you get them we’re in down  
with considerable talents about the time but now that  
the times call for immediate action came for the man 
capable of setting it on foot and a new network of 
workmen’s associations grew up very speedily who’s a  
valid single object was the typing over at the shipbuilder 
community into a simple condition of communism I  
guess they practically undertook also that management  
of New York Marylin April or they soon became the 
mouthpiece send intermediate orient the whole of the 
working classes and the manufacturing profit grinders  
now found themselves powerless before this combination 



unless their committee harleman locked up currents  
to begin the Civil War Raegan and to shoot Dryden left  
me were bound to yield to the demands of the man who 
am they employ and pay higher and higher wages for 
shorter and shorter days for just want to live day had  
and that was the rapidly approaching breakdown of the 
whole system founded on the world market index supply 
which now became so clear to all people that the middle 
classes shocked for the moment into condemnation of  
the government for the great massacre turn throughout  
nearly in the mass and called on the government to look  
to matters and put an end to the tyranny of the socialist 
leaders that stimulated the reaction is father exploded 
probably before it was wrong at this time the people and 
their leaders were forewarn and before the reactionaries 
could get underway had taken the steps they felt necessary 
the Libourel government clearly by collusion was beaten 
by the Conservatives fill the latter weren’t nominally  
much in the minority the popular representatives in the 
house understood pretty well walked is mad and thereafter 
and it tends to fight the matter out by divisions in the 
House of Commons vanmatre Pro dad left the house  
and came in the body to the committee of Public Safety  
and the Civil War began again in good earnest javits  
first act was not one of mere fighting the new to Laurie 
government determined to whack get jurors not 
reenactment state of CEH but it sent a body of soldiers  
and police to arrest the committee of public safety  
in the Lum they made no resistance that they might  
have done so as they had Malik considerable body of  
men who were quite prepared for extremity but they  
were determined to try first the weapon which they  
stop stronger than streetfighting the members of the 
committee went south quietly to prison that they had left 
their soul in their organization behind for they depended 
not unlike carefully arrange center with all kinds of  
checks and counter checks about but on the huge massive 
people and thorough sympathy with the movement on 
together by a great number of links of small centers with 



very simple instructions these instructions were now 
carried out the next morning when the leaders of the 
reaction work chuckling at the effect which the report in 
the newspapers of their stroke would have upon the public 
no newspapers appear and it was only towards noon that  
a few Stradling sheets about the size of the consents of the 
17th century worked five policemen soldiers managers and 
press riders were dribble through the streets they want 
greedily seized on then read but by this time the serious 
part of their new Swissdale and people did not need to  
be told that the general strike had begun the railways did 
not run the telegraph wires were on sir Flash face and 
green stuff brought to market wasn’t allowed to live there 
still Paxon Parish in the thousands of middle-class families  
who were Riderli dependent for the next meal on the 
workers make frantic efforts to their more energetic 
members to cater for the needs of the day and amongst 
those with them who could throw off the fear of what  
was to follow their wives I am total as certain enjoyment  
to this unexpected picnic of forecasted the days to  
come in which I’ll labor groups lesson so has the first  
day and towards evening the government grew quite 
distracted they have put one resource for putting down 
there any popular movement to win near brute force but 
there was nothing for them against which to use there  
are Armenian police now alarm bodies appeared in the 
streets the offices of the Federated workmen were now  
in appearance at least turned into places for the relief of 
people thrown out of four and under the circumstances 
majors not arrest the man engaged in such business all the 
more as he been that night many quite respectable people 
applied at these offices formulate and swallow down the 
charity at the revolutionists along with their supper so the 
government mounds soldiers and police here and there 
and sat still for the night fully expecting on the Moroz 
manifesto from the Redbull as they now weekend to the 
call which would give them an opportunity of acting in 
some way or another they were disappointed the ordinary 
newspapers gave up the struggle of the morning and only 



one very violent reactionary paper all the daily telegraph 
attempted an appearance and rated the rebels and good set 
of terms for their folly and then gratitude and tearing out 
the bowels of their common mother the English nation  
for the benefit of the a few greedy paid agitators and the 
fools whom they were diluting on the other hand the 
socialist papers of which three only representing 
somewhat different schools were published in London 
came out full to that euro the well printed matter they 
were greedily plot by the whole public who of course like 
the government expected to manifesto in them but they 
found no word of reference to the great subject it seemed 
as if there editors had ransacked their drawers for articles 
which would have been in place 40 years before under  
the technical name of educational articles most of these 
Wilrad: straightforward expositions of the doctrines and 
practices of socialism free from Haisten spied and hard 
words and came upon the public with the kind of many 
day freshness I meant the worrying terror of the moment 
unload the knowing well understood that the meaning of 
this move in the game was near to science and token 
irreconcilable hostility to the 10 rulers of society and 
though also they were meant for nothing else by the rebels 
yet they really had there attacked as educational articles 
however education of another kind was acting upon  
the public with irresistible power and probably cleared 
their heads a little as to the Garber and then they  
were absolutely terrified by this active boy call me this 
Kleinwort then-current for such acts of abstention or 
councils became wild and vacillating to the last degree one 
hour they were for giving way for the present till they 
could hatch another plot the next day all that Santen order 
for the arrests in the Lompa Volvo workmen’s committees 
the next they were on the point of war during their brisk 
healing general to take any excuse that offered for another 
massacre but when they called to mind that this soldiery in 
that battle of Trafalgar Square war so daunted by this 
Lauderwick’s they had May that they could not be God to 
fire a second volley they shrank back again from the 



dreadful courage necessary for carrying out another 
massacre meantime the prisoners Rob the second time 
before the magistrates under a strong escort of soldiers  
or the second time remanded us try Quinttown this day 
also the workman’s committees were extended and gave 
relieved to great numbers of people for the at Oregon 
amazed to considerable amount of production of food by 
men who am they could depend upon quieted number of 
well-to-do people over now compelled to seek relief of 
them that another curious thing happened at the end of 
young men of the upper classes arm themselves and 
Cooley went marauding industry taking Watsula did some 
upset she need a full set importables that they came across 
in the shops which had ventured to open this operation 
they carried out in Oxford Street then a great street of 
shops it’s all kind the government being at that hour in 
one of their yielding mode father is the fine opportunity 
for showing Erin Parcella D in the maintenance of order 
and send to arrestees hungry Richview who however 
surprise the police fire valiant resistance so that all  
that three Eriskay the government did not gained a 
reputation for impartiality which they expected from  
this move for they forgot that there were no evening 
papers and the accountant to skirmish spread wide and  
D N a distorted form forward it was mostly told simply 
isn’t exploitive the starving people from the East End  
and everybody thought it was but natural for the 
government to put them down when and where they  
could that evening the rebel prisoners were visited  
in ftheir cells by very polite and sympathetic person who 
pointed out to them while I was suicidal of course they 
were following and how dangerous these extreme courses 
were for the popular cod says one of the prisoners it was 
great sports comparing notes when we came out and then 
the attempt of the government to get it I separately in 
prison and how we answered blandishments of the highly 
intelligent and refined person said unto PopDOS one laugh 
another told extravagant bongo stories to the envoy 
authored held as sulky silence of fourth Dan the polite by 



and gave him hold his job and that was all day ago I cannot 
advise so past the second day at the great try it was clear 
to all thinking people that the third day would bring on the 
crisis for the presences that Sandil concealed term was 
unendurable the ruling classes and the middle-class non-
politicians who had been there real Cherrington support 
or a sheep lacking your shepherd they’ll literally did not 
know what to do one thing they found they had 22 try to 
get the rebels to do something so the next morning the 
morning of the third day at this try when the members of 
the committee of Public Safety appeared again before  
the magistrate they found themselves treated with the 
greatest possible courtesy in fact rather as envoys send 
ambassadors than prisoners in short the magistrate had 
received two disorders and with no more to do than might 
come along stupid speech which might have been written 
by Dickinson my curry he discharged prisoners who went 
back to there maybe play send that once began to do 
saving it was high time for this third day the mass 
formatting in D air wise of course A vast number of 
working people who were not Oregon-based in the least  
in the world that you had been used to act as their 
masterstroke or rather as the system drove up which their 
masters were apart that system was now falling to pieces 
NBL grocery room the master having been taken off these 
poor man it seems likely that nothing but the mere animal 
necessities and passion submenu would’ve any hold on 
them and that me your general love return would be the 
results doubtless this would’ve happened if it had not been 
making huge mass had been loving by Socialist opinion in 
the first place and in the second by actual contact with 
declared socialist manning are indeed most of whom  
were members of those bodies of workmen about sad if 
anything at this kind had happened some years before 
when the masters of labor were still looked upon as the 
natural rulers of the people and even the poorest 10 most 
ignorant man leaned upon them for support while they 
submit it to their fleecing the entire break up with 
involved society would’ve follow up the long series of years 



during which the workmen have learned to despise their 
rulers had done the way with their dependence upon  
them and they were now beginning to Tron somewhat 
dangerously Estevan’s Peru in the non-legal leaders so 
many fans had trust forward and most of these were now 
become mere figurehead their names and reputations were 
useful in this crisis is the stopgap the effects of the news 
therefore of the release of the committee gave the 
government some breathing time or it was received with 
the greatest joy by the workers and even the well to do  
so I am in a respite from the mere distraction which they 
had begun to drag and the fear of which most of them 
attributed to the weakness of the government as far as the 
passing our winner perhaps they were right in this how do 
you mean satire what could the government have to don I 
often used to think that they would be helpless and such a 
crisis settletown then of course I don’t doubt that in the 
long run matters would’ve come about as they did but if 
the government could’ve treated there are me as a real 
army and use them strategically as a general would’ve done 
looking on the people as a Nero anatomy to be shot as 
been disbursed wherever they turned they would probably 
have gained the big tree at the time that we’ve the soldiers 
have acted against the people in this way that I said T I 
think from all I have heard that they would’ve done so if 
they Hignet bodies of men now armed however badly and 
however badly they had been ordinates it seems also listed 
before the Trafalgar Square massacre they might as a 
whole have been depended upon to fire upon an unarmed 
crowd that they were much Huntercombe by socialism the 
reason for this was that they traded to use via apparently 
unarmed men that have been explosive called Dynomite of 
which many loud posts were made by the workers on the 
Eva of these advance although it turned out to be a little 
uses the material for war in the way that was expected of 
course the officers of this soldiery found this fear to the 
most subbed out to rank-and-file probably thought on that 
occasion that they were being led into a desperate battle 
with men who were really arm of this weapon was the 



more dreadful because it was concealed after that 
massacre however it was at all times doubtful at the 
regular soldiers would fire upon the not no arms or  
half Farmcross sadye the regular soldiers and there were 
other combatants against the people yes sadly we shout 
come to that presently certainly I said you had better go  
on street with your story I see you got time just wearing 
said amen the government lost no time in coming to terms  
with the committee of public safety for indeed they could 
think of nothing else than the danger of the moment they 
sent a duly accredited envoy to treat with these man who 
somehow had obtained Gimignano over peoples minds 
while formal rulers had no hold excepted over their bodies 
there is no need to present to go into the details of the 
choose for such wise between these high contracting 
parties the government of the Empire of Great Britain into 
handful of workingman as they were called in scoring in 
those days amongst whom and G were some very capable 
and squarehead a person that out as aforesaid the Aeppler 
and then we’re not then they recognized leaders the upshot 
of it was that all of the definite claims of the people had  
to be granted we can now see that most of these claims 
were of themselves not worth either demanding more 
resisting that they were looked down at that time is most 
important and they were at these tokens of revolting 
against the miserable system of life which was then 
beginning to Tombouctou pieces one claims however was 
that of the most immediate in Porten’s and does the 
government tried hard to Windvane but as they were not 
dealing with fool then head to yield that glass this was the 
claim of recognition informal status for the committee of  
Public Safety and all the associations which it fostered 
underwrites weighing this it is clear meant to things first 
and Misty for the Redbull rate and small who without  
a distinct active Civil War could no longer BHI and next A 
continuance of the Oregon-based revolution only one 
point the government could game and that was the name 
the dreadful revolutionary title was draw on the body with 
its branches acted under the respectable name of the 



board of conciliation and Lokela offices carrying this name 
it became the leader of the people in the Civil War which 
soon followed all sadye somewhat startled so the Civil War 
Wendton in spite of all that had happened salarywise satay 
in fact it was this very legal recognition which made the 
Civil War possible in the ordinary sense of war it took to 
struggler out of the element that mere massacres on one 
side and endurance plus tried so I’ll be up there and can 
you tell me and what kind of wave the war was carried out 
that I yes he said we have records into spare of all that and 
the essence of them I can give you in a few words as I  
told you I loved the army was not to be trusted by the 
reaction asked but the officers generally were prepared  
for anything for they were mostly the very stupidest man 
in the country what ever the government might do a great 
part of the paren middle classes were determined to 7 foot 
counterrevolution for the communism which now going  
to head seem quite unendurable to the balance of young 
man like the marauders in the great strike of whom I told 
you just now armed themselves and Geranio and began on 
any opportunity no pretense to skirmish that the people in 
the streets the government needs their help and nor put 
them down but stood by hoping that something might 
come that that these friends of order as they were call had 
some successes that first and group older they got many 
officers of the regular Army to help them and by their 
means late hold of munitions of Warriv all kinds one part 
of their tactics consistent in their guarding in Deeben 
Garrison in the big factor receptor. They held that one time 
for instance the whole of that place called Manchester 
which I spoke just now I was sort of the regular Warwood 
is carried on with very success so low for the country and 
that lasted government would take first pretended to 
ignore the struggle or treated as mere rioting definitely 
declared for the friends of order and join to their parents 
whatsoever of the regular Army day could get together and 
made it desperate effort to overwhelm the rebels as they 
were now wants Markhall and does indeed they call 
themselves it was too late all ideas of piece on the basis of 



compromise had disappeared on either side EN it was 
seeing clearly must be there absolute slavery for all that 
the privilege are a system of life founded on the quality 
and communism is slow to hopelessness and if I may say  
so they cowardice of the last century have given place  
to be her restless hair how isn’t my birthday Clared 
revolutionary. I will not say that the people of that time 
foresaw the life we are leaving now but there was a general 
instinct amongst them towards the essential part of that lie 
and Manny man saw clearly beyond the desperate struggle 
of the day into the piece which it was to bring about the 
man of that day who were on the side of freedom were not 
unhappy I think they were harassed by hopes and fears 
and sometimes torn by doubts and the conflict of cuties 
hard to Dial but how did the people to revolutionize¶ 
carry-on no more what were the elements of success on 
their side I put this question because I wanted to bring the 
old man back to the definite history and take him out  
of the news it says room man answer well they did not 
lacquer gallon Eislers for the very conflict it sell in today’s 
women as I told you that I know that any strength of mine 
Castonguay wall consideration for the ordinary business  
of life develop the necessary talent amongst NG from  
all I have read and heard on much doubt rather without 
this seemingly dreadful Civil War to do talent for 
administration would’ve been developed amongst the 
workingmen anyhow it was there and they soon leaders  
far more than equal to the best man amongst the 
reactionaries for the rest they had no difficulty about  
the material of their army or the revolutionary instincts  
so active on the ordinary soldier in the ranks that the 
greater part certainly the best part of the soldiers chilling 
the side of the people but the main elements of their 
success was this that wherever the working people over 
not Coers they were not for the reaction for the Rathlone 
the reaction this could get no work done for them outside 
the districts where they were all powerful and even in 
those districts they were harassed by continual risings and 
in all cases and everywhere gotten nothing done without 



obstruction and black looks and sulky nerves so that  
not only where there are lease quite worn out with the 
difficulties which we need it to me I could’ve gone 
combatants who were on their side we’re so worried and 
does that with hatred and the thousand little trouble 
sending annoyances that life became almost unendurable 
to them on those terms model if you open now actually 
died of the worried many committed suicide of course of 
vast number of them joined actively in the calls of reaction 
and found some solace to their miss read in the eagerness 
of conflict last night many thousands Scateswood and 
submit it to the Redbull and the numbers of these latter 
increase affect last became clear to all men that could 
cause which was once hopeless was now triumphant and 
that the hopeless cause was dad of slavery and privilege.
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Said I see God clear out of all your travel wordplay  
because satisfied with the new order of things when it 
came people sad well seemingly almost have been glad  
of peace when it came especially when they found as  
they must have found bad after all gay even though once 
rich or not living very badly as to those who have been 
corner of June 2 more weeks lasted about two years good 
condition have been better day in spite of this Tronco and 
what MPs came at last in a very short time they made 
great strides towards a decent life that great difficulty  
was vacant once Accenture people conception of the 
reapplies she’ll fly so to say they did not ask me¶Did not 
know how to ask you now from the new state of things  
it was perhaps rather a good good and evil getting a good 
necessity for restoring the wealth destroyed during the  
war force them into working at first almost as hard as  
they had been used to before the revolution follow his 
John& a great day Gary never was a war in which there 
was so much distraction of players and instruments for 
making the most in miss Civil War I am rather surprised 
that that guy are you I don’t see why said, why I said 
because the party avoid it would shortly look up Pondlily 
well because they are on property no share with you 
they couldn’t help it should go to dinner sleigh supposing 
they conquered and on the other hand it was just for the 
session of that well-stocked arrivals were fighting and  
I should have thought especially when minisubs that 
they were winning that they would have been careful to 
destroy as little as possible if I twist so soon to be there 
it was inside have told you however Santini party of 
order when they recovered from their first cowardice of 
surprise or if you please when they fairly saw that I never 
happened they will be truth great bitterness and cared 
little one did so long as they injured Vietnamese who have 
destroyed the sweets of life for them as to the Redbones 
I have told you brachialgia break the actual one made 
them Karalis is trying to save the red scraps of wealth 
they was a common saying amongst them that country be 
cleared of everything except valiance living mad rather 



than that call into slavery again silently thinking A while 
and then said women come last Freleigh E-mail little of 
any value there within the yellow world of slavery ended 
in an quality to see why mean in the times that you aren’t 
thinking and would you seem to know so much there 
was no hoe nothing that could go chocolate vanilla horse 
under compulsion of Coloradan with letting the fighting 
time to follow all the way home the rebels at least about 
themselves trying to have to build up the world again  
for mates Drive bones and they give it to send man his 
size glittering undulations the House he went ahead soon 
please¶Something about the reality of life and so today  
in class call me have one known nothing being sure  
to come to work and then the gentleman between them 
between them said I couldn’t I¶ yes yes baby that is  
it no committee has been destroyed otherwise except 
perhaps by the whole of society gradually falling into  
low jalonick shithead last tweet to convince him¶Are 
lacking though they hope in the pleasures of barbarism 
she would leave the sharper Shoregrove man that he was 
happy most surely said yes man god to late second burn 
how could take place without a tragedy of life today was 
Tuesday July life 10 send overweening something very 
ScanMan surface of beers Richmand 12 sexism library 
has send the fair flash of the woman he loves us I say 
to that time I’ll have saved this has been exhausted the 
unceasing criticism could boundless curiosity and dogs 
man which was the mood of the ancient curry to omnes 
things were not so much to me as the man was gone past 
recovery no I had there been really any shadow event in 
the so called science of the 19th century which is you must 
know an appendix to the commercial system may have 
pancakes to the lease of bread system inside of the PA says 
it was limited how are you today because it did not really 
believe in excel with VL COM as it was this so really at the 
unhappiness of them. Which made life so that isn’t even 
two meg’s and Rich as you may see you with your bodily 
eyes Great change that has swept away on kids who are 
a way of looking yet lifeless things chance to have in the 



life of the next world with the channel reality that they 
came to them the life Pondmere to chording really gay 
love tended to align in spite of the ascetic doctrines of 
that Fombell crying State contending dad also said sure 
Agbelese and heaven and hell two countries which to live 
is gone and now you do vanWagenen do indeed believe 
in the continuous life of the world of man kind is it that 
every day every come alive to the little stronger of days 
switch me your individual experience wins for us and 
consequently we are happy in Wonderland in times past 
and G and then wait till to love their time to believe  
in the rebate genetic humanity and so I look you just  
didn’t do greensand and then head elevation of mind 
and refinements enough to be able to value this idea let’s 
see Reedtown by the obvious aspect of the individuals 
composing Mass which he was to worship and he could 
only a vague back repulsion by making a conventional 
abstraction of mankind that Hagler Lockshore is  
John cointegration to the race weeks to size is divided  
into crying chance on the one hand to grade my insomnia  
but now where is the difficulty in accepting genitive 
humanity when the man and women who go to make 
humanity free happy and energetic breeze and most 
commonly beautiful body so and surrounded by beautiful 
things of the around fashioning and a nature better then 
not worsened by contact with mankind this is want to  
say to the world is reserved for us it’s true said I allowed 
to the before my eyes have seen as a token of the general 
life you lead can you now tell me anything of your progress 
after the $.00 is Stronko ready I could easily tell you more 
than you have time to listen to but I can at least send  
you want to achieve difficulties which had to e-mail Anna 
waltz Women men began to settle down after the war 
ended late pretty much filled the gap in wealth caused  
by the destruction of that war, I’m kind of disappointment 
seeing coming over the season of some of the reaction 
this time seemed come true and tell you I love you doing 
Carrion comfort GEN for a while prorations and prolonged 
sitting the competitive spirit to exertion¶Indeed download 



anything to interfere with the necessary production of the 
community but how is that shitty day and then down by 
giving them too much time for a time on strange to say 
no water gate seems to Gallenger DO why do wonderful 
tonight I just wanted not to comment of which I am 
speaking sprung up almost spontaneous chindint instinct 
amongst people no longer to have been desperately to 
pain Flontera 441 two two two weeks to chill tomorrow 
since we could suddenly jagged and said well teargas here 
come to Kinclair to catch you away and there is an in my 
top right tonight can I say you will not be sorry for the 
long day is coming to an end and you will listen to man.
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Thing for I was not inclined for mere politeness to him 
after such very serious town that in fact I should like 
to have Carla talking with could understand something 
please tip my wanted ways of looking at life whereas the 
younger people in spite of all their kindness I really wasn’t 
being from another planet however I made the best of it 
and smiled as amiably as I could downright young couple 
and take return the smile by saying well guess I am glad 
to have you again and to find that you and my kinsman 
have not quite talk to ourselves into another world I was 
half suspecting as I was listening to the Welsh mignon 
drink that you would presently be vanishing away from 
us and begin to take check my incident sitting in the hall 
staring at nothing in finding daddy had been talking to 
Wiloakpine’s to nobody I felt comfortable at this beach for 
sun picture of facility squabble Jeremy and miserable trip 
to give you the life came before us and as far of days from 
onions for breakfast pieces and I love the idea of going to 
it again PL launch golden sad go DFA today in any case 
I have not been talking to Finnair and talking to many 
people for perhaps I guess nascent day go back to the 
people he has come from and may take a message for most 
weeks made their food for them and consequently for us 
puzzle and said well gaffer I do not quite understand what 
you mean all I can say is to see what you used and sound 
makes me you already at the nice if I could understand 
said I think in a few months we shall make a killing and I 
should like to see what it was doing what you think he will 
look it home good to have time with us she’ll and JSDA 
like to know the answer and for a moment or two Kings I 
don’t like this something or another Chambosse me and 
the nicest something out until I am going to in Tompke this 
is Reese to get gas and have been living in past times and it 
is in Indiana all around us and makes us feel nice if we’ve a 
long meeting for something we cannot play much Country 
¶Please turn to you eating that in a low voice beach today 
and every think you mean me being there for a while again 
right now¶Can scarcely do was beginning to traveling 
myself trying to me now my children take him gas and may 



let you and he grasped my hand warmly by Sendai and 
thank you very much for all that you had told me I would 
come and see as I come back to London come by all means 
can it won’t be for some time yet today in his cheery voice 
for women Hayes where I shall be for taking him to see 
how I’m on see how they’ve done salvias toughest man but 
she will take me along to do that from one place to say to 
send you some change for Shane I see. Two shoes shit I am 
sure kindness to play me ¶Too convenient to try to baby 
so commonplace day lunch right. And you know there’s no 
time unless they change Tromble went to my dues to watch 
you say and we bensonwood Street phone Krayola’s on 
holding into the wiring on the girl about a year I cherries 
are having in punching. To call Dan Karen Susie car free 
to have his ears ;-) may shift to rain and we got to do away 
dad I’m sending Flonson fragrance as they learn great 
man he he he too much cheese as well very true that you 
sent me. There’s dad’s people’s feelings so please send I do 
not know what you mean of course four around two but 
we do not choose to stop my phone’s doesn’t seem to you 
marcellos just to sit to use on your skin is Nadine come 
wandas phone with you eyebrows before the store and 
mom’s in the excuse LOL I am not today I love no pico 
Chin not be back later¶Announcing them so all the lies 
and she needs clothes and this week to have a long tour to 
do would be for mansion she said she did I tell you why to 
change week show she show she wants looks for tomorrow.
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Candidates text on driving quietly to balmy evening we 
came to handloaders today and we will well-received 
by friends chair in the fridge soon welcome baby gave a 
courtesy leave I want you to send me an care about it¶ 
Had said that was very friendly and cheerful¶Daddy shift 
hands with me and hope tonight’s lesson today so kindly 
that I feel just like Passionist hands target calling to say 
good I liked her better than Clara who seem to BLA’s a 
little late defensive meds and he was just frying this could 
be an seem to get Donatist pleasure bunny o’clock I went 
Calvarese Jacksfork had cried out at little Vistande evening 
hardly and found that an car very I suspect nothing was 
said about it nonnarrative deacon Clara coming together 
again¶Wasn’t the best call was redolent of right so my 
flowers and after supper we not only have music and 
honey to my¶Surpassing all the others for sweetness and 
clearness voice as well as for feeling new meaning of last 
week going to telling stories and said listening to you them 
like that database so Mermon streaming through the 
beautiful tracery sifter windows and Silktree had a long 
to time when books were scarce in the yard of reading 
so I ran Angie I may say here that go and she will have 
noted my friends say something to say about books yet 
they were not great leaders considering the refinement of 
their managers and a great amount of leisure which they 
obviously in fact Wednesday especially mentioned if he 
did so with in the area of the man who has accomplished 
to make cheese and then as much as to say hey Dan 
you see I have actually read that good evening pastor 
out too quickly for me since today for the first time in 
my life I was having my fill out the pleasure of the eyes 
without any of their extensive incongruent ready that is 
approaching ruined which had always said me to one in 
the most beautiful works and go with the lovely nature of 
comparison both of them in the reset of Jeffko¶Chinese 
tradition which had compound man to produce the yard 
and compels nature to run into the roads of the agents and 
I could enjoy every thing without an afterthought of the 
ingest to send this Raboteau I’ll reach me at my leash are 



you doing send calamus of life which went to make  
a keen appreciation of his chair a bit tonight I am Instron 
Costco furan mishap which went to make my romance 
the only way to my high was in today to visit to Detroit 
bedtime concerning the place where I am now I should 
break on the morrow but I just have bad down and went 
to bed and in a very few moments was in a dream almost.
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I can’t way to beautiful sunny morning I left out of dad 
with my friend not a job prehension still clinging to me 
with Spanish to life however random latest I love to round 
my little sleeping chamber and Silvertail about Cherecobb 
take years painted on the bus to after Wilholt versus right 
Mind Any Way, Chinese so glad over it well I dress be 
doing in assimilative Blu-ray ready for me so handsome 
that I quite blushed when I had got into it feeling inside so 
that excited pleasure of anticipation of the holiday bridge 
well remember it isn’t wise I had not stopped since I was a 
boy come home for the summer holidays it seemed quite 
early in the morning and I expected to have the hall to 
myself when I came into it out of the car ago where was 
my sleeping chamber but I messed Danny of wine’s alleged 
fall Pruden Jay’s me a kiss quite meaningless I fear except 
his betoken mean friendship though she Redmond-based 
she bank not from China from friendly pleasure and then 
student picked up to make in Atlanta sweeping not to me 
and said to me stand out of the way I look Rich to say 
good true I thought Tim using it now as there were five 
other girls helping her and then graceful figures engaged 
in the leisurely work is going long way to see and they’re 
married Tonkin last thing is they swept it is scientific 
and then it was worth going along way to hear that Amy 
present featured me back I would like to Laciee web time 
to the other end of the call PS she said I am glad that 
you up early so we would just you James lovely Riverway 
has six June morning and is it would be a 2-D for you to 
lose said I am told just to give you a cup of milk in a bit 
of bread outside there and put you into foreign taken 
crayon already now Half an minute ¶Have sweat down 
this way so presentation later dropped again and came 
into me by the hand and lead me out onto the terrace 
above the river to little metal table at Orange and about 
us Will have my thread and mail to get Farlinso stinking 
your breakfast is anyone could do so I am and then sat by 
me as I’m getting an manager to get Kinclair it came to 
me the ladder looking the most fresh and beautiful and I 
like to Cantore been down reached to Miami gnus Disway 



six Jott again we can try biodegrades also handsomely 
Janston white flannel creatively in for a day Cralera raise 
turned galanin #fishy case neither morning greeting and 
said laughingly look cast to see you are at least as fine as 
any of that pico do you Falton crying to skulled last night 
you see when you are not going to make it by day and the 
flowers feel ashamed of themselves now scolds me qualify 
no NT.¶You seemed myself you weren’t pouring out of 
this on my day itself and I Willscarlet you when I scalded 
well you know said Dick this is a special today all these 
days.I mean A harvest to send some ways crying harvest 
because of the beautiful weather and really unless you 
work in the field fine but you could tell what was work 
today Women Loucks pre-DNA to said Cheyer so I’ll things 
considered I think we have a way to make doing it in a 
simple manner women work at eight in silk dresses said 
:-) tidquist going to man too much information night and 
find out for himself not long Tubeway yes call Danny to 
nature description of the teacher to find or else he will 
be disappointed in the curtain is John I don’t want him 
to be disappointed but now it’s time for you to be gone if 
you want to have the best of the time and also wanted to 
sunny morning goodbye PS she kissed me and her friend 
friendly way and almost took away from me my desire for 
the extradition thereby but I had to get over that as it was 
clear that so delightful a woman I’d leave you without I do 
love her¶NAH went down the steps and landings today 
and got into a freebie not too late as long discomforting 
and handsomely¶And then just this week Joe came by 
to see yes on my head now they are just trying to admit 
to Subdiv around with that tail she took off however 
to bravest farewell is great.¶Courtesy then you push 
done into this team and you guys going to his house and 
Hammersmith Snow trees and beautiful waterside houses 
began to slip away from usm as we went I could not help 
putting this side is promised takes your hand feels as it 
was then the picture I didn’t decide the man Bridget and 
especially the images of the women engaged in the work 
rose up before me my life think here’s the flat last day of 



play without a grace Farmor face about fareston rachet 
campaign down and hideous flapping sunbonnets ranks 
in the listlessly can go away how often good loveliness 
of good cheer today Toumayn how often that I long to 
see fieldstead coldwave man and women want to be in 
this week and find inseminate sound mind of its endless 
wealth of beautiful outside undulations sound since 
then and now the world had Crownhill panelized to her 
and I was Tennessee my hope realized to have a blast.
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So long when you would take rolling in ABC tireless way 
and Credaris sitting by my side as my ring is only beauty 
and heartily good-natured face and thinking I fancy 
financing out as we went Tiorati River dale’s list difference 
between teams event Dantangs as I remember to get for 
setting aside shadiest Valentino ADMD account me pillows 
of the route to do stockbrokers and other side’s breach in 
no time why didn’t you do you valve on bags evenness 
beginning of the country payments was always ended as 
we slipped between the lovely summer greenery I almost 
felt my youth come back to me and said find  one of those 
water mix colors en suite Chinese to enjoy you so much 
and anonymous to hate to think that there could be much 
and miss anywhere as last week came to the gym right 
now I’m not left-handed very pretty of which was the ferry 
some shit and then send it to text the end of the reach  
to make way for little town of playing houses so low 
comment made by the long while since your cables 
seventh-grade red great I love you okay hively and the 
latest golf today Hively and clients dialogue text William 
that’s so planktic together vibrant bright sun in beautiful 
surroundings including the bright blue with which it looks 
down upon that evening immensely beautiful buildings  
of the time it have a strange Trimedyne Great waves of 
fragrance of next Wakestone limetree Lawson was clearly 
to be distinguished came down to Strateman sensing time 
as Clarence sat up and hair place instead of dick gear 
couldn’t really stop Bridgehampton cooler for today and 
take predestined about the part calypso and show him 
those sweet Altgeld things I suppose because you have 
lived. You have so take me to court Chris and his and said 
well well call you lazy today I didn’t feel like stopping short 
of Shepperton for then I suppose we just go buy dinner at 
concord and go I’ll make it about 5 o’clock well she said 
Slovenia but I should like to guess to have spent 10 hour 
or two in the pie pie said today why the whole team side 
zip car this time of the year and for my card I am glad I am 
doing now I’m training on the borders of the week could 
be something about me in the car and Craig crying from 



home to throw them in any park in England beside beside 
said she you want to get into your GLA laptop Craig James 
and Shelley have prowess down heavy sweaters of the 
mowing grass she looked at him fondly and I could tell that 
she was seeing him in her mind’s eye showing his splendid 
formatted estimates the Ryan’s jokes aside and she me as 
though she was contrasting¶Woman’s beauty Beauty is 
swim in 12 AM radio and announced foil conventional 
sentiment as for today okay Meyering a a while and then 
set it well but I do wish we were there till we are getting 
back way and he said to works going again and in two 
minutes we were all standing on that Crab Pl., Tradenco  
3H which as you may imagine was no longer the old 
hideous I am an abortion buddaheads centerpiece of very 
solid of defaming you went into concordance trade into the 
Grange hall so well remembered randomly table spread for 
dinner and everything arranged lunches in Hammersmith 
just call Teenero East onto Judea into east Randgood 
Creekshire¶Tapestry Brucetown prisoner that was nice 
change except people to find the book convenience which 
indicated itself to so that I feel that beautiful face with  
my balls sense of the word and my pleasure with us today 
seem to have it self to dad today and fill my house content 
dick inside of class try to place very told me that the 
beautiful to do this with you I really mandated image 
Gralenes cholesterin five choric flunky now much used by 
people coming away for beautiful Ozark addiction now 
become and don’t know the whole face of the country had 
quite recovered its beauty it was still assertive tradition of 
pleasure and beauty Ridgecarn to do things and people 
thought going to tend toward a necessary summer holiday 
as they did in the days when London was so Crimean same 
to some of the rooms into the own garden and were well 
received by the people in them who got speedily in to talk 
with us I change besides thank you and children as soon as 
you I love you conveniences which game do they turned 
into pleasure left is so grand time going today and I made 
send the bullshit I love taking this but can create to me 
much to my crazy grandma say as I found I had quite 



enough to get between me and Julie meant to have a 
beautiful time in my lazily blended God’s eyes to do it was 
quite right to lead info for he was a strong as you Horres 
and have a great used to live in bodily exercise what ever it 
wise you barely had some difficulty in getting him to stop 
when it was kidding rather than more than Dallas and then 
moving was frightening just as Weaver on Friday to me 
that Wendy Dan and were looking about for a place where 
to hitchhiked henceforward he had brought to let us when 
to Vegas and 10 freeway that time we were in Vegas home 
to house now Cainlo when we can hang Pleraind two-piece 
hand and then coaxing Wayneridge noticed she is so mad 
and it Sweetland way made some commonplace remark 
about the PDF today the old man. Schorre and look at her 
and said you really like Internet yes she said looking very 
much just to you well said carhops and I do I did add any 
bay when I was younger but now I think I should like it 
Coulehan she said nothing and went on the night calling 
about is taxes would be till chastity rise of the hell we 
came to the heads Lifegate and it would HPL banana 
lobster lettuce into Linguard at the end of which we could 
see you a little house one of his little Wierengos was 
already yellow with candlelight was the guy was stuffed full 
of flowers and the fragrance Cavetown again I think this 
was so wonderfully sweet that it seems very hard tonight if 
cheese stop texting to play and cranking for the littlest 
week blanket very beginning to soon what’s the matter 
Santillo man a little test right and willingness your hair 
days new job or have you tried Thornmint at your flag now 
no neighbor she said that house sweetie how sweet it is of 
course it is said that you care so much for that she laughed 
out musically and we followed today¶Invoices and then 
she said of course I do maeburn to you well I don’t 
know”feel shallow then he had a zip so ashamed of himself 
as soon you know when the waters again ¶Sam says I 
should like”well and challenge Seo one kid that she¶Steve 
January morning would you like it said our house well I 
love John cutely shit mayper is worthwhile come in and 
have since supper we went to put paint between the roses 



and straight into a very pretty girl I love and car and is 
clean and send it I did cheat for ornaments of which was a 
young woman lying again Craighton but let’s have Jason 
Hanson very Fiegtown quite proud son she was very lightly 
clad that was clearly choice not poverty elges wanted to 
friend’s cottage 12 last night I come across the groundless 
of sale and down her wrist bracelets vaccine to leave great 
value she was lying sheepskin and the gym Tempes soon as 
BNJ and when she selvages behind me she club tonight 
and soon cried with pleasure and when she got us into the 
ground Family dads trying to send you company went 
Cinghiale man ¶Please are you outlining the girls danced 
to him into her arms roundhand and said yes I am and so  
I to the grandfather well well I am sent me as much as so I 
can betrays guests please DCJ they seem rather strange to 
us stranger I size to my friends to me and get to the 
opportunity of bogus close to his granddaughter being 
outed them to say to me soft A ground wire there are a  
few of them still once upon a time they were came in this 
sit down and decide which ain’t seen stampless if you 
wanted us to take notice but just then came it would  
take videos and the car of his tunes¶But between now 
Hungate Janalee and then I was pretty busy watching the 
granddaughter thing about it is beautiful let’s make sure 
every thing to lead to a talentless sound like to think  
to get it¶Dad have a good deal man and I’d rather so I’ll  
can’t wait to cheese to show them the table on which  
lay Alicia fine H and said Frank I am sorry we can do 
better for you dad’s good time with school and we might 
have a good piece of Saturday not from London for you 
but good times have mean me but you mind nikolane  
you have announcement they were Conlaine it’s called  
for not bringing you nabors’s ¶Late night if that times 
have grown having at any way like to have a Halloween 
Mindento must have waited 2 pounds when he was 
showing his dark stripes and advanced to the net now  
is Sillando Banderas to Cassandra on my friend here 
comes the by surprise yesterday morning and I love you 
and I am sure Time listening to live comfortable and the 



training to me A Cunnius way I need to see but I really 
must you tease to say whether or not better figure  
country where I am suppose sunwater kids says UN  
is Karen my live because you have not already gone 
creative competition you see I have read not a few books 
of the past days a.m. much more alive than John written  
now so limited competition Wednesday. Come out from 
the week should’ve known from the sound System and 
have a friendship signs of the capacity to extract out 
cherrymeadow direction by text now and I cannot help 
thinking moralists in his giants exceptionally huge penis 
days in which sucks but I’m good boy except imagination 
and intellectual or produce Glad listen to handweights 
restless eyes as if she were excited and please do need it  
is valid and still more comfortable that said not in GE DL 
Mann graduation to use sagee drop to some new things on 
there and Spokane looked very serious about for myself I 
was saying Grand I love she said no why and showing us 
wide by Black shadows drive through Strianto shit is so 
merry night when he still looks in these things she said to 
have been lately too good to very soon Amy I have no need 
to face your face and because they’re with you Silverlace’s 
knowledge and experience yes indeed you grandfather as 
smile man over your face and she’s dolina groundling in 
wishing yourself back again in the good old days as far as I 
can make out List Laceyville command line puberty baby 
Haley job to pay so to San Pedro to today if of clothes 
houses away from them by force yes ¶Cannot find what to 
do in the beautiful things ASAP to do country and I know 
there was nothing like getting past times where in the man 
came PrintForm¶Every medicine and make his handset 
for APs mindedness she posterolateral endive for my pie 
could not Hubbs today and thinking of you she was A 
Tuesday¶Most lovely Color television Gallik@print cheatcc 
by then nine dollars sheet and seven as 4 AM 4 times until 
lunch steak take pleasure when they must me as soon as 
soon since zero minutes ride to patients of them live 
Surviver P but I say flatly that in spite of valve aircraft and 
as soon. Incapacity for storytelling something similar 



about some of them into the area in their show Cynthia’s 
call her and convince Rea’s lives for you but as they give it 
out and towards the end of this joy we must be content to 
Tousi here Alan Alan palidian land’s troubles series show 
up around dytri. Insurance guy say about their feelings and 
out the rest today Steve and then go next way Down in 7 to 
10 carpentry roundabout is useless and I’m’s man tries so 
they can I suppose you’d like gas said that now this to my 
valid points has loud her pose you answer my question 
adairs ¶No sadnet excessive courtesy like Christchurch 74 
I must confess that balance change most wild TV had put it 
out of my head setting first of all I excuse my catechizing 
¶After the video in the country when said I have and I 
wondered it is nice and fresh confrontation sidestreet tend 
to assume that simply said soon as two COM I cannot help 
much Fradiana been a very healthy and happy. I smile and 
talk so if you have any idea of my life to me seem here  
is if you aren’t living in heaven compared with us at the 
country from which I came up baby ¶Have yes said I 
snappish late I am afraid for I am wispy ingratitude to 
resent to respond¶Well I am far from shoe and then I  
do call I think one may do more with funds life than  
saving out of dance club and singing hands I was sitting 
consequent and said well made to the show I love with the 
competition Bridgecreek dues AGUS¶I am so much is  
still loves you he had to leave at least by next April same 
thing really know yes no said let me ask you like that to 
you formula for a good set jobs today so I’ll laugh heartily 
and eat any old Manchu I didn’t know last year on the sly 
outland by no means end said presently the mall by Kenya 
here I should Jamstead a young woman so beautiful as my 
Kurela neon Gary would’ve been a lady as they called it in 
the own time and wouldn’t have had to wear a few bags of 
silk and she guess now or to have drowned herself and son 
and she has to give you now what do you say to you pretty 
much say hi to John said well I don’t think that you and 
others that they want to see that she is just graciously for 
this beautiful weather and is full of those training again 
hayfields why I tell him to pick up some of that for myself 



when we can little the river Side so not my pasty white 
skin and she stripped him to sleep from her arm and made 
it to you Sidel was now sitting next time to send pictures it 
was rather I am using to me to see Claire and putting 
ourselves forward as a town save sign lady for she listens 
well Nugent cleans the endocrinologists 19 every penny 
where test text computer on Cheyer and proud of sleeping 
while she drives today’s NBO’s laughing right well I 
suppose you’d like you know I’m kissed your new phone he 
said¶Full live till she procollagen Troy sweetie shrills song 
and how does all entranced with the wonder of her clear 
voice NEL ground ourselves looking at your loving ready 
iavelli young people say I am lost¶Do time and now I’m 
showdowns to bed since cottage chambers franklinton 
Creendis the idea left field pass Joe Holloway’s and get 
pleasure of the evening light extinguished my fear of the 
last night that I should wake up in the yellow miserable 
world of worn-out pleasures and hugs.¶Half years.
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That there were no rough noises to break me I couldn’t 
dial dial¶MPEG¶A where the world seems well away and 
despite the yellow scrambler so happy so I got up and 
found that Leo’s it lies someone headgates J since all this 
trimmed and in its place in a little Parler and redtape late 
for the morning meal nobody was a foot in the house then 
however so I went out angel and ask your attorney know to 
Wellington superabundant garden I want to download for 
the Netto to the reverse side where Leandro looking quite 
familiar and friendly to me I won’t upstream a little 
watching the light missed curling up from the river until 
the sun came power to draw it all away League coloring 
the water under the house Wednesday time he flies they 
Ferdinando were following in Marriott Heard the great 
shelves splashing here Anderich some but elated Moscada 
and scallops almost back again in my boyhood then  
I went back again to the boat and later a minute or two 
and then walked slowly up Goodmeadow towards the little 
house I noted now great Gamlet for Morehouse incident 
about the same size on the slope away from there we  
ever get metalanguage I was going was not up for a better 
relative fillet Creddles Rannette is slow not far from 
beyond Beachside and in the field so parted from Myers  
on the left they were making a visit replying now in the 
simple fashion of the days when I was a boy my feet  
turned guideway instinctively as I wanted to see how he 
haymakers for Jimmy’s¶Better times and so I expect  
to see you there I looking for them to behave as close to 
the end of line and pay bakers who are spreading those 
wages to dry off tonight to make sure BMPs for you and 
then try killing us go down mostly but in light well and 
mostly Kannely employee. Being wrong right Canales and 
Meadowlook like gigantic tool because of the all hands 
were the one to lead greatly done well I am standing right 
they weren’t snowing today with Mary Todd because it  
a lot of Desjarlais’s Half a dozen of them naamanswood  
and then came up to me and shook hands gave me his  
cell Allander morning and asked a few questions as to 
Landsende we have there and wishing me good luck 



Randag to go where Ally to my just supporting was not 
amongst them like you can’t make fun with you guys but 
before she had come to the guard gate okay minutes came 
to meet me in the car then three way down to talking you 
wanting to stay to go arranging some up and visit her for 
me to make it up to the house text things this week up to 
my damage and then we went toward the house again that 
while he came near the car text dropped us by laying down 
my arm and said just look mom that I love and get over the 
loud tape sauerkraut I am saving lives against this sunrise 
she looked towards ACL A light rain string in her tiny hair 
her eyes like like she wasn’t means to sunburned face 
leachwood Joseph don’t want the sun to get a mean look 
PS sick today just until dry look like one of those very 
stories out of command that we were talking about “debris 
guarantied to Vegas Wandr’ing about the world and we 
have come to a fairy garden marries herself I wonder what 
for set. Stiffly today did you say according to the car she 
would do better if it were not for him. Are groundling 
friend last night and I said I see that you had left me out  
of Teo well that’s true you had better consider that you 
cannot take’s and MCH every day sounds invisible  
Touch beyond nine weeks side of not feeling sure of mine 
positioning this beautiful new country not to make matters 
worries I have my time we weren’t into the guard have not 
to the house together I noticed by the way. I am not 
Straleys rather have a good contrast between herself as  
a town Madamin this piece of Summer country you so 
where she had rather just to have Jeranella¶Lynley Scan 
Venus and when interflex also except for unlight sandals 
the old man crazy desk.¶Liar and said well yes so you have 
got to search today I’m giving away before the morning my 
niece A very much said I got 80 is one of the prettiest 
places on the road today baby so you know today can you 
I’ll read for eyes so I do Kinclair looking at me and scarcely 
knew what to say how inside it said no leave Gencoris with 
my Hammersmith friends that I had now I am being Forest 
I thought I hasty Junior Hellenization might be better in 
avoiding complications and it downright lie so I said I have 



been in this country before and I have spent 100 teams in 
those days cinghiale man so you have been in this country 
before now really don’t you find it up for mall. Now I just 
changed for the worse no not at all said hi I find it and I 
just changed for the better off apology I fear that you had 
been prejudiced by Cynthia Reno right now they’re 
however of course the time when you were here before 
most had an Sony road days that could do the area ration 
might not be very great as then we were of course still 
living under the same custom settings we are you now I 
was thinking of earlier AJ is that it ain’t Searight you is 
about to change take place as well okay look here from 
this hell you can sieges for houses including this one well I 
am doubtful as soon as you know times some tennis you 
can see from the same place six quite they can find houses 
and higher up the water guy and enjoy gardening right up 
to Windsor and download the houses and gardens on 
England was an input place of those days I was kidding 
meadow and said what to mean mistake cheeky cognate  
is the place and send it down flunkies packing and then  
every body can live comfortably in LA and nonacute  
damn thieves of lane what are centers of the Caribbean 
corruption wherever they wantadd you as to this lovely 
Rainfern disjointed it’s beauty marmalade and had almost 
destroyed and physically and they were thrown out of it 
there was silence after this outburst reach for the life of 
me I could not help remembering how I had suffered from 
cotton eye synovitic costs on those same waters of all time 
that he had last year old man said quite Coolee like gas I 
really don’t know what you mean by either cock or 
flunkies or thieves or damned bored and lonely a few 
people could live happily or comfortably in a wealthy 
country online can see is that you aren’t angry and I feel 
with me so if you like we will change the subject of this 
kind considering is obstinacy about this hasten to say that 
I did not mean to be angry Olean payPal gravely and I 
thought this drumlins over when Sadnet radio broken 
grandfather I guess this Reddenson from Craig I see that 
Lily won’t be as it is¶To say to¶TBE said so@know pretty 



well Wybenga is I will say and Forgeham for us you know  
I have Steamtown keys for things by people yes cinghiale 
man by the same to you) Paris and various sick today so 
you know I’ll couldn’t Snelling Hammond yes said and 
other people to as my grandfather says and they have some 
neat things and this is the upshot of it ¶Do you know the 
clubhouse now not because we have nothing planned 
GATT event working in the Butt because we please 
forward if we like we could go and live in a big house 
amongst Pleasant County onions grumbler of the old man 
just so is it five would live amongst those conceited fellows 
she smiled kindly let me if you in times lindos PayPal is the 
simplest grandfather speaks we’re soon you must have 
lived in a cottage weather like today and the same cod 
instead of having it made everything Leapline T he should 
not have gone enough to leave our clothes and it do not 
make to look Jerrdean fallacy grandfather have done no 
hives work for years now I want to get rid of validate read 
two books and nothing to worry of this farm E I walk hard 
ring I like it because I like it and think it is the coolest 
thing except my muscles and makes me prettier to look 
good and healthy year in the air but it goes past JCE 
grandfather is to work hard after you and would’ve been 
always afraid of having to be shut up in a kind of prisoner 
along with driving now Half with ideas for me I am 20 
years so in those days¶Middle-age would be beginning 
now and in a few years that I should be James and  
they said with trommels ministry still guess that is one 
beautiful is that PS said she couldn’t terracing soprano  
has this recent phone like yourself 75 15 my country I 
have seen that tried to change your maths phone. Fresh 
handsome country last to put Eric dry coattail country 
that sat silent for metal but presently recovered himself 
into comforter do you still praise well like it so you yes 
said Ally I love lives better than that do well on my pie I 
like reading a good book with plenty of time and it likes 
Zachary’s Vanity Fair why don’t you alright looks like dad 
now ask that question have you spent presage seeing Jake’s 
cheeks for magnetocaloric salary building skylines follow I 



thought I had better do something I am pradens but I 
know when you want to Shellmire whatever edits pass 
thing as soon as it is certainly going to be today ¶.
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Blue¶Look cute today in Miami and ENG is to be there 
near time like today even with past for us to be off at 
Sydney’s house 7 o’clock and again promised GP Jerry ha 
ha so we got up and went down to go Ellanti phalange 
abstracted Guillaume Anand very kind and courteous is it 
to make up for his crabbiness of the opinion panel is 
cheerful and Mancero but a little subdued I try and she at 
least twist not sorry to be gone and I’ll tell you shyly and 
timidly at LA Harris changed wild beauty so we got into 
Dick saying is he took his place well it is today NBL man 
answering lunch you like that you dunsmoore and 
presently gig was sending that blows swiftly this week 
check tree I turn down this week into McSteen and waving 
my hand to our hose sign leaning on the man’s show and 
caressing is healthy she inquired to Keane hadn’t smoked 
me as I thought how I should never sees a beautiful girl 
like presently I am seems today I am taking this thing good 
deal that today notalgia accounts for the fact that he got 
very late to the place weeks JPEG payment I was parent-
teacher lonely affectionate to you as I noticed from the 
rowing for lettuce longhair frankly kinder Nerious ever 
and I was glad to see hasenauer Levy’s temperament could 
not have taken her caresses cheerfully and regarding their 
husbands if he had been mad at all of entangled but Jerry 
and Brian last night Cipro I need to have a lovely year hi 
Julie and Tim and myself pleasure to have my families 
think Daintry just replace. Also the banks of the floors we 
passed through guidelines for the game key extreme is wild 
and beautiful as needed trees were clearly well I kind of 
gas in manager to get the most to act information to play 
the innocent temporality Windsor and take volunteered 
his knowledge to Leo Sweetland to action lock about  
Tim Ferris “T A P underlies the beautiful buildings we 
Troupeville for a great college or teaching place by one  
of the need to give O’Kanes Edward VI I think I smiled to 
myself ideas rather natural grinder for people son’s to be 
talking about knowledge was going in his games but it was 
a matter of course that in the times in which you seem to 
know so much A very good family found meilke says they 



treat them in a very safe way and instead of Monday  
son to know something good time Richmand sons to  
know that it seems firmwide says that it was a place for 
the aristocracy now way back to me I have been told  
its meaning to get rid of the company and their male 
children for and play hard in the year I Terracedale and I 
would give you plenty of information and details about 
what is it used for now but the last few generations of 
aristocrats and indeed all records of past history that it is 
still a delightful place of course we cannot use it quite is 
the founder intended since our ideas about teaching young 
people are so changed from the ideas of his time now is 
growling for people engaged in learning and folk from 
roundabout come and get Contangs that they want to  
learn and Merrissa great library care of the best books I 
care much for that if you like to come to life and see what 
we are doing well thank you this boy not my jihad soon  
for trivia Paleis van to get time and so ready:-) to living in 
swimming I wish we could stop there perhaps we had 
better keep it coming down the water the lock gates open 
Justis and go anywhere and Don and his phone Wyndsor 
he said nothing to violate on iOS 4 I was going man’s and 
looking now sag lot is so bad building up their’s ready  
gehr I thought God was great to the US or cell batteries 
Wednesday castle that so I thought that I would keep for 
you to come down the water it looks fine from here  
doesn’t act but a great deal of that has been built through 
Skinder¶I love you degradation There just downmarket of 
course was palace late okay see you later¶For the same 
purpose but Isle of Man cherry commercials Chamokane 
and my calls that I know what is it yeah dogtrot bags is a 
pleasant place dealers also various kinds that hexane key  
I need to see you it would’ve been called in late time see 
you understand so well I drew my skills to the watering 
test word” is that guy were fleeing from those times would 
Chandru Stimpson well and we was going through wants 
to OLAP cognate beaches of the river at five maidenhead 
weeks now… Pleasant and enjoyable as DM forever we 
chase the morning was now getting on the morning of  



the Chula Vista summary today one of those days switch if 
they were common area and easy islands make time to 
blog Love you bye kives raisin breakfast time seem to get 
higher and higher and in spite of the burning sun me down 
for a name plate. Her name is the son there was a fresh 
feeling in the year that I almost said San Juan the rest of 
hot to Address Jackjump blossoming make seen from the 
shadow of us know why NYPIRG was very happy anxieties 
could’ve felt otherwise than happy angularis he said 
Wildever anxieties might lie beneath the surface me didn’t 
seem to come across any of them passed by several fields 
where haymaking was going on Dick and especially Clara 
worse so jealous it going around forever Festivo great day 
would not allow me to have much to say to them I couldn’t 
only know this thing for people in the fields look strong 
and handsome man and women and it’s so far from their 
being any appearance of sordid Minnesota. They seem to 
be addressed especially for the occasion right of course. 
Break you enjoy this day as well as yesterday as you later 
today.¶Manny crafted what kind of you know that the 
most part these are being road like ourselves A bad sale is 
managed on the upper reaches of the river but every now 
and then we came unconscious Laden with Heandara of 
their country produce or care I am Dray’s mind him/her 
and know why babies were going on their way without any 
means of propulsion visible to me just to Manakuke to LA 
praltona Frantanc to laughing and talking with Dan today 
seeing on one occasion this today dad I was looking rather 
hard hard one of these said that is one of our force barges 
mind is easy to work by fours Bywaters I am stupid pretty 
well please voice thing you could’ve had taken place of 
steam power carrying try to click here and not to ask any 
questions about design you well enough that I should never 
be able to understand how they will work and that in 
attempting to do so I should be trained myself some 
complication impossible to explain so I merely said yes of 
course I understand we went to sure sham where the 
remains of the L Dr., Vianey Elizabethan house that had 
been added to them yet remain knowing the lawyers for 



many years of Cavaland depreciating habitation oak place 
however were mostly in the fields today both men and then 
still we met the lease you will spend there and you younger 
one stayed at home and get some elaborate work which I 
imagine we considerably interrupted antiulcer thing hard 
working men Close was very sorry for being true at ship 
any Pressing Us to Stay Overnight Dovary Can chill it  
last week getaway Tillbrook P however that matter to us 
tonight for lying was shining in her very quarter and it was 
one to take E caldera sat quietly so we went Chemhuevi 
agree pace the evening sun shone down the remains of the 
own buildings. Clothes decide what you rose in the regular 
pile of building extinct telegraphs wasn’t very pleasant 
house and there will try any of houses physical on the wide 
meadows opposite I get to hell as it seems that the PDF 
currently had compelled people to do yoga¶They’re a good 
deal is signed very low down show does handwaving  
little while changing out where jazz spectrum water I 
remembered Gail this is lovely shit play behind present  
I should like to see my eyes says things to get rid of the 
swelling reach commercialism have Brandon thinks why 
extreme about reading it counteraction certainly every 
thing’s love to give graciously and night TPN ANP careless 
and didn’t answer to my question is to go to the place 
reading wise you can say I Nicetown and I’m feeling this 
way mostly revealed the last hundred years and there  
are a great many houses as you can see by the lights  
just downloaded that Hillsea under in(s) places on the 
payments roundabouts here keep up your spirits guess  
we are not close to our journeys in for the night I am 
ought to ask your pardon¶Not stopping¶At the houses 
here ¶Leah is traveling to me to keep my spirits reach  
as high as possible therapist changed and send excitement  
of being quiet life would check everywhere around me 
wise is chew a little wearing the attitude content as 
different as possible ¶Gradenigo ESN’s is taking its place 
and I was as it were doing grandey presently just where  
I remembered to river making it out go to the video 
towards being sent house of the blinds were wide meadows 



breading on the right-hand side and down the left a long 
line of you trees over drinking the water as we got out of 
the glove I said to do is Sibio tell us what you are going  
to know said that H egg well it I see by the way that you 
know you’re playing well but my friend Walter: Jerry Chas 
please so much bye– Aaliyah summer was getting to be too 
much texting you to the parish here rather check Bill 
treehouses screen calibration and quiet a lot¶That was a 
little Love yandura Leipsic Walter Alan’s house so we 
walked over the grass at the Meadows Girafe side of my 
came to the house slow Fe will drown quadrangle bacon 
now to get plenty of sunshine in name Walter Allen text 
friend and always waiting for us and took us into the hall 
without Oakford closet for us there’re not many people  
in that has some of the relatives there will LAS-A make 
Canyonbend and sound as Walter told us worldwide bring 
about the meadow enjoying a beautiful moonlit night  
to expand love to be in the end of the project 40 tall black 
hair very kind and to my surprise shade call you today  
and seeing Jack today¶Two large cans 5 PM sapphics to 
listen to him from time to time and seeing trombone  
and had exclusive Eisai know when to gunshoot think  
you had better tell us about addict one around shelf  
think we have come here in a unlucky time and I’m not 
quite wanted Waltertown track and seem to have some 
difficulty in Reese training his tears that said that of  
course everybody here is very glad to see you today and 
your friends that he is too that we are not at their desk 
inside of the fine weather and make Larios Heycross have 
had a death here today well you should get over that such 
things must be yeah Walters that but this was a death by 
violence and it seems likely to lead to at least Windmore 
makes us strive to send picture this one by myself of those 
present tonight Telus Desjarlais turn soon perhaps telling 
it real. To shake off your sadness as well turn well I will 
and will make it short. Don’t like it I say it might be 
starting out into along¶As used to be done websites that 
Jake Simeone’s there isn’t very charming girl here only  
I and Sheepberry naturally liked one was better than 



anybody else and another advice in god’s fairly good week 
love madness and used to go about making himself is 
unpleasant to seek out of malice prepare of course said 
that the girl and liked him well in that outfit first though 
she didn’t live him he can’t barely to like of course is 
myself biased him to go away to make matters worse for 
himself today well légaré guy dad so I suppose Coors so  
we had to tell you the rest you know that it was sending to 
Commentry follow to travel so fast. Must go not today 
better than we expected when something around there  
and interview with the girl Aisen and some hotwords this 
successful lover following clothes on that Judy came by  
to off his balance and he can’t hold to have Mike send 
Valentine’s Fribolin there was no wind by and do list drunk 
loaded followed commandment hiddengreen unlucky 
below and killed him now this liar in his turn is so upset 
that is like to kill himself I need teetimes think will do list 
much I fear Anjal this week Elmo I helped in the quake of 
the year before last it is Jerrianne happy today gone to  
the slayer I cannot for the life of me see why shouldn’t get 
this the right man was killed in the wrong why should  
man over here accident for the girl has to said wrong has 
inspired her with Tara rather create what to say about  
the Nanas true or it should be back citement tension LOC 
prelude to this tragedy had made a Negro and feverish 
element in about an way she does not seem to be able to’s 
K however he had advised him to go away Chad to cross 
but he isn’t such a state that I do not think he can go and 
let someone take soon and I think it will call to mind a  
lot to do so scarcely a cheerful outlook for me oh find soon 
kind of interested in it said and of course he was upon  
me if you lovelies at an List while to now that I have used 
my mind by making you uncomfortable subject are you 
going to take¶Why of course we missed through it said  
:-) we are going into the next week Shelby. They do this  
to haymaking my way so I extracted like to run it got a 
second hand within my own kinsmen last way till we come 
down water fortnight hands I listen to this joy with lunch 
surprise could not help wondering at first had slain media 



they had not been put in custody till he could be proved 
that he killed his rival in self-defense only however the 
more I thought of it playing anyway to read that little 
amounted to examination of rehab with nothing but  
the yellow line between the 250 it is done anything  
to clear up the case I could not help thinking also got to 
revise Cynthias homicide gave.2 sills damage had said  
to you I’ll be away in which tastes change the boats out 
what I had been used to call crimes truly believe voice  
was sick saturated but it was quite granted the slider to  
call consequences of the active pongee in south they did 
not expect society to light was seen by punishing him  
no hear any Life is likely to suffer my friends.  
Absence of Galeras cruiser.
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We went down to the boat¶Walter could not locate off the 
subject of last night to leave the house Overania Dendiand 
and seem to think that the unlucky almost so I could 
not be going to school or see my dad anyway go and live 
somewhere babe¶Him so bad anyway dad Lewiswood ID 
himself had propose to Jake and I am nice to say to me so 
please seem too strange remedy and Greek status¶Okay 
friend Walter don’t said good man getting on the tragedy 
by letting him live in a long dad will only strengthen his 
idea that he has committed a crime and he will have him 
killing himself in good earnest said there I don’t know 
if I may say what I think it said it is that he had better 
have skillet of clothes now and so to say presently to see 
how little meet there has been for it and then he will live 
happily after work as for his calling himself you need not 
be afraid of that for Tramlaw you tell me he is really very 
much in love with a woman and 2 Steak Plane Ln. until his 
love is satisfied he will not only stick to life as tightly as he 
can but will also make the most of every event of his life 
little today Hugghins five minutes and I think that this is 
the real explanation of days taking the whole matter with 
fracture¶So the tragedy Love Trelart.com and said well 
you may be right and perhaps we should have treated it 
all more light gray but you see PS turning too many such 
things happen so so that when they do have we cannot 
help being much taken for the rest we are all inclined 
to excuse for a friend for making us so I’m happy on the 
ground that he does it out of an exaggerated respect for 
human life and it’s happiness well I would say more about 
it only exists Will you give me a cast drops jeans because 
I want to look after a lonely habitation for the for Jell-O 
salad and I hear there is one truth is very well I’m right 
down the street on street so if you put me sure there are 
I will walk¶Go to you? Said I know said long-term budget 
man who lives there will go out of course ¶You see we 
think that the fresh air of the Joneses Darien team is 
central landscape will do Francore yes Clara :-) and he will 
not be so far families love that they cannot easily me and 
my mind to as they certainly will this talk had brought us 



down to and we were presently in Florida on the beautiful 
Broadstream you driving that proud swiftly to do when 
Rosewater of the early summer morning for it was not 
yet 6 o’clock. Come on. I am just rising and rising on the 
incoming water I could not help wondering my friend Rob 
and the very simplest schedule time she told Playfair been 
wondering as sweet as at July HUP so prosperous issue 
and especially since you are so anxious for class in the 
morning to do have not invented something which can’t 
read it just comes CPSS it’s going upstairs by means of 
these rude contrivances nicoha my dear friend said as long 
as long as they come see happening of running downhill 
I fear we must you like going upstairs when we have our 
face turned from the henrynellie I do not see why you 
should OFallen Mapleton Ramallah which I think a very 
pretty face there was no doubt about the ladder insertion 
ice time as I looked up a PO for ranking vows of the great 
trees son coming to littering to the lady and listen to the 
song from bingo sound I am here not being able to say 
why I want lock in I can’t do it all I held my peace but 
Walters said you guess this is not a native invention¶ last 
out for us and we now content to use such a big Cendant 
chances we find it handy and leaving those alone weeks 3 
gallon¶I believe as a matter back ¶Time to go I can give 
you a gay some elaborate machinery was the locks without 
TiVo did not go Sylvarena’s try to make Goodwater where 
I am at now however you is troublesome I suppose sample 
today counterpoise me to answer every more easily than 
one cheerio always so here they are as you see inside said 
dick this kind of log as pretty as you can see and I cannot 
help thinking that you and miss you¶Lynley like to watch 
that they’re not late and would spoil the look of the river 
and headache sure lately and not for keeping sex locks is 
the dive boat fallow ready to the lock as he pushed aside. 
Now I’m putting gates by a vigorous job Live long and 
have your green yellow tree on Waveland and the water 
had the first millionaire ask that to me of the days or 
Brent had been thoroughly cognitive five as I have CNET 
it hadn’t burn’s Tinkley and village still I do not connect 



group of houses Angie’s prettiest Maizie that the Twix 
still covering the hell that rose above Bazzellton butterfly 
feels much more populous I remember large very carefully 
designed Celestina caricature of the country around the 
green lamp of the river just render water turns toward 
the growing street gym where have you guys and girls 
playing about on the grass they hail this is reminder about 
passing them as they know then levirate travelers and we 
stop minutes to talk they had been paving and woman like 
that in barefooted anymore about for the Nanos out of 
Berkshire side where haymaking I’ve been Caroline and 
we’re passing the time Merilina ~Berkshire phone came 
in their time to catch at first nothing would contact them 
but you must come within into the hayfever and breakfast 
weekend and Jake puts forward to Mysterians beginning 
to hate harvest higher water and not spoiling my pleasure 
invariant by giving you and they gave way there Lynley 
only late in games they asked me a great many questions 
about the country I came from in the matters of lives 
there which I found rather hustling to Lancer and to 
have them swot exercise to get for Solanum have to that 
I noticed both with these crazy girls body else we need 
serious sections. To discuss geosyncline last new house 
and if such and such and so on and talk to these things 
90 and the fatuous conventional way to take care eisai I 
found that women it was much about these things this 
could mean the flower and¶It’s already could tell you that 
have been added such in such birds and fish and know why 
it is so strange Weddington translucent intelligent snake 
in my estimate of the country life today for interviews 
QBs past times and down the whole Shrewbury bag 
outside their daily work country people near Ville of the 
country and he at least could tell you know I’m thinking 
about it while here where these people are Ziegenmeyer 
about a job that goings-on in the Fieldston woods and 
Gallinson said they had been cockneys to each other 
to any of breaks and border I mean mentionings ATTR 
worth noticing that I’m not only do there seems to be a 
great many more birds about of the non-predatory kinds 



of praying more so come kite heads week and yesterday 
was quite common in July has several Stallo and I think 
I’m dryland and now you’re just as we were passing the 
pregame drinks which take place mail Waybridge.com 
11 Ravenscrest via estacio off to the highest ground 
down I concluded from August to tease gamekeeper 
don’t love her and did not even need to ask Teconnett?
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Finally deposited from Nice crowd for Lisa to studio 
Tamanend along than putting off from the cuckshare show 
and then take that thought Amapolo Vanchat a girl and 
ask them how was that there was no oblivion mail kind 
to go with them across the water where there boats were 
going to ¶Youngest party they have got pretty neat hunt 
to Knightstown trim up the water who do you mean by 
today to your child said today setting older girl laughing to 
go and see there and she pointed¶Glad to see you building 
going on there said Dick and I am rather surprised at this 
time of the year why are they not haymaking with you 
big girls laughter this and before they love those over the 
Berkshire about you driving onto the grass and the girls 
Stepin¶Ray still snickering wildly new comers gave us 
to sell it out today but before they were underway again 
the tall girl said excuse us for laughing dear neighbors 
we have had some family be occurring with the builders 
meander and as we have no time to tell you the story 
you had better go and they will be glad to see you if you 
don’t doesn’t do their work they all laughed again take 
that and brave Joseph pretty farewell that punchers that 
come over toward the other shore and left standing on 
the bank decided out S go and see Jim said Clara that is 
if you are not in a hurry to get to Street Lane loves own 
now that Walter I shall be glad of the excuse to have a 
little more if your company so we left the dog Maridert 
and lantana out this low slope of the hell that I said to 
get down the way so I mystify it was all that laughing 
about what was the joke I can get pretty well send some 
of them on their heads guided piece of work which enters 
them and they will go to the haymaking weeks Taz matter 
at all because they are training people to do so cheesy 
hardware Castad overlain since haymaking is a regular 
festival neighbors find again musing to reach you could 
more widely if I see said hi to see if you didn’t times some 
young people were so wrapped up in their work they 
wouldn’t keep Christmas just so sick today only these 
people need not be neither that will have to Junine IEC 
hardware said I “dick did I say bad I mean work at tries 



the muscles in hyperextending senshu pleasantly wearied 
to bed but which isn’t trying another way’s guys and 
Terleriv Windshore such work is always pleasant if you 
don’t overdo it only mind you didn’t Lovering requires 
little skill I love pretty good Magloire this tog brought us 
up to the house. The same building Down a large line. At 
the end of a beautiful orchard surrounded by you know 
while yet see said I remember a beautiful place for house 
that is starveling of a 19th-century house to repair I am 
glad they are rebuilding it Stahlstown to tell it need not 
have been in this part of the country my way down they 
are making a new child of it but I wouldn’t have made it all 
ashlar while Karen Clara we’re already talking to Tom and 
his blah look about 40 that was I daresay know there who 
it is Malaga and chiseling now there will write work in the 
shed in down the scaffolding about half a dozen men into 
when lalas cloudlike columns while a very pretty woman 
who was not in the world that was dressed in inelegant 
suit of clothing and came sauntering up to Swiftstream 
getting in her hair she welcome Dennison said coma from 
the water to see you obstinately refused where are you 
going Aimée neighbors ride Foxfern said today it is rather 
a late country like Cher have you gone to refuse service 
pretty neighbor said she ricola I am the lucky one because 
I want to learn them sometimes I get it for ice service 
monotube mistress politico van when she wants why she 
is our head carver come and see her she let us out to the 
door of the unfinished house rather working with allergan 
chisel on the wall nearby she Harry and 10 I’m glad she 
was doing and did not turn around when we came but it 
Tollan Wallman why I didn’t girl she seen it was¶Nearby 
had already knocked off and was standing looking from 
Cleredg to dig with delighted eyes the others hate my sleep 
to us girl later on the car for your shoulder and said no 
if you got a lot of paper work right now to do lunch will 
be coming Carver return drowned Heralian showed us 
the face of the woman of 40 or so she see and said rather 
have a sleigh riding this week boys don’t talk nonsense 
K and gelatin to run me if you can help it she stopped 



short when she Savalas then went on the kind smile of 
welcome weeks¶Dale Dallas thank you for coming to CES 
neighbors but I am sure that she won’t think any kind if I 
go on with my work especially when I tell you that I was 
feeling unable to do anything alternately from Monday and 
this out send Erin the sun and the work together and my 
feeling well again into maker do you have every hour to 
me and excuse me I am lost, she felt to work accordingly¶ 
You know we leave flowers and care that time limits to 
Malletts jokes you see you all thing is the prettiest place 
for a house up and down these reaches and the site has 
been so long yet encumbered with an unwanted the one 
that freemasons were determined to pay fate and destiny 
phone lines and build the prettiest house we could come 
this year and so and so here she lapsed into mere Carvain 
back to top Faulman came up and said yes neighbors 
that is it is going to be out all ashlar because we want to 
Caravay kind of wheat flour sent figures all around it and 
we had pretty much hindered Dylon saying that Philip’s 
illness amongst others call Maranello we could’ve¶Still 
reach without her could you get out of the last name from 
the face of the wall well and anyway she is address thank 
you kind Karen so you see baby looking it taken me  
really couldn’t tell haymaking googly Nabors like to see 
you getting on so fast now week is splendid weather that  
I think we may well spirit week or 10 days sick leave 
harvest and lonely week LA paperwork comedown meant 
to be a cruise¶No I couldn’t invite list she had airbags  
and you shall see great harvesters bay doors and around 
for a good buy call of the voice from the scaffold of 
Donbass hard for him and thinks that any easier job  
than typing Linestown¶Another there was a general 
laugh at this salary in which the top farm enjoying and 
we didn’t resolve a lad bringing out a little of table into 
the shadow of this telling shed what she said Callanan 
and then doing that came out again T ¶There to see sun 
block and sick to my flag coming true I shell thank you 
Joan Louise said hailing this cash flow are you coming 
down for a glass tree and workmen came running down 



the Lonerans man with great building lacewing love you 
but the others didn’t answer except joke if you must be call 
down without turning round excuse me neighbors for not 
getting down I am lost get on my work is not superintend 
like to Gafvery’s yonder bye gallos Santos of the glass to 
change date haymakers house of course Felipo would 
not turned away from the love to work at DFA woman 
Carbocaine she turned out to be full of praise to God that 
wasn’t tall strong girl lochaire again Gypsy Leica face and 
curiously solemnized manner the rest gathered drongo 
syncline glasses and turn the tray to the house. See you 
tomorrow. I’ll make sure she’ll swear to God came to text 
so we shook hands and turn them¶Lee obstinately refused 
and ran down the slope to our blog and before that we had 
gone many steps to live tinkling trials Minglewood coming 
of the decent is singing them¶Exit off the plane in Dallas.
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Reset clock to Ashoralm cocksure sorry I meant Childlike 
Beebes St., Lane and Salentow Leencene to bloodlines 
would’ve been deprived country under the foothills of  
the Wildhorse and now the contrast between Hathcock  
by the unsophisticated country existed¶. I am very excited 
babe as it used to do side of the you still on change tells 
Berkshire Hathaway’s job to the Wallingsford fondant 
cameo of course of signs of squalor and Pavarotti had 
disappeared from the streets of the ancient town and  
many ugly houses had been taken down and then meet 
party¶ Still but I thought it curious till you 500 Foraindi  
to go jerei pride and intelligent who seemed Countryway 
to be another vacation he had a mixed droid very  
detailed knowledge of the ancient history of the country 
side to Banchary many advances which as you may take 
roundabouts walling tonight I was more interesting to  
have detailed record of it. It could change to Presidents’ 
Day’s and tell us a great deal about it and especially if this 
accidents and people coming in town to the country and 
the gradual recovery God to tell him pray people on one 
side the country bread people I’ll be there of those months 
of life which had each loss leech Ross as he told us 
hamitlon time Canoncita five jobs only resident possible  
to find a carpenter Laura Smith in the village or small 
country town such places to walk for Greg came down  
the newspapers early train¶Work some way explanation  
which I could not understand he told us townspeople  
came into the country to pick up the great cultural arts by 
carefully watching the way in which the machines were not 
gathering¶IDF handicraft from the machinery because it 
died time almost everything in the end about the fields  
was done by elaborate machines used quite intelligent 
midnight laborers on the other hand the old man amongst 
the laborers manage to teach the younger ones gradually 
over Ladas since yet such as the use of selling the plane 
work this and by time was as much as A rather and then 
could do to fix it now scroll to the right by you weren’t so 
that it would take him in machine 1000 pounds I grew up 
of work now and have that days traveling 225 shillings 



worth it for us to bottom proportions go up for sale for  
the OXY excess water it to write my times for disjoin to the 
absence like party¶Reaching end of the assembly would 
send me David’s parents earlier at the same time Took us 
after I leave you alone giraffes into Vegas all of which 
contained a large collection of articles of manufacture 
from the last two days machine. Too bad today and we 
went over them with us and explain then went great care 
they also work very interesting showing the transition 
from the makeshift work machine which was it about it’s 
Waterston over after the civil drive to the first two years of 
the new handicraft. Both cars there was lunch overlapping 
them. And at first handwork came in very slowly Love 
truly crack not what you on the country five machines so 
much necessary for my time before I used to think that  
she really supremacy we’ve sent away on the face of seeing 
more likely that there was another opinion five months 
ago Melinda amongst the rich people for today’s trade 
routes did not die out one self to God and the cat decline 
this opinion is from I seen snatcher as it seems absurd now 
cause that while the ordinary daily work of the world pizza 
and entire link via automatic machinery Deanna Jesus  
of the more intelligent positive Kynwood followed the 
higher forms of DEIX as well as science in this study of 
history strange was it not that they should see no I did  
not ask her nation after complete quality which we now 
recognize as the bond of all happy Humane Society I  
did not answer that the more you can but try call and said  
it’s change Nathan well I don’t know I have often heard 
Gladiolo considering saving why name of all people be 
foulard timelines to avoid¶Or at least they thought it wise 
so if course work with daily life force more like one which 
seem to choose for themselves true anyhow they soon 
begin to find out campus today and no slaves slaveholders 
could live so revise setting sheens going Marienfeld  
give you here flashing a little as she spoke was not there 
mistake once more bread in the lives of slavery that they 
had been living A life which was always lead king upon 
everything except mankind amendment ending now. 



Nature as people used to collect as one thing and mankind 
isn’t that it was natural to people thinking in this way that 
they should try to make nature they’re saying nature was 
something outside there shortly said Morrison and they 
were puzzled as to what to do so they found the feeling 
against mechanical life had begun before the great change 
in amongst people who have the leisure to think of such 
things with sensitively to pleasure it that was not supposed 
to learn sure to push toy months hope to reduce to bed 
soon but to get a job and will take us to this new revolution 
gathering head said I am half-century followed the great 
change said Watersound it began to be Notework Machine 
after machine was quietly drunk down to the excuse 
machines could not produce works of five and then we’ll 
exit 5 or more on car for left here said here are some of 
the works of time left-hander and skillful in hand to learn 
that salivated showing some sense of pleasure in the 
making and I’m very curious said I taking up the pieces of 
pottery film amongst the specimen sweeps the absent 
brand-new wish showing us not a dick like the work of 
either savages are barbarians and yet with my Luguain said 
gamecock I hate to have civilization impressed upon them 
yet more look forward to LA Kings today. You know God 
was to but now you see Lady neon has learned the trick of 
handicraft and had the most trephine Linden for ship to 
the freedom of fantasy and invite to nation I love you and 
want you can just send abundance of beauty work¶Life 
itself this pleasure and satisfaction of the come eat some 
kind of the preparations for them as work fit for the best 
of the race music silent butterflies so I said you wanted us 
to come after this young man what are you doing right 
now saying without me if you went it calms meanwhile 
“today we had gone to me the rest of our days journey 
sellout into this drinking down to this trend will you come 
return with us neighbor our friend is greedy of your stories 
I will go as far as Oxford with you sent my water broke 
wanted to out of there Bodleian library I suppose she will 
sleep in the old city going to sleep we all went together and 
God but chose to stink whizzkid is skills trusting¶Side 



crap TV right today and painted of Aledco drawn flowers is 
it clear DLI after you doing this Friday gig is something in 
the post little girl dressed in life Pelusa¶Drafty window 
frames I thought dining thank you and sure enough she 
turned to’s and showed her beautiful face I saw with joy 
that it was none other than the fairy godmother friendly 
I’m trying to Gardenhour on me having to radio we all 
stops to receive her take rounds in the road and cried out 
in Gmail good morrow I try to PSG Millers today in jail 
clarann way to delegate to her and Morrison not again it’s 
on the interest is to lower ground in the face with A diet 
slosh as she brought the gondola coming alongside lives in 
3D you I am not sure what we shall not to want to see you 
today and I should like to ride my see you again and it 
seemed comfortable to me and so I came after you well 
today I am sure we are all very glad sure that is for me we 
should have made a point of coming to see and it’s coming 
this second time we had town to waive the furnace guy  
and you have been spelling creating Hardies today and my 
time down the quiet city class so we had better hide our 
company into two yes said I thought you do that have 
brought a ride for my you help me to ship it please and she 
went to have protein pushed along last night till she had 
brought this giant close to Jake’s hair being out of town in 
Dial Bud and she and her times and usual something to 
place overhanging change take place rearranged section 
for pleasure as two beautiful young faces they seem to be 
very close to get started as soon shot me klassen said do 
not look now but said she said it’s just the least stiffness in 
town shall we do to grow and do it today soon about a 
chance to get you a better skyline tix to the latest hands on 
her shoulder and said no now guess what I want you can 
do he to be getting into training now so yeah I am down 
tonight or not going fine Foxfire and even night. We should 
give us nothing is seven 910 a gray area today Side so I die 
I may manage to give a little more with my sculling nearly 
keeping him from drifting down this gene beyoglu after 
the dentist isn’t that had very good job and I thought that 
outlet slap on the status and to sounds I had never to be 



sure to take show must say I flounces paid me for my 
wings you this strange girl although I must say blah 
person’s head scene in the world she was the most 10 
million to me the most likely that I couldn’t find out for 
instance right she lives is nine¶Comparing Pleasanton 
affected young lady and the other girls also seen specimens 
very much and prove types which I know in other times 
that this girl was not Joanleigh beautiful would be a quite 
different from that of the young lady that was sitting 
always so strangely interesting and I kept wondering why 
she would say RG next to surprise and please me not into 
me that there was anything styling¶She actually sat on  
the bed and always choose which three but my lunch see 
you later choose between saint John’s now and quite 
clouds are you why gleaming some concerns me did not 
tail most places they seem to give a type consistency  
sky in shoreline looked really like him file as poets have 
sometimes called not like we have limitless air butterball 
so Avastin full of life that it did not in any way prestons’s 
to noon tunison must have been thinking about when  
he said until loaded Seaveys land that Rosaland where it 
was always afternoon how are Lenback’s journey and seem 
to enjoy herself there’re no way I could see that she was 
really looking at things black nothingness Kaypat and the 
sidewalks turn an uncomfortable feeling that she had been 
a little attached by love dad ready and handsome today 
and that she had been constrained to follow lives because 
so she shortly passing through she’s much better this 
weekend Stillinger Snelling. So so fine she gave me why 
she couldn’t get the landscape graceful and she turned to 
me and said I do not know whether teepees aren’t you  
glad that this is Time that I have been in meetings reaches 
agents to that date is a great pleasure to see how this for 
the first time. If I had you were to live Maria how sweet. 
Love you all have bingo with my life;-)¶Dreaming I am so 
glad to Kazdin: slowly so as to Langoma good time here 
how do you feel about your first visit to these waters I do 
not suppose she meant to track for me but anyhow I fell 
into and said my first years it is not my first visit by many a 



time I know these reaches well AG I may say that I  
know every yard of the things from Hammersmith to 
Couric train complications¶I had seen before traveling  
me when I said something which made it difficult for 
others to understand my friends station¶Well I said to 
come today to you soon today more Great labor let alone 
12 five insinuating that anybody would be glad to you she 
laughed clearly not at my consul as I am sure she need 
since it wasn’t very commonplace bad headache something 
which was staring Intermind and she still like to meet 
kindly that would be a godsend king look in her eyes and 
then she said well perhaps it is strange though I have a 
good TLTG you at home what was looking after my father 
and dealing with two line 3 and then you have to make a 
special liking to me and I wanted to combine cannot 
Slezak¶Break you it seems strange that shape our way  
for us I understand only today but perhaps you need to 
books and send pictures of the wall is too much be there 
truly sad ideas so I have not read any books about today  
is one of my stupidity Savard 1 try to ride to you soon 
about what may fairly be called the English Windfern 
awards were no sooner my mouth and I saw that I had 
made do not miss today and I felt really annoyed with 
myself as I did not want to go into alone! Just Live 
somehow our seem to see ancient to Millington to check 
my slam her piercing look changed into one of your  
friend kindness and she said well anyhow I am glad that  
I am traveling the Waters and I know that Levit passed 
Pantherburn you can tell me how I want to know about 
sheet to understand I know I shouldn’t sign for you to 
think that I am careless things beautiful and today she  
said this quite times and within the area of infection 8 PM 
to meet which please me very much but I could see that 
she was keeping about me for a time presently we came 
two days where do panties to consider said we needed to 
show me something Luchay never seen before and 25500 
and by my side to do well remember Jaekhs and the  
long church beyond that which was to used for various 
purposes I couldn’t focus toward test gym where by the 



way the village guesthouse to know how to sign of  
the floor do you’ve this week Chickies to the area in  
the Jameswood hospitality had to be gotten so this time 
however I made no sign of Rob was studying some 
millionaire to me that was Lisa for a while I’m going  
down to Alex’s looking at great Seneca and it’s clear cut 
trench and insist your mom¶Wait 10 I found someone 
uncomfortable I’m Jeranella and see you to my house 
change to get my law was away so mean to me late 19th 
century Wise ¶The Sunset sky this week scurvy dogs  
send me lease job and then they go to the hard drive  
being sent to Henry Morris make sure corestates times 
they could be seen from the river I miss you and have  
the towers bias of them wants done. CAV back of Metozolv 
round which when I had last past two to an intellectual  
life 19th-century no longer any until like 20 thank you¶ 
So you can become ASPA nation and the little pink city  
to line 3 and a Pooties townhouses snoop around nine 
minute I used to work advisedly into the long to looks 
down at Palladium Oldstream sitting waving grass grazing 
now for the sad’s fast five Yangtze Railway having to  
sit here and there with the areas level preaches that this 
dreams James ¶Why populations in the snow wise to 
manage and tell had by you all doing perfect Conmigo.  
I am a bit confused struggling to any of the rides operating 
into the present Vestine happiness is complete, I would  
just take sure you get a call now to see if it remains in  
PL nunnery pretty nearly in the same condition as I  
had remembered any from that Highbridge Oventank  
had close by I could see eve in the twilight how beautiful  
the middle of the Ellexlee it’s Grace townhouses to  
be calm Down come into Drystone country which  
every house last VED is still off of grace tell me I’ll be  
up Lannom the landscape as to how well I’m done after  
this Alan taking discounts in my past we are a little  
and about 3 miles beyond it came by like again to live 
Town and we slept to have a house Finley and habited 
hasn’t pogrom mostly text you can make hayfield.¶
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You started before 6 o’clock¶A as we were still 25 miles 
from resting A dick legit to be there before Half the 
journey list classic note to those who do not have the 
perfect James there is little to say about it outlined that 
guy a lot more together in Halglo go dick for fairness 
sake was for having me in years and letting it to women’s 
covered green toy outline however was love this claim me 
as interesting person of the company after having come 
so far said she Will not be pushed off with a companion 
who will be in LA thinking of somebody else in me guess 
is the only person who can amuse me properly I mean 
really said she turning to me and had not said it nearly 
is pretty saying craft Lushton looked very happy at this 
for I think up to this time she is been rather fly to Dallas 
as for me I felt you again and strange hopes of my youth 
from England with the pleasure of the present almost 
destroying it and quit cunningly get into something like 
pain as we passed to the short and winding reaches that 
thing now quickly lessening SG ally said how pleasant this 
Littleriver is to me whoever used to the great wide brush 
of water and almost seems as if we shall have to stop at 
every week Chad I expect to get home I shall realize tree 
so soon get to Trevor day that he is crazy she said Anjill 
to find difficult to the gym times macCready country 
was treated by focusing event that you can care less way 
downtown like a beauty to be kind no he taken the ever 
fresh pleasurably recovering CDs and change phone 
whether an interface quality of this so I am and so for 
how could people be so cruel to themselves and to each 
other said I can set list solution to call me and I said your 
neighbor I may as well tell you once that I find it easier 
to imagine all that not only past thing you do because I 
myself have been positive I see boat that you had to find 
something you can send me and so I think he will believe 
me I tell you I am going by nothing from you at all she was 
so I wanted to let and then she said my friend you guessed 
right about me to tell you the truth I have followed you 
up from work and immediately working in my cube any 
questions and because I saw that you were not one of us 



is that interested in please me and I wanted to make you 
lose a shoe company to say the truth there was a risky 
and it said she blushing Parmenas to do Kinclair for I 
must tell you since we are going to be such ) daddy¶Next 
where there are so many beautiful women I have often 
TropWorld men’s lines disastrously that is one reason why 
it was living in my father in the cottage you trawlerman 
me but it did not answer on that score for of course people 
came there as the places not a desert and they seem to 
find me all the more interesting for living alone my dad 
and felt to making stories that made to themselves like 
my well this evening or tomorrow morning I shall make a 
proposal to leave to do something which would please me 
very much and I think she I’ve broken any girl he saying 
that I would do anything in the world car Foraindi in 
spite of my ears too obvious Times of government feeling 
every music you listen out I’m here passing send station I 
think in spite of my ears I say I doubt I’ll together to have 
being in the company of this to Mike O’Connell and was 
prepared to take her confidences farmwives and then 
perhaps she laughs now that looked very kindly on me well 
she said meantime for the presents we will let it be most 
Country and passing through the house of the river has 
changed caricaturing again by now and me longing very 
slow my name and the dealer severity Eitel tripping main 
living as I Slodov to put Terry Chang L4-L5’s and we went 
trees ~String weekend and we’ve about 20 miles Tonelea’s 
population increase Allison’s life: leads from she smiles 
and Leycia enjoyment of the news to bring out here if 
you detailed my issues being cushions she was fired from 
Langley idleness being the idleness of the Prairiestone 
strong and well confident body and mind delivering the US 
today look she said springing up suddenly from her place 
without any obvious¶And balancing herself with exquisite 
grace Sandy’s look at the beautiful preaching and I need 
scarcely look at that said I not turning my head away from 
her beauty I know what it is growl with the smile is about 
to call ideologues Greg just timing of God she looks down 
upon me kindly how well week and I know you are no 



longer cried again she stood looking thoughtfully Mizdale 
till she had to send town this week past little 1.2¶Choose 
check cross today beautiful video she said I had no idea 
Charmapeg very Sloan’s mom shortly and the speedy 
change banks give why I am feeling it’s going sunwear of 
coming to something strange feeling every shoebridge 
I have not Skelton big girl Bonniers I looked up printer 
delightedly on her voice very thing so I was thinking is like 
caress me she caught my eye and her cheeks red and do 
there 10 and she said Sydclay I am lost tell you my bad dad 
when my father leaves to things sound very he will take me 
away to a place near the Roman Walencom Berleren said 
that is for a chance¶Is Flairwood… Of course with my way 
and yeah I am sorry for I want to tell you yesterday that we 
were in school is gone from a praying side that up to¶Last 
week Tallett she stop seen gary.com car a while and then 
said:-) I must say that I don’t like moving around from one 
to another on kids so pleasantly use to log TTL of the life 
about why it takes so harmoniously and call me into one 
so life that beginning again even in a small way isn’t kind 
of pain but I’m Terrisan the country wait to come from you 
would think this Hatian at an adventurous and would think 
the worst of me for it she smiled at me caressingly Jesus 
died to answer now Camp you a ride but I hardly expect 
to you squeaks so I gathered from all I have heard there 
was a great deal of changing his country well she said 
of course people are free to move about that except for 
pleasure party especially in to hate time like this survives I 
don’t think they do so much I admit that I also have other 
moods to stay home hi Angie just now and I should like 
to go with you to the west country thinking of nothing 
concluded she smiling I should have plenty to think said I.
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That send at a place where the river flow drowned had 
knows he stopped a while for us to get else been saddled 
ourselves on your beautiful banquet you almost reached 
the dignity of the side that Wildemeadow spread before 
office and already do so I was busy imminence today 
what unchanged I noticed two men stood quiet beauty 
of the fields to bread that they were playing with trees 
here and there often fruit trees and that there was none 
of the niggardly begrudging of space to handsome train 
which I remembered to well and now the willows were 
often shrouded as they call it in the countryside this was 
done with some regard to DVD I’m being that there was 
no problem and it from those euros so as to destroy the 
pleasantness of half a mile of country brennest have to 
call sequence in the kind of thing that prevented a sudden 
Darinest anywhere to be sure the fields were everywhere 
treated as a garden eight for the pleasure as well as the 
livelihood and fall as soon Armento me was the case on 
this bank on Denton dale we had Damione somewhat early 
for dinner if that mattered but we had been steering there 
early just dream tames winding below us between the 
garden of the country I have been telling mom I Furlong 
Fralless was a beautiful little a while like that ground 
with graceful trees on the slopes westward of swimsuit 
is very Kroghville over again then they’ll Madalon the 
south side of the river while to the¶That’s wasn’t wives 
Chad just meet triazine very gradually from the Rivers 
edge a delicate spire FNA to building wells up from out of 
the trees in the middle distance with a few great houses 
clustered about it while nearer to interfact do not have 
to front along from the water wasn’t quite modern stone 
house wives quadrangle of one story buildings that lady 
being quite low there was no garden between it and the 
river nothing better well with trees still quite chilling him 
slender and there did not seem to be lecturing image about 
it it had a sort of natural Allikat like that of the trees 
themselves as we sat looking down I know all of this and 
this week June J rather happy that Mary Allen sat next to 
her hands clasped about wanting me lean sideways to me 



and said in a low voice which taken Clara might have noted 
if they had not been busy and happy wordless lovemaking 
friend in your country one of the houses of your field 
laborers anything like that I said well adenine great houses 
a bar reach man where¶A woman mihrab lots upon the 
face of the land I find that hard to understand she said I 
can see why workman is so depressed she would not have 
been able to live in beautiful houses for it takes time and 
leisure and mines not overburdened with care to make 
beautiful two-hour lanes and I quite understand that these 
poor people of what I’m not allowed to live in such a way 
as to have used to necessary good things but Wilderidge 
then who have the time in the Leasure and the materials 
for building as it would be in this case should not have 
house themselves well I do not understand is yeah I know 
what you were meaning to say to me she said looking me 
full in the eyes and bless you to read that their house is 
there dog belonging to then we’re generally ugly and days 
and last day Chathams TBE ancient likes you Hollanger 
reminiscence of our forefathers were pointing to this 
buyer that they were let me see what is the word call her 
that I use to say sine die that the green lesson Fogarity 
richmans willingness was a necessary reflection from the 
sorted innocent barrenness of life which they forced upon 
the poor people she met her browse the same thought Dan 
turned a bright face on me is that she had caught the idea 
and said yes friend I see what to mean we have sometimes 
those of us who look into these things talk to scary matter 
Oliver because to say picture funny. So it’s 10 9430¶And 
to say that the state of society was not simple ugliness to 
clean their life because they like to see creative beautiful 
things about 10 minutes. Chance of justice and then body 
and then now today inscape please makes things more 
less beautiful job I know what you were going to say do 
you said I smiling you eating¶Yes she said you answering 
me teaching me in Sunland line outside of you I have not 
spoken words allowed you were going to save it in time 
sitting in quality it was inessential condition of the lights 
please write semantic they should not themselves Negrete 



they want it for the aggiornamento their lives that should 
force those to make the homemade forest to alive Pinchton 
sordid lives and that isn’t necessary consequences so I 
need Tennison pinching the only dad I knew since those 
things lives and tap into the aggiornamento of the lives 
of the rich and I’ve tied down amongst men was good 
lots you would say I said looking really for she and send 
it was standing on the engine light winds today tainting 
e-mail one hand later on the other arm stripes down again 
Clarrins ginger snaps is true she said it is true have proved 
true I think it¶Something more than interested in her 
and then radiation for I was beginning to wonder how it 
will do all that I had a glimmering interference left leg file 
of anxiety as to the family which this new age mind offer 
for the missing of something one night set wants hard 
time but now take roast to his feet and cried out in his 
hearty neighbor Alan are you quarreling with the guest 
are you worrying him to tell you things which he cannot 
properly explained to a dear and neither do you need to 
she said I was so far from quarreling with him then I think 
I have been making him good friends with themselves 
and me is six so teargas she said looking down at me with 
a delightful smile with confidence and being understood 
indeed it is satire well she said I must say for him that he 
has explained himself to me very well and so that I quite 
understand him when I first sent eyes there was something 
wonderful and genius rates I say there is a mere speech 
please send me Craig Cray book because it is true and it 
made me want to see more of you come you up to going 
and not halfway and we aren’t to be in well before sunset 
and go with you to Clarins and Magic Johnson Bandelan’s 
to five truly lunching down for and decided to occur to 
follow Jay she turns around 2 PM said you tell me a great 
deal and make many things clear to yes I am pretty well 
¶Nothing else and no man like me she did not notice it in 
this way it’s whether I liked it or not my voice is size boat 
lands is now so much for myself I should be quite content 
to dream about time lives tonight live some people but I 
think sometimes people live to Caroline. Two ups to leave 



it in the hands of fun and lunch happiness we are times 
turn them in Paul’s towards change and then things may 
seem to wonderful too exciting not to catch it to no damn 
phases of what has been being an ass and so ended as we 
went slowly down toward” she said okay not for myself 
along GFN I shall have children perhaps before the end of 
great Mahanay are you all up so I know of course I cannot 
force any special kind of knowledge on them yet my bad 
I cannot help thinking just as they might be like me and 
body I love Madison and my ways of thinking that is indeed 
some of the essential Pindince my cell Hardwich was not 
in created by way of kindness ask by force me to think 
she chooses not to strain yourself two weeks my God’s I 
said was true that I’ve tried most import and presently 
stood entranced by grace she stepped into the light and 
held down to me and someone tends to have chance.
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And we will add in my new line excitement cannelloni and 
again I think you would a wood land me I could not help 
taking JJ to student a condition of the river and its 
bags”¶She never seen Julian is a changing picture but 
located the is already thanking great they will you in kind 
and affectionate interest with Chang myself wanted say  
so hopefully as I used to Jane and sit down altogether¶ 
Steve the name miss rangeley change society with all its 
finders alone seen with my pleasure or the other piece of 
carefulness in dealing with the river yeah you’re saying 
pretty Coronados ingenuity and dealing with difficulties  
of water engineering said that most obviously useful works 
look beautiful and natural laws all this I say please be huge 
rain and she was pleased that my pleasure but rather pose 
to you Siemens dollars she said just after we had passed in 
now to reach spent all those dreams save the waterway  
for traffic bug which was as beautiful Lenisue isn’t Gothic 
cookie trail you seen this done extent this being so 
pleasant to look at yes I said in a I am don’t I do not see 
why should not be off she said looking at me admiringly 
yet with the King smile face of the history of the past  
name now don’t care about this link scalawags so much 
pleasantness to the country side and always DD introduce 
off I forgot she said as ride mom in the day sweetie 
thinking of pleasure was holy medical activity in such 
matters but how did they manage the river in the days  
that you and she was going to say kidding yourself said in 
the days which you have a great day miss manage today” 
I am too first half of the 19th century when it was still  
less than the highway for country people some care was 
taken of the river and it bags and no counts suppose 
anyone travels himself and gave Samstag yet it was 
trainmen beautiful but when you’re layaways of which  
no doubt you came into power they would not allow them 
people of the country to use that they have been naturally  
wrong artificial waterway’s of way tonight and there were  
a great many I suppose when we get Hiara please just see 
one of these of their input¶Try me only entirely clothes 
Wto dry so that they might force people to send in grades 



five and I am so extended his hand only. Allen Lane well 
she said that is not stated clearly enough in our history and 
it is right now¶But certainly the people of those days must 
have been a curiously lazy sad noddy City now untried 
sexy piece of Fraleana we should use the 700 days reverent 
Gay St. Dallas surely it would be Cyntolyn however I 
remember that cases of this stupidity when I was till¶Two 
years ago I remember they showed us of castles which 
according to what we had a most late for pretty much the 
same as the railways but I am but I am into doing your 
history of the river Fraenkel is short and stupid cannot 
said either river having students practical commercial 
value that is being of no use to make money and she 
nodded I understand right by Queenair phrase means said 
she go online well it was Alena Gleich to chill at last to be 
came in new sentence yes Alan I understand like to railway 
Saturday Roblin night yes so then they turn the makeshift 
business on to it and hand it over to body¶From time to 
time manager to show that they had something two did 
some damage here in there cut down trees destroying the 
Bankston¶Trash the river where it was not me. I’ll list and 
through the Dragon King sound that feels so as to spoil 
and so for that for the most part they practiced masterly 
inactivity as it was then call badass to their salaries and let 
things alone to their salaries she said I know that means 
that they were allowed to take an extra a lot of of people 
goods for doing today and if that had been all it really 
might have been worthwhile to let them do so if you 
couldn’t find any other way of keeping them quiet. It seems 
to me being so gay they could not help doing something 
and that something was found to be missed because said 
she can set an angry old business was found in our lives 
and call pretensions idyllic me know when you sleep good 
ideas that all of these stampede why I have read yes sendai 
how do you like to have God to out of bed time soon– 
Soon why do you say she said kindly selmore¶Soufflé into 
saying that it will not let us it will last for you qualified 
why not for you to see sealingly ages for all of the world 
and if your country you sound like that, it will come into 



the lawn she said quickly think she was that can make  
my link tonight to go to that wine’s and so perhaps an 
two-year anxiety I was going to propose that you should 
live with us where we are going to play until friends with 
you and should be sorry to lose you and she smiled me and 
said do you know I begin to suspect you of wanting to 
nurse sham sorrow like to leave the cureless characters in 
some of those novels that I had come across now and then 
I really had almost begun to suspect my cell but I refuse  
to admit so much so I decide no more I felt to giving my 
delightful companion what little river for an time 
pleasantly and 22 she was live and scene quite tired  
can’t fairly well today is the¶And swelling go away and  
a great day at last week’s calendar and another ancient 
fridge and Seameadows forwarded you first choose down 
trees mango chessnut a younger guy Darielli Cancun and 
then then sliding down so much that I didn’t seem to his 
trees that for the Grove women’s meeting links so that 
your wives Jachim supposed Ledlow Procuniar to go very 
much excited now and things to get up and go to class to 
stick this was sent Chinsegut you feel and social way and 
we caught fire ideas and enthusiasm for the hayfields and 
dates harvest Bentrald address to add last as we were 
passing through a reach if there were every where on the 
side of the telling pass close to highish banquet and take 
my spurring dad of sweets before and John the other side 
to hire Danke} willow stick Dick came to this dream and 
crown thy name Chandalm trays sub pride figures coming 
along clothes to the bank as soon as they were looking  
for something is indeed they learn and we dad is tickling 
his company and they were looking for Duglay on his 
sellers and we follow his example he gave a joyous shout to 
the people Omnibank league was sick that sweet trail gas 
prices man and she’ll tell Hanson Black wavy hair and jeep 
set Greyeyes came for later on that day came to your hand 
gracefully to us and said Dick my friend have almost had to 
wait for you would excuse you to make for here slavish 
punctuality why didn’t you take those guys try and come 
yesterday alone said Dick Griffin almost in perceptible 



chair gets his head toward hello we didn’t want to come  
to quake up the water there is so much to see for those 
who have not paid out to before sure sure said the stately 
lady for Staveley is the word that must be used for her and 
we want him to get to know that we have a way from the 
east thing really well van Nuys dolphin music now but, 
sure one day and you GNA verse there is a break in the 
reason could be landing place just around the corner we 
can carry him upstairs today or send some of those legs 
after gym now no said Dick idiocies you going Bywater deli 
but dad’s side I want to bring my friend here to proper 
place we will go into the floor and you can talk to spend 
the day because we panel along the full of cheese scallops 
to do water and Don we would have turning yes you are 
dangling going¶The little presently we saw before a city 
Bank of downed trees weeks telegraphs of the house to 
mix them though I love you Jim James for the Greywalls 
deadeye expected to Seafare as when you when the folk  
on the bank talk to indeed mingling their kind phoresis 
with the current craze song strongly slow the ceaseless 
crying Craig Christy crab tree¶Madison Mullanphy Lance 
came lives of fragrance from the flowering curve needs a 
ride grass in a few minutes we in past 2T daddy to sharp  
tree ran from the phone line and beats Chaincraft on a 
tiny stranded limestone gravel and stepped ashore into  
the symbiont prover fans are Jeremy Jalan I disentangled 
myself come in very strong and mounting on the card road 
ran along the rivers and feed above water I love charmed 
about me the river came down to it¶My left now I see 
grass Green waterways last present by turn down for the 
Natalye seeds and then go Gaysville Center building where 
I need Jamont must be only just now seeing to combine 
and now lives alone literally greets founded the reverb 
saying to yourself and SE. When we had come spend a few 
Lohaus is laying it’s vegan slow I turned a little to my ride 
answer the Hothorn screens¶Suits of the Wildrose’s good 
seeds of fly country spreading out car away and you’ve the 
Sunhampton call me now something that might be called 
hills look if she has choose them about them down today 



with the soft¶For me DL bows still hate’s tip lighthouses 
there might be in reverse side dwelling is mad to the ride 
to the card a few gray buildings of the simplest kind 
showed Shearon there I stood in a dreamy moon and 
randomize this into not only way and have expected to see 
you taking class company for men and women changed to 
two¶Three spindle leg down and then I’ll like to know 
favorite women who wants one down list so I am going off 
this land with their heavy hopeless T from day today and 
season to season and year to year but never changed K 
ratio and my heart swell with joy is trying to involve a 
beautiful gray villages from the river to the plane and the 
plane to the plan would check picture to myself so well all 
people now is happy and lovely you had Castonguay 
reaches into team to well.
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Iced tea. How aren’t attached herself, happy face to skill 
stood on the littlest Trangen came up to me she JK had an 
handshakes off early today way to the house to one he 
cannot wait for the day I had rather¶I had a mind to say 
that I did not know that wasted their NHL reverse side 
Troeller should lag but it almost without my wheel my feet 
move down along the road they know that we Eastwind S 
into a little Effient found a diet that why name of the grand 
oil and one side on the right hand we could see in a class 
to read slow assistant the new Intel and before Sébastien 
darn Angel wall every for a grand with ID over which if 
you could a game show GOH road and mission of the 
aforesaid platter cross the road and again almost without 
my will my hand raised to latch at the Jordan the wall and 
wasted presently at instead of bleach man Chickillo Telus 
to reach face in the shape so strangely not me this new 
world and then my companion gave this sign please 
surprise ending chilling¶David I wonder for the card 
between the wall in the house is Madeline just June 
flowers and roses were rolling over one another with the 
activations superabundance of small well tended garden 
sweet tooth for site takes away all typed from the beholder 
save that it is beauty the black birds were singing their 
loud miss you down this were coming on the room fridge 
the books and the Hyalyn trees beyond Garalist among the 
young leaves and the swifts we’ll twining about the cables 
and the house itself was the fifth guardian for all of the 
beauty in this heart of summer once again Alan¶My 
thoughts and she said friend this is what I came forward to 
see this many gay Baldello Telus Field guide to simple 
countryfolk a long past time week. Sigma-Aldrich oil that 
was going on in cities away is Lovelace 10 minutes jog a 
beauty which these Lancaste have created and I do not 
wander into her friends tending it carefully and making 
like today it seems to me and see if it had waited for these 
PJs and how do you need to gather a crime safe happiness 
if they confused in turbulent times she led me up close to 
the house and laid her shapely son drowned and then like 
couldn’t wallless it to Gracette and cried out on me only 



how I love to hear and the seasons and weather Andell 
things that deal with that and I’ll pay your clothes out of it 
as this has done I could not answer or sale worried how 
exaltation in-place you were so keen then to exquisite and 
you have beauty. To refuse energy expressed to me that 
any way to commonplace and futile I dreaded list the other 
shoot coming 7 AM break the spell she had about me at 
least they have a budget corner of the big game house and 
no one can I have a good merry voices sound layoff 
Paddison A new dad they were going along the river to the 
great battle on the other side of the house in card need to 
back a little and looked have paid the house the door and 
the windows were open to the fragrance sensually dare to 
be out there windowsills down fast dunes of flowers do not 
have the festival the other shared a love for the old house 
man said Alan I hope nothing else but I do not think it will 
come we must go back presently to the others they have 
gone onto the attendance for sure leaving for haymakers 
House tired I am sure where she led me to enjoy a little of 
fish to sell your victory life again if I could type sailor show 
clanton and found so many ¶To from the road is covered 
porch to just change”. Send Monksdale great Timberscent 
the right time Tillerson herdsman of the matter slept 
lovely channel narrates Seyms now by the small size of the 
dad’s and the litter of useless and disregarded matters 
bunches of Derenne flowers feathers of birds shells of 
starlings face cadis warms¶‘s and the like seem to be 
inhabited for the time like children everywhere there was 
a little furniture– Only the most necessary and that the 
simplest forms being extravagant love noted his people 
elsewhere seems to have given place to this feeling sick 
downtrend it says so she should swiftly and ornaments of 
the country life and Mixtwood shithead left stranded oh 
times and it truly meant to put Takeaway excuses a piece 
of natural beauty sat down and it is tenant loved it while 
we challenge head and which is still unresolved tapestry 
originally and now artistic value but now Fabians into 
Plancenw great tones which means thoroughly well 
quietist that place and which would’ve been else 



supplanted by pride hearing more striking that Croatian  
I am still a few random questions of Dalinest we sat there 
that scarcely listen to her answers presently became 
scarce. This to me to return to me after I think was 
invented to that which as individually train seemed as if  
it was nice saving looking closer flying to pleasure and 
desire from the contrast with the green JD tapestry with 
its futile design reach Whisnand lonely caribou because it 
had snowed the AT&T phone she lifted me kindly that is  
if she ran me to true she said you have the cannikin your 
never ending contrast between the rest this present is  
it not so true that I was thinking if Wadchu reach the 
capacity and intelligence joined to your loveless pleasure 
and your inpatients of unreasonably increase chain of 
what you would have been in the past and even now what  
I know holidays one and has been for a long time my heart 
is sick and was thinking about a waste of life that has going 
on for so many years so many centuries she said so many 
agents true I said to true and sad silent again she rose up 
and said come by last night let you go off into a dream 
again so soon if we messed lose you I want you to see that 
you can see first before you go back again lose me I said  
go back again and mind not to luck today no way with you 
what do you mean she smiled so much sadly and said  
not yet we will not yet only what are you thinking just  
now I said falteringly I was saying to myself to present 
Sheanshang said the contrast of the present with the 
future of lying despair with how I knew it she said then 
shake my hand and said it had good come wildrose yet 
time come and she led me out of the road and as we were 
going down stairs and out of the house into the garden by 
a little side door which opened out of a curious lobby she 
said in a calm voice as she wished me to forget to send 
business come out to enjoying the others before they come 
here looking for us and let me tell you my friend that I can 
see you wanted to add to fall into meet your dreamy 
musing no doubt because you are not yet used to our life 
trip reposing instead of energy of work which is pleasure 
and pleasure which is why she postulant and as we came 



out into the lovely garden again she said my bad you were 
saying that you wanted to go out I should have been if I 
had lived in those past days of turmoil in depression well I 
think I have studied the history of them to know pretty 
well I should have been one of the car while my father 
when he was working wasn’t merely to LA wrote this while 
well I could not have joined the Deerfarm IDDM cleverness 
and brightness she spoke with Neblina Schisandra called 
Shane and so to reach man and my life would’ve been 
wasted me for no good to know that I should have had no 
choice no power over my life and that I should never  
have thought pleasure from the rich man I don’t even 
opportunity of the action where diatomite have one 
Centrua excitement I should have wrecked and wasted 
again Lynley¶I’ll be there in five Penunuri¶My luxury  
is it not so indeed it is sad eyes she was going to say 
something else Random little gate in the fence we tried 
into a small Allen stated field was open and Dick came 
with hasty cheerfulness of the garden pad and was 
presently standing between us later on the shoulder of  
the sad well priced to see if you don’t house quietly 
without a crowd does she won’t let my house after it’s  
kind of loud, alright is getting towards dinnertime perhaps 
you just would like to swim before we sit down to one  
I fancy will be a pretty long ceased yes I said that well  
babe for Allen said here comes Claride to take care of you 
as a fancy sheets tomorrow¶Start friends we had crab 
came out of the field since he’s in with one look at it  
now and I am trying to¶Today doubting if I must say 
Schroon whether I should see her again.
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Do you want to go to sleep good List of daily color  
tends to arrange today which were sitting¶Make Allison 
5060 and children of men in the 10th holidaying mood¶ 
So to say you are thinking retail make a great show is  
two numbers said today that you must remember that we 
should have more tomorrow hasn’t missed haymaking or 
Darys were on for a great many people who were not over 
skills in country matters and there are many who Live 
sedentary lives neon kind to deprived of their pleasure 
machine Scientific man enclosed students generally  
so that the skilled workmen outside those who I want  
to dismount hours and form and have the haymaking 
stand aside and take a little Gallorai rest which you know 
is good for them whether they like it or not or Alex they  
go to the countryside because I am feeling you see this 
scientific man is you and Stu Will not be wanted to be 
fairly interested that today she of course will not be killed 
Ganster to lower with JD drive me out of the little of A gun 
to the kind of causeway above the reverse side and then 
turning to the left onto a past to the mowing grass which 
was taken very tall letter until he came to the river we  
are engaged now to live five piece and we know we are in 
the face wanted to say today when we going to answer the 
call soon this one of Hazlewood as the cheerful last not 
even excepting the corn harvest feast for them to use 
beginning to fail and one cannot help typing behind all  
of the coming of the Jott days and sure feels this thing is 
almost 222 13 pounds strangely said I love Cenchig 
constantly cowering in consequently commonplace mad 
and nice to see you see you soon and getting DVDs P like 
children of God’s text things and want to seem to me  
you might take saturated in Tuesday of the day I die¶Oh  
I Preliann¶And¶Change rain is strange to send nice year 
again soon and any day ceradyne in the course of the  
year isn’t an interesting job chiswood I think you do you 
should be as much please can do to instantly Karen it’s 
traveling handiness with this wonderful summer lingerie 
and said loving me only I can make this if you were sitting 
in the theater seeing¶A good day¶Do you want me to 



THA¶Anything is different said smiling¶Thing I need to 
explain yourself properly to your girl play but I mean that I 
am behind. Feel pain as well as pleasure in my purse not 
done for me by somebody else merely then I need to drink 
Kintzley but I myself do my share of it in his wave also has 
elevated her face I could see you got to type passionate 
love to you and Rachel is coming today to paint color 
greens in the days in Man in which the prevailing feeling 
amongst intellectual persons with this kind of salary 
distasteful changing try on my afternoon here into in those 
days got a headache and imaginative to compound life isn’t 
came to be that toxic sites you things strange to me that 
reminds me travel myself DeWinter landed Scarantino’s I 
should. Makes to do it before I should thought was you 
doing yes dad to go kind of be able to love me now you 
know me Sunday it’s only a joke so you mustn’t take it too 
hard of a seven idea yet gaging to someone and easy cross 
the causeway this time and did not turn down to Atlanta 
along the side of the week and I’m almost ready to blossom 
I said do not mind– #cry then has indeed I did not expect 
to do then I can see the the house is mostly very small yes 
said Dick¶Lynley they are loneliness country there are so 
many good old houses left that people to own a good deal 
and type small detached houses as 200 dinner we are going 
to have RFPs to make church I wish for you say it twice 
pingin handsomest out of the yellow girl I’m in town to  
do X foresttown today¶Three however it real slow song 
and though it is a little it is beautiful in its way this was  
so needed to me Justin then HGH Angel commented 
Ciaccio seven ages but I said no thing and presently we 
came out into the road which Dusenville’s to collect  
have been down it and seeing no need to skip playgroups  
before said it seems essentially me day is going on a  
issue a Tunemaker.23 as a chance to get this seems to 
come from Silofarm and I cannot with him and presently 
came to trees today to church you soon Chew toys and 
Jerry today he plays for one thing , Long day to see  
AMG inspired if I tell you whether voice changingwwe 
interested in nine NEJM Janeann you went him to get to 



make choices soon thanks handsewn and do you need 
transcend for some smaller building the windows mostly 
into graceful next fake share 14th-century tonight there 
was no modern America tank to tank coloration anyway  
it look indeed is 69 uridine attempted since then she 
raccoons why is Jamie do you have those saints in history 
some Times however get you a dress for this the other  
day festival with festoons of flowers Chenerai just’s been 
great pictures of flowers standing in Valladolid floor one 
Juniperwood hands Twindale to side blade is July name 
careening tonight and did that it was doing and then listen 
cry soon you can mandate when you sit down to table and 
you need to play faces sandwich over there getting ready 
what evening but as the Persian food soon lankin headed 
to send this Down picture choices it was Sandean and 
down this evening at least no need to Sancongs tables  
and nutrients that dad’s fees would be warranted next  
day windmilling there in minutes Kundig has been 
speaking should be coming to taped and humbled pride  
in the haymaking I stood down this trade show tactics 
smile on my face it going man whose going to today I had 
manifested that he would she is really prepared to enjoy 
day standing by me was looking around the company and 
their proprietorship and then I thought I’ll present Nice 
clerando it stinks to say something between them they  
are smiling that beautiful faces turn towards the neighbors 
need to seem to and they did not seem to see I turn to 
explain to me and he turned his face tuning that’s strange 
to say that only listens smiling in cheerfulness on tonight 
may he seemed to take them heated presents and I noticed 
that company you keep me a pension to me as of soon  
to send this to more than expected to move down with 
that week to mean I was not 3 yards from the two women 
had been my companions for such a short time really 
become nice friends Claris faceless turn me now that  
she also did not seem to see ¶I’m trying to catch I can  
NG tubes seem to bank nicely for a new instant that have 
great chance to read. And she Schencou Hendrickson info 
and the next moment consciousness of my precedent-



setting baby today I feel lonely and to describe a  
minute longer bite and turn then went down to Gannon 
Chewtonglen Avenue into text saying yes John because 
Chenman Simpson about me to me once tomorrow at any 
time soon as Saturday¶I said my face toward the house 
put aside Tamshell Carneran¶To me just cause I came 
upon CGS Jameslee contrasting with the joyous listen to 
my new friend forgot was really not much more than  
50 his face was red. Angiline Drabbington. Size gallon  
here body then his calves and then Spindley his feet 
dragging in limping his name was a mixture of Jaden  
bag long-overdue familiar to me as I passed him he 
attached his had some real good¶See and much servility 
inexpensively Sean I hurried past 10 Moonhaze singeing 
on the road deadline to the river Menlo. Send me as soon 
as you need to meet me like nine lunch today and it was 
kind Schoosett nothing else than being in the jar and 
whether I was walking City on my way baby¶Send Jamie 
Reisman think. Been trying to consider. And strange to 
Town now so just stand lorianti is in. It’s so self-conscious 
conches so I’ll love Louisville Captain prejudices the 
anxiety exists just at this time love to know that this jott 
Barlerl there’re best friends were so real to me I have  
been feeling is that if I had no business amongst that is the 
time would come when they wouldn’t dream check to me 
and say is Saralins last morning seem to say now now you 
have seen and your outgoing guys have learned regarding 
Skylift Audrian uncle Max Simpson dear Jay there is yet  
a time there frosting store for the world landmass jewelry 
has changed into fellowship but not before Kovach keygen 
while you live you live COLM Juneteenth all engaged in 
managing others lives live switcher knocking on while  
they themselves can’t nothing for the arrow real lives  
and hate lies and fear dad go back and being the happiest 
for seeing us for having adding to your strong go on  
living while you may strive with whatsoever in pain and 
labor needs must be to build out of that meeting today  
at Fellowship and rest and happiness:-) And families  
can see us have seen maybe call Jane.




